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At Lea ...i*.. _'t i i. to at 
'or Kev.; Guinea, Briabsno sjuf "orlng a heat wave. 
...’ t,BA; 

jut uro. - to 35° -■ a i4iu 1 .Aridity today. 

to bus! '.ess b 'ore 
Temperature 95F. for past 

tluca of day spent in unking* arraagcs^m’ts for the arroval ;nc departure of 
■ ■. „ . .. i cdul 

tea on the 13th. They h / 
for a---par bare for Port lorosby at 10; 0 A. on chj.-14th. - von if the snip er- 
rivac vithout fartaer dolt.jf, there would not be time, for arruhginfe for clear- 
.-uices from Australia by normal procedures pspt,claily as the 14th is. a. Saturday, 

Had to lunoh 0.3. Consul Charles M. Carson, Bob Bunting ind Lonnie Mj 
Viildiidhs. bunting is her/i oi' A. if. Bunting Ltd., our expedition agents in 
Scasarai. He is en route for Canada and Ihgl-sna. .da. ia a is Bunting in 
Brisbane, ;ad has' betahnary helpful. Bunting reports that our cargo-lias ar¬ 
rived -in Lamarhi in apparently perfect condition. d- has linen up as transport 
and supplies man for us a man ntiiaed oymit oa-Bistrict Officer, who knows the 
country; A good nan, Ways Bunting, though not in the superlative class of C.J. 
Adamson, wio.di. our transport in 1933-34. Suiting has Very kindly offered' 
us th* use of his douse in Seatorai. Says the boarding houses there is "bloody 
awful.” 

.-•lu. 3/3/33; ILvVo document;: ill in - a..: f.;r vWo f one Van* (i) income tssv 

fk 

cldi.-.'-ncea •rou .vuntrulia, (2) penalty to ab' in Papuaj (3) p r its to re¬ 
nter Australia from Papua. The triation clear.-dee jum (Houston) nad iigra- 

i ( id helpful. Bocuasaite left with 
..-. ... , , vail ..... ' "Pioue- . Gitn’’, . ..c ' ' .oi.■ Van t... tie 

/ ' ... ■ ,o up ii v r±. bird , etc, 

■■ Cad . u on Cr. >. A. IlarL. rt,’Pro dssor of Botany and Science Beija. at .the 
lutvC4isl.;i:id Univor ;ity. Ldarh-sd over the usual .aiu-uioxuin.g cup of tea that the 
liniv. rauty ’has quit-- a nuob r of science atu>:; .nt.j from Southeast’ Aeian coun¬ 
tries, '-Specially Ceylon «aic Java, the latter ;o: tly Chinese. ..x-ldlng proet ids 
v..uy slowly on the new Uhiv raity alts' at St. Lucia in the western Suburbs. 
Or.iy about h 5,000 a year available for con? ti’uction. 

Aoce a uicond visit to .the .Cue island He barium end talked with Francis, 
lariat, Blake end . osaith. dad to lunch J.T. Brooks, en-C.;ief Inspector of 

Customs (retired), -no int.-ra tod in’aediifidnal plants, whp will use' his in¬ 
fluence if the TPione r Glen" ,&& Farther delayed and quick Customs clearances 
are neocod by Geoff -'net Van. In afternoon called at Dept, of Agriculture <k 
dtock to jt. 3. ii. Pei ro (cotton ran.}. Cottar. acr.agc this peer .in ueens- 
iujid 16,000, .ail i.n. tic:n tJpljid. In ab;. .uct of I;. Veitch, Assistant Uader- 
Secriit.;.ry (itecsiaieal) talked with Geo. ge Sic^srulo about id unfortun&to oc- 
currsnee in vile: Arch bold 2xp< editions was involv.;d -a couple of years ago — 
collection of aoaoal soecinons in forth i&eenslaad by J. T. Eobvrts (a local 
man) v/itiiout prior eurvin eaiedtts for th necessary permit. TSa& ■ Ir.pt. forgave 
us long ago and iseu pexiiit tc Pujb.^rts, 

iicu. _ii J ..; / 
of Paradise^0 flight to Port 53 . A full pass^iger list. Sostly young or 
youn.jish aen; so.:.;® wojam -and ,s";&ll chi-dren. part of the night was taken up 
With breekf ..st, for v::ich psssc.ngprs . r ..roused at 4;lh; Stfflato juice, corn 
fltkos,' fric.u fish, roil a <nd la. Xus >lcely tis . Tne trays hue 

.rpoly b-r-n cl vdi.... Ui c air in cloiaio over the Coral 
i.'i = :J1'va Xalt. fi,C*'.'Tf‘?£jS to .. . •' 1 a. S’.-r back Jn th? .1. lo. 
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3/4/53 (Coat'd). The bill ?crt fora,by coast v. close ahead at dawn. Grassy 
eea-recing slopes a p . . -- . -n forest) in gullies. 
fucalyptua Sav-mna for it behind the firet line of hills. Dark' clouds covering, 
the mountains inland, •o awirs in to the airport over Bootless Inlet and 
landed on a good/wartime runway, portly bitumen -surfaced and. partly of metal 
anttihg. Airport owildiugc lew :nd unpretentious. No bustle in. aandling 
passengers and thvir baggago. No had fill - , in Customs declarations, but all 
the officer wanted to know was r&ether firearms were' parried. There was no 
inspection. • .... 

r.'an aofc. vt airport by Seznaro-Fyan of Burfcs*Phiip &Co., cur agents on 
previous awpeditidha, but hot t ils time. a:i staying at1'Gha Papuan Hotel. 
Npw dace, not bad to look at* but badly run. for e;,ample,’ the no tel -has no 
arranges.41 for laundry *.nd neither desk lady nor housekeeper sen, or will* 
ndvis® where it can b; done. Food poor, though. .’.03tty fresh {not Canned) and 
helpings scanty. tfaa sent upstairs to put on a tic for dinner. Few people.. 
staying hero. The verve e-nf flavor of fee old days have gone. 

Day spent Id interview-.!? with ..nvdnucent officers, .-ddniaiotrator .1. 
Clelsnd ie away da tour. orsst Director J. Ilcldcua away on leave, First 
saw Govt. Gacw.-t ry Stove Lonergaa«. .Pleasant mpd who delegated hie £2 sum, 
Cla.uae Champion, just back Iron Australia ad no.-, bully still on leave, to 
introduce ae to fieparteont lieads '.n<5 lake arrangements for the expedition. 
Lonerg-'d evidently' efficient, for all department; conc-uned have a file on us. 

• Hot clear chat assist nee we will get £Toiu ^vtoament, but feel optimistic 
encept 4's. regards Cue toms -duties. Chief Customs'' Collector Er;«ik Leasf narrow 

.-•ili servant nho beoms inplinecl to flilow every line in the book, 
end , op • so. ^ what anti-^erican (first official of the type not lore or in 
Brisbane). John ffeldl. Asst. Director of District. Services .1 native Affairs 
(Chief PoLsrts is op leave) a geni.-l giant who, 1 fret, will be helpful. Day 
yik-cd with d-non-business coll on Ivon Champion who has done ratloL exploration 
(Boy*! Geographical Society Gold Medalist) lad is now' in charge of a new de¬ 
partment or sub-department sot up to detf mine native ownership of all lands 
n -;r tabiieh c. title system for thr whole country. uropeans for many years 

havo been unable to buy land. Gov^in.iSnt -buys froa native owners and leases 
to wiiite am* • • 

Thur fa?" 3/5/ >3: Iv.jn Chanpion Pidce-i me up at she no tel at 8 o'cI-ca and we 
••ut to the Govt, offices ( 

British Jeep* Flr&t called t Foroatry Dept, nd talked with Clarke, an 
•oruriiy in charge. It Soldi’s office scat* ;; 30 

patrol reports on the country wa plan';fo work in) not *nuch .•■mation I do . > 
not wltfbady have, end none a. the mountains proper. 'Toon.up with Ivan 
Champion ^such, mat tors . .-.s co lieu ting permits, ; Govt, assistance jul attachment 
of Govt, psrbdnxiol to Ur party, dfcen official permission .or cur work was 
granted* a r -u^ct’1.1:1 made that " .t lewstoae copy (sic) of oil botanical 
aad''.eatonolocjioal unteriai collect:‘lolould be esnositjd, wita tu® Oovemueni." 
I Din:. iui.t the DG^vom-.ent*' is the Govt, of Papua/liew Guinea - the plant 
a:.t .i<... t to fv . or-.. t .. ..:• riit at Lda (f oa_y one La the country), 
the insects.to the Dept, of Agriculture (which lias n entomological staff). 

Discussed permits with _____ Granger, in charge of conservation at 
Dept, of Agriculture* lionc required to collect plants, insects or maamuls. 
A 'permit may be .required for prot •ctcu bird:- ouch as birds-of-par&dise, but 
Gr n i; not thoroughly familiar with the iuwS Uttd. wila aevis-m later. 

Dept, of Agriculture will issue permit, for export of collections at end of 
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expeditiioai Director of Agriculture "Larry" Dwyer agrees to Wc.it for his 
share of the insects until the collections ire worked up. Very keen to build 
up a reference collection. Former collecting *dch included many typos or 
paratypo3, was dustrtyed by the Japs at S&baul during'the war. 

Dwyor a great cnxvbaaher* Talked at length on schemes for rowing konuf 
nr. native fiber plants, wild food plants, -native; medicinal'plants and ,-moral 

agricultur 1 develop -at in the country. Apparently a go;d man. haul* like 
to .send a nan with ue to liok out for native «eono dc .plants imd reoort on ag¬ 
riculture.! possibilities, out does not rave a suitable ’person .to spare. 

Busin.tss vith Bank of He1.. South tales in afternoon (.test, .!an. :r). Our 
• first remittance has come throu^i from Uet York. Exchange rate sligntly over 
2.25 doJter to the pound (equals About 9/- to th -dollar) .• Called, by invita¬ 
tion, on :'.J. Frame, manager .of Bum.. Philp . .Co. who offers every assistance. 

Enter'd into the social whirl. Sponsored by Tram «au jlan CeGroea us 
honorary iemb.:r of the Papuan Club, Dimmer . ith the Byans. Other guests: De 
Qi-oea' (lo-d of Government stores); Osoome (Anglo-Pprai n Oil geologist), and-- 
tneir .vivos. Mrs. Byun a si star of Jack Hides, one of the great explorers of 
pre-V/ar days and auther of four books on Papua. .All the party "b-4,sr (befox'e 
tes >.ar) r.-.l. at.-. teneidorablc. te.be of Die ..ax* ad it ..f’.v • ?t. fev .by, 
.aid the campaign of the Kokocla Trail. Japs .aacle mostly "good” r ids, -ere 
selective in th» dr bombing of the town. Evidently had iPod local intelligence. 
Picked for boobing civiii?«n buildings occupied by Mawy, etc. Half-castes were 
respected, gathered up and shipped to Daru, 303-400■aile3 to the nest. A Jap 
submarine sank the chip on.which the poor devils were being/transported. 

ri rv j/V fit «hols day spent at honedpbu. Talked teth C.E. Julius, .n- 
thropolijiat in Dept. District Services-h Native -Affairs. No permit needed 
to cote c£ articles of material culture. Permit will uo granted to export 
coii.etiono. Julius a nervous young -fellow, primarily int .r .cted in ethnology* 
■f..;,;. that old .tone mortars (if such they are) are often dug up in the Bulplo 
raining area, but ..id not have one to shorn. Pt. loresby's little ethnological 
r.usou • of for.’xr ti..i'-\3 ■■ .. •' u>oroy: .-. uri;:,* th; rv r. 

Saw in office of_Morris, i/c ilativo Cooperatives, some ftir- 
sicad 'jreyish tadpoles he has collected for British itsoun. They occur in 
temporary’.rain pools in. the lekeo District and hre suit, to develop from egg 
to adult in .a few days. 

Native coop rativas have bem esteblianod since the wax'. Annual turnover 
about £> 250,000, Marketing, p^inaxy products (chiefly copra) and bailing manu¬ 
factured gooes .or. everything tee natives want* Not popular with regular 
traders. But selling orices e&e maintained at ordinary trade levels. 

lorris spoke of ancient stona aonolithc standing vt Kwato, near Samiarai, 
nd at YJaga Vnga an . Milne' Bay. ..{Ehougit to. be relics of a former population 

destroy'>c by a yolcrnic eruption. 
•> - • ^ - 

• iin i more patrol reports and culled some useful data on the country 
between the ugh mountains anr* the cost of Goodenough and Colaingaodd Bays. 

Heavy- showers last night ana this afternoon have soiuWiu.t.coilea the air. 
The neat, when th sun shines, a . raa b. radiat from Pt. Mori, shy*a rocky slops 
(mostly greyish iron-stained echists of Eocene -•gs). 





Was interviewed by a Miss Jones (Gaskat cnewaa), news gatherer for A.ii.C. 
(Australian Breodcaating Commission). 3he told me of Stalin’s death today. 

Saturday 3/7/13. Finished examination of patrol reports at D.S. A N.A. office 
Find that application for export of ethnological material at end of trip 
should be made to District Officer, Samarai, 

Julius (anthropologist) tells me that the only stone monoliths he knows 
of are on toe Trobriand Islands. Tula makes Morris' report of such stones at 
Kwato -aid V’aga Vlaga or./ Liter-.3ting. 

Smatig -2&£t3» bvy*?, Mrs. Dwyer end their small daught r Judy, was 
driven to the Govt, plant introduction gardens on the Laloki River by Willis. 
Good dirt road, crossing the river on a steel bridge. Station well equipped 
with tractors and farming machinery. Good alluvial soil along the river* Did 
not have a chance to see much of tile plantings other than a considerable 
acreage of kenaf. The best plots wore well-grown and 8-10 ft. tall. 'Inch in¬ 
terest in tfcs crop in Papua. A company recently floated to cultivate it on a 
15,000 least on Oro Bay ;>n the orth coast (capital => 80,000). 

Lunched with the Dwyers. John Komeraby, arrived from Lae this morning, 
was there too. Tail, slender chap, moderately decisive, much interested in 
our work and in spending aoae ti .ie with us in the field. Would like to have 
his set of the herbarium collection before determinations are made. 

Gave Dwyer most of the vegetable and flower seeds brought from Hew Yon.- 
Hew strains of tomatoes, hybrid sweet corn, etc., etc. 

A wild fiver plant he was much interested in on the bank of the Laloki 
looks to me like jute, probably naturalized. 

Monday 3/9/53; Flew to Samara! on Quanta s r.sndringhara 4-motor flying boat 
i/c Captain __. Take off 8:15 A.M., arrival lsi5 A.!*. Weather 
clear and good view of coast and mountains, lit. Buckling (11,337') and 
Goropu (ca. 12,000') look like orominericas on the rim of a great volcanic 
crater, showing sheer faces of grey rock on its inner walls and much bare 
rock on the summit in general above about 10,000 ft. Our view was distant. 

Knowing ay interest in Mt. Dayman, the pilot took me up to the cockpit 
as we approached and altered hie course to cross the range to the west of the 
peak (our altitude 7,700 ft.) and fly around it. A massive peak, dropping off 
very steeply to the east (grey rock like Buckling). Rather smooth, rocky, 
grassy and shrubby or scrubbyj gradual summit slope to the south. A deep 
high valley with swampy, grassy bottom nd a winding stream, on west side. 
Rising white clouds blotted out the north sIodss and soon the sumiait, as we 
rounded the mountain and I Saw very little of that side of it; Much good 
forest below the summit grass on Dayman, and south slopes, and summit of main 
range to the west, completely forested. Given as 9,800 ft. on the maps, but 
looking higher, it looks like c ?ond mountain for us, although , Oaf or tma tely 
I could not see the approaches, or vegetation on toe north side, waich most 
likely would be the direction from which we would strike in to it from the 
coast. Kept a lookout for a lake reported high on the mountain but did not 
see it. Howe ver, one of th other passengers (_ Carmichael) node out 
the lake quite plainly, he 3&ys, on the grasslands of the suror.it. He could 

not say on which side of the mom tain, but it could hardly have been on the 
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e .nth or e&st, which 2 had plenty of tiae to cxaasiac la aoae detail. 

To the oast of Duyaan, in shut is prouabiy toe Gwoire country, th&ro 
is on ajpteu of vory steep jagged country aiaost coaplatoly deforested (by 
natives?) • d&st again tad southerly tovsqrd .It. diapacn, the ^o?wtaina under 
tho aaia range appeared to be noisily forested. Host if this under cloud. 
Only tfra sharp suarait of Siupson (9972') stuck out above the c.ouci field. 

Ssaarei, on little Dinner Island ia. Chian Strait, is * pleasant change 
ftwts toe starkness of ?t. Korooby. Tae island can bo talked around in 10 
runutoa, X*n told. Big trees shade streets and 'yards a.*ay froes tho business 
section. Croioai:, acalyph&s, hibiocui, provide color. Trunks of the old 
shade trees often cover'd with fame of v&rlaus kinds, end with orchids 
growing on thoa (including great 2r/i^,to:;:y/Uua s?.). ifdnfall is over 100 
inches* Tovai water supply is rain caught in e-3t:;rna. 1 us staying in dob 
Boating*s big, airy nouse, in Ccapony with Abater, one of uis ©o- 
ploywes. fitful bresaes stir the ;dr and cool it soraethat. 

"Busty* Hiiier, aanager. of Bunting & Co. (wartiae bonber pilot), tells 
a# that ken Wynn, our prospective transport nan, will arrive iron :2Line Bay 
an the corning of the Hth. 

I-ind taat the. local Collector of Custoas ( Kelly) will require full 
lists and costs eta tenants for clearance of our cargo. This will aean a lot 
of work for rad. Have invoices for only part of th. eergo, cost records for 
sesco things. Will ©stiaatfe value of too resxaJLttdnr, Have coapi-ito lists* 

TttastUkV 2/1Q/51S Host of day occupied 2a compiling a six-page .list for Cuetoa* 
Apunrmily no payawat of duty is involved, but regulations mat be followed. 
Iia ..iy previous experience only a blanket clearcuace has boon required for the 
belongings of a scientific expedition. 

Coilod ;» a.D.0.Grove yost::rday -aft. Kxa and ioaraou that Pt. Morosty 
tots gives instructions for us to be helped to goto carrl sre for too inland. 
Good news, but expected. 

Xoaterday, too, I aet Cloa Rich, ex-^.i.J. raid on# of tic very few nea 
who has cliabeu to the top of Goodwaough Island (6,400 ft). Rich too drunk 
to talk omsibiyj ths aeae today. But says ie undo tho -scent froui Vivigan 
os tit east ccv.st «nd it was not difficult except to- lent 1003 ft. 

In lata eftamoon wot with Miller on .da l&uacir fceri for a run through 
isltjsda about Hi of Saaarei. Fes basnets on islands and aoay coconuts along 
tho shores. 

an interesting visitor today wes Dr. Bill Staytoe, y>ung Australian ssedico 
and anthropologist who is doing a depopulation survny on the west Kid of 

Ferguooa lalcnd. Says there ana been no depopulation, though one or nor® coo- 
sanities (e.g. -Bobu) have novod to localities offering better garden lands. 
Scythe wlii finish hie work In July. 

Itednsodav M/11/S3: Cargo role.-sed by Cuato.is and now in Bunting's ^odom 
ready to be unpacked. 

emrCW firsts m 





tour tlxis coming. His 50-ton vases! broke down and he had to be towed in 
about 100 silts by another vessel. He is ;auch interested in our trap and will 
instruct his officer at Baniora to assist us. 

Healy spoke of white pelicans which have appeared in Duporre' Lagoon (on 
the main barrier reef south of the Conflict Croup), apparently carried there 
by a hurricane last year. Cuch birds were unknown there before, they are 
protedted by law. He counted 31 on the lagoon a couple of days ago. 

$ 
Heard more from Hoaly of a chain of observation posts which is being 

(or has been) established along the Dutch border. He calls them political 
observation posts to watch for Indonesian infiltration. They are manned by 
District Services officers ;<ad atfaed native constabulary. One is at Lake 
Murray, another at Oroviile on the Upper Fly, and there are several along the 
border of the Ernst Territory, on the Hollandia aide of the Central Range. 
Australia regards very seriously the possibility of tne Indonesians taking 
over western New Guinea from the Dutch. 

Ttyrw arrived from Milne Bey late in the afternoon. We talked well into 
the night. Bed-headed, open-faced, active nanHof 30-35. Has done a great 
deal of walking about in the mountains of the East ihd" recruiting labor 
for plantations. Has been in tic Bum sad Kikdri areas In the westj croco¬ 
dile shooting on Woodlark Island (the kill easy to recover in the clear 
waters of the reefs). For past two months has been running a small sawmill 
in Milne Bay. Have engaged him at » 60 a month and keep. 

Have learned at last the reason for the very hospitable aid helpful 
attitude of A.H, Bunting Ltd. Good wartime relationships between Americruia 
and Australians are still paying off. When Bunting returnsd to Papua in 1945 
to gather up the wreckage of his property and re-establish his business, he 
was taken in and helped by Americans at the Milne Bay base. Whom Dusty 
Miller visited the U.S. as a banter pilot during the war he was royally en¬ 
tertained by a family living at ‘Oyster Dp.y, Long Island. Now Archbold Ex¬ 
peditions are the guests of the Bunting Company in Seoarai. Vie not only 
have the use of Bunting's own house. Food and native servants are provided 

as well. 

J]'pvrpr]p.y h/ip/^i Nine boys signed cn as general laborers at one pound a 
month, plus food, clothing, tobacco, etc. Their contract is for 12 months. 
The boys were recruited two mouths ago for the China Straits Construction 
Coy., which is going out of business. After being paid off, they agreed to 
work for us. These proceedings and a medical inspection occupied „;osfc of the 
day. As we will be going into mountains above 4000 ft., the law required the 
issue of 3 blankets and ! flannai shirt, in addition to .articles ordinarily 
supplied. Will give the boys another flannel shirt before we leave the coast. 
They should nave a change of wain clothing. Will also increase their wages, 
if they turn out well, a3 I expect they will. These ore "Gosiago" boys from 
Ferguson Island (1 from Goodenough Id.), the New Guinea ±ui.y—wuspies’1 of 
World War II, One of them was with us on the Fly Biver in 193b, although 
for some reason he did not go inland. 

All we need now to complete personnel is a cook boy. The astronomical 
wage of h ? a month is being offered for this important job, but so far no 

taker is in view. 
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Dinner with the Heelys. Beautiful view of China Strait through coconut 
pains and colorful plantings from the residency on top of the hill which 
forms one side of the island. 

Healy spoke of investigations into water power potential which have Been 
carried out by the "British aluminium people". He showed a party around last 
year, explaining the rivers of tha south coast as far west &3 the Turona. The 
Angabunga, flowing into the deep water port of Hall Sound, considered mast 
suitable for a dm and big hydro plant. Site for the works would be on Yule 
Island. Bauxite ore would be brought from the Weasel Islands off the West 
Australian coast. 

Friday 3/13/53: A sweety day in Buntings bilk store godown uncrating the 
cargo end making a start on the organisation of camp gear and ay collecting 
equipment and supplies. 

Samara! has been hot the past few days and sleeping in the raw, one doe3 
not often need a covering sheet at night, iy newly unpacked thermometers read 
32 degrees C. at 9 P.M. An odd shower falls most days and usually there are 
heavy showers between about midnight and 2 A.M. 

Humid weather and da#k nights would lead one to expect numerous nocturnal 
insects. But this is not the 0&3e. I have not seen a noth in Samarai* or a 
butterfly for that matter. Perhaps the distance from the mainland (2-3 miles) 
has something to do with it. Yet I*a. told tb&t now and then, not correlated 
with season, insects swarm at night on the island. 

Saturday 3/HZ')3: Finished reorganising ary own gear and started on general 
gear and supplies. Another hot steamy day. Ha t. 32.5, min. 26.5 C. 

Conference with V/ynn. in afternoon on order for foodstuffs and trade 
goods. Picking up orders tonight. 

In afternoon visited Van. Archdeacon A.J. Thompson of the Anglican Mission, 
30 years a missionary in this general area. A kindly old gentleman. The arch¬ 
deaconry was destroyed during the war when the Japs wore advancing this way, 
and Thompson is still in temporary quarters (not overly spick find span). The 
church still stands, though the scarcheci-earthers set fire to it throe times. 

Watched the finish of a cricket match between the Saaarai whites and a 
native team from Kwato Mission (on another island on C$ina Strait). The 
whites took a bad beating. The wonderfully quick eye of the native said to be 
responsible. Another factor, perhaps was the aftermath of a cull yesterday of 
Burns Philp & Co.’s H.V. Bulolo, and & night-long party which followed it. 

Capt. Vi. (Bill) Wilding of th; Bulolo collects saltwater fishes every 
trip for the aquarium at Toronga Zoo in Sydney. Keeps them in tanks on hia 
bridge. A Bluff sailor who tells ofi his passengers and fires broadsides in 
all directions. t 

At Samarai a species of fruit bat is noisy at night as it feeds on tha 
big purple fruits of the Java Almond tree -(Terminalia cataoun). 

dund-x/ 3/15/531 Temperature: max 32j jpin. 26 C. No rain today, last night or 

yesterday 
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3/15/53 (Cont'u) Miller, Mrs. Hall, im .v If w nt on launch "feari" for a swim 
at Daka-daka. Island, 2-3 miles east of Saourai. Nice small patch of rather 
steeply sloping white coral sand bench on west end of island; rest of shore 
rooty, fringed with coral reofs partly living and partly dead. Island of 
about 10 acres; 2 old native houses on west end. best end low and sandy, 
wooded with big Caloohvllun Lnoplevllu'. and other tr as. lest of island el¬ 
evated in a steep forested ridge (.niocod rain forest) about 150 ft. high. 
Forest seemed rich in Species for a snail island. One slender palm and £ 3pp. 
P&nclaiius seen from boat. A low, broad megapode sound in Shane of big trees on 
low west -,nd of island; said to be now in Lise by laying birds. 

Had engine trouble and made most, of return trip under said and in tow of 
the dinghy (outboard motor). 

Dinner Island, occupied by the tom of Saaarai, is said by Miller to have 
been named by Captain Cook of the "Endeavour'1, who lunched one day under a 
great C&lophyllua tree on hie south side of the island. 

Paper work and writing letters 





Monday 3/X6/53. Geoff and Van arrived on the flying boat from Port Moresby 
about 11 this morning, having arrived there yesterday from 

Brisbane about 11 AM Friday. Our party is now complete except for a native 
cook. 

Had a bit of bad luck with two of the boys. Under dew regulations which 
make it obligatory for all natives, they were X-rayed and given an injection 
test for T.B. last Friday. Two of them showed definite signs of the disease 
and we were obliged to pay them off. Even if government permitted, it would be 
unwise to take such boys into the mountains. Unfortunately, one of the two 
was Billy (Maiwobudi), our top hand - the boy who was with us in 1936-37. But 
luckily, two boys from Fergusson Island who wanted to sign on earlier, but for 
whom we had no place, were on hand to fill the gaps. 

Good progress made by Geoff and Van in reorganizing their gear and sup¬ 
plies, and much sweat lost in the hot godowa. 

Tuesday 3/17/*53. At last we have a cook. A Goodenough Islander named 
Gapodia Aboakera (or "Kim")j clean looking and reputedly good at his job, 

whoa we have signed on at 5 pounds a month. 

In the afternoon Healy had our boys lined up in his office and through an 
interpreter, gave them a little talk. This is new work and good work. He has 
been in the bush with us himself. They are going to country where there is 
plenty of food and game. The Gosiagos are good boys and good workers. He ex¬ 
pected them to.be that way. No humbug. No bad talk. He would be visiting us 
In the field in two or three weeks and he expected to find they were doind well. 

Healy also, in my presence, had a radio talk with P/0 Skewes of Baniara. 
In Skewes" opinion the best place for us to camp on the south coast of Cape 
Vogel Peninsula would be the govt, resthouse at Menapi. Good anchorage, and 
handy to Baniara Govt. Station. Frequent boats. Skewes instruct d to see that 
the resthouse is in good conditionj ftave boy's house seen to, and a fence made 
around the establishment. This special attention to our needs, and especially 
the erection of a fence, will impress the natives and establish us in high 
prestige. 

Arrangements have been made for us to leave for 'enapi on a boat named 
the "Govi'lon", operated by Bums Philp & Co. The vessel expected in from the 
Trobriands, and due to sail for Cape Vogel early Thursday morning. Yesterday 
I placed orders for 6 weeks stores. Our gear should be ready to load tomorrow. 

Wednesday 3/18/53. Completed reorganization of cargo from U.S. The Govilon 
unloading cargo today, but it is doubtful if she will be sailing for several 
more days. A feinting boat, the Jessie, due in tomorrow, and this may be our 
ship for Menapi - on Friday. 

A man named Mason, in charge of the interests of an old Cape Vogel trader, 
Spiller, in today. Spiller, after many years on the coast and marriage to a 
native woman, has amassed a tidy pile and has gone home to England for a few 
months. Mason offers to transport us by boat from Menapi to Kewansas&y, on 
the Collingwood Bay coast, for L20 (two day trip, there and back); A very 
reasonable price, negotiated by Miller of Buntings. Spiller has the reputation 
of being a slick trader. Mason a florid middle-aged man who finds it difficult 

to look one straight in the eye. 
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Last evening there was a cocktail party in the Bunting house (I.ubs Webster, 
host) to introduce us socially in Samarai. Twenty-one people present, most of 
then previous acquaintances. A lively crowd. Sanarai is much like old, pre¬ 
war New Guinea. Considerable drinking, mostly bottled beer ana run. Nowadays, 
of course, there is refrigeration in every household, and electric power. 

Thursday 3/19/53. Our cargo was loaded on the Govilon this afternoon. Ke are 
to sail for Monapi at 6 in the morning. Our personal papers and valuables are 
deposited in the manager*s private safe at Bunting's. The euit3 that we wore 
on the journey from the States have been sent to Brisband for dry cleaning; 
they will be returned to Samarai for storage by Russ Webster, our host at 
Bunting's house. 

Met today an erratic, very commercial-minded nan. Captain Ted Smith, who 
in 1943 transported our Cape Yor*c Expedition party from Cairns to Red Island 
Point, near Thursday Island. Smith has just returned from Australia with a 
gamll vessel for use in a native trading venture he began about 18 months ago 
on the eastern end of Cape Vogel Peninsula. Intends to open stores an Good- 
enough and Fergusson Islands. Is interested in the exploitation of bat feuano 
deposits in caves on Cape Vogel. Talks 'a lot about it, apparently, and on that 
account is known as "Bat-silit Smith". Caves about 3 miles inland from the 
village of Dabora on the southern coast are not accessible enough to be of 
present commercial interest, he says. Another cave, about 1/2 mile from the 
coast at Tapio on the Collingwoou Bay coast and at 600 ft. elevation, offers 
greater possibilities. Several entrances to this cav , but Saiia has been in 
only one. 

Smith offers to take us to the Dabora caves in his boat, witaout charge. 
For charter work he would ask "no more than ten pounds a day." a reasonable 
rate for a boat that would carry us and our cargo comfortably. 

Friday 3/20/53. Sailed from Samarai for Menapi, Cape Vogel, on the Govilon at 
7 A.M. VSe are 3 days ahead of schedule in taking the field. The ship is about 
& 55-foibter, with Lister engine, a jib and a leg-o-mutten mainsail. Native 
skipper. Reputed to do about 5 knots but we had a slight nor-wester against us 
and a set of current practically all the way. Passed East Cape (ca. 32 miles) 
at 3 o'clock. Got to Viedau, where we tied up to a small wharf, at 1 A.M. Sat¬ 
urday. Our own cook feeds us on the boat. Until rain squalls came over in the 
middle of the afternoon, we were comfortable under a tarp rigged over the for¬ 
ward hatch. Aft^r that we crowded in the wheelhouse. The greatest discomfort 
was the lack of a privy on board. 

Arrived at Wedau, we set up our camp cots under a partly starry sky on the 
wharf. By 3 o'clock we were driven aboard by rain ana spent the rest of the 
night sitting up or stretched out in various nooks. 

Saturday 3/21/53. Left ftedau at 7 A.M. and dropped anchor off Menapi about 
3*30. Called in at Banl&ra Govt, station and .vent ashore there for a few min¬ 
utes at ca. 2 o'clock. Cadet Patrol ■ Of fleer Tony Skewes, i/c Boniara, come on 
with us to Menapi. Sort of showing the flag and intimating Govt, interest in 
our party. Slim dark-complexioned young fellow, with bristly hair and a slightly 
stopped. Has the reputation of being an efficient young officer. 





Arrived at Menapi, and being carried from dinghy to beach by natives, we 
were met by a white robed priest, and a lady modestly lipsticked and smoking 
a cigarette. The priest was Father Chisholm, i/c Anglican Mission; the lady 
Miss Kinnear, of the laity, and housekeeping for Chisholm until the return of a 
nun whose regular job it is. 

Skewes, under instructions from Healy in Samarai, had had the village con¬ 
stable and villagers busy repairing the resthouse, building a house for our 
bots, a storehouse, and a latrine. Resthouse of two rooms about 12 x 14 ft., 
with 10 ft. breezeway between and a kitchen wing at the back. Thatch of sewn 
sago leaf; walls of sago leaf stems; floor of fplit palm trunks, raised about 
4* 6" above the ground. 

On call ffon Skewes several natives went out to help in bringing our cargo 
ashore. The call was for a big canoe, housed under a shed on the beach. What 
we got was several small outrigger canoes, one of which upset in the calm water, 
and lost for us a 70 lb. bag of sugar and a 50 of flour in 2 fathoms of water. 
Three of my 40 lb. bales of newspaper®, for interleafing herbarium specimens, 
were more or less damaged by salt water. Luckily I have plenty of paper, and 
we have a reserve of flour and sugar. 

After a while. Bill Mason (Trader Spiller's manager, whom we met in Samarai), 
came along, followed by a cook boy with three bottles of cold beer. Cargo was 
all ashore by 4 o'clock, when Miss Kinnear called in to say afternoon tea awaited 
us at the Mission, a couple of hundred yards easterly along the beach. There 
was homemade chocolate cake, too. 

Sunday 3/22/53. First job of the day was aliottin the boKs for field work - 
three for me, two Geoff, three for Van. Ken has handed over his personal boy, 
David, to Van and takes as his 2 i/c 2 i/c for transport work one of the older 
and more responsible Gosiagos who goes by .the name of Jimmjr. 

Boys getting poles for rigging a work fly; sticks for bush tables, etc. 
Camp in order by the middle of the afternoon. 

The boys nave agreed to work Sundays for ;ui e.*<ra 5/- a -week. This is 
important for us, who must work Sundays and every other cay at collecting. The 
bojs will of course have time off now and then. They are working cheerfully. 
This afternoon someone produced a football and they kicked it around, and into 
the sea, until the time came for them to eat. 

Skewes, having stayed at the Mission, left in the afternoon. He will return 
Tuesday, when we will discuss plans for our future work in his area. 

We have all managed to get in a little collecting. Van shot two Petaurus 
papuensi3 by jacklight last night. A village native shot, with his own gun, two 
flying foxes (Bteropus novohollandlae? and Dobsonia). Geoff has several small 
lizards, including a gecko which jumped from the dining table into my coffee 
this evening, and a bright green varanus-type lizard brought in by a native and 
brought for a stick of trade tobacco. I have a few mosses to start the plant 
collection. 

Getting some idea of the local natives, and local values. The former, as 
is to be expected from long contact with a mission, seem wemewhat sophisticated. 
Money appears plentiful with the high price for village copra. Several local 
natives have guns, and shoot off 12-gauge cartridges costing a shilling each at 
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Spiller's trade store. Prices for native services and produce axe enormously 
inflated as compared with prewar levels. Paid today three sticks of tobacco 
for a small bunch of bananas which would have been worth one 3tick belore the 
war. On the advice of Skewes we paid 40 sticks (cost price 23/4) for the 
erection of our storehouse. (The village is supposed to maintain a resthouse 
and boy’s barracks, but a store is an extra.) Still, prices are not as high 
so far as we were led to expect from tales told in Samarai. 

Monday 3/23/53. Collecting started in earnest today. My own morning in the 
field yielded 21 numbers of plants, mostly from primary rain forest, on the 
point of land across Menapi Bay to the east of camp. 

The rain forest X examined is developed on a limestone ridge. A fairly 
hard-pitted limestone containing marine bivalves (sample collected), and el¬ 
evated about 100 to 150 ft. The crest of massive blocks of rock separated by 
fissures and hollows, some of the latter narrow enough to hop over and perhaps 
20 ft. deep. Where the top of the ridge widens in places, the forest has been 
cleared for gardens. The garden lands in various stages of regrowth, or 
planted to bananas, yams, cassava, pumpkins, com, etc. Papayas common in 
young regrowths. 

Several species of fairly large canopy ifrees in the forest, but the only 
one found fertile was a strangling fig (Ficus 21616). Four species of fems, 
and Boea 21630 common on the rocks, rooting in pits or in accumulations of 
soil. An inferior type of rain forest. 

Kain from the NW came ..over about 11 o’clock and for half an hour we 
sheltered under an overhang of limestone in the forest. 

On call through the village policeman, one Patrick of Bonapa, an old 
guide of Itynn's, reported this evening, carrying a doubtful looking Belgian 
shotgun, and declared himself willing to go on a reconnaissance of the north¬ 
ern approaches of Mt. Dayman. Pay 5/- a day and food. 

Tuesday 3/24/53. No rain today or last night. Trie day somewhat coiled during 
the middle hours by a breeze from the SE. As long terra temperature records 
are available for Baniara Govt, station, four miles to the west, I am not 
making temperature records here. 

Van had no catch from over 100 trap3 set last night. But later in the 
day the boys brought in 7 small bats they had caught in holes in coconut 
palms and forest trees (Pipis trellus_?) . 

Geoff had a good catch of butterflies and other insects, a goaiina, sev¬ 
eral skinks, etc. " Contributions from the botany dept, included a pretty blue 
damselfly, 2 spp. of freshwater mollusks, and a small fish from a small stream 
in rain forest. The fish fairly plentiful in the stream, but darts from 
cover to cover under 3tones and leaves on the bottom, and is hard to catch 

vdth hands alone (No 1 ). 

Collected 19 numbers of plants in the relic primary rain forest of the 
small stream from which we draw our water, directly behind camp. Stream bed 
rises rather quickly over steps of rock (not limestone), has a stony bottom 
containing pools with trickles running between then, and narrows from 
about 20 to 10 ft. at 50 m. alt., which was as far as I followed it. Primary 
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forest replaced by old gardens and second growths at ray upper limit. 

Geoff having a little trouble teaching his boys to shoot. After two day* 
instruction, he reports both can now hit a coconut floating in water. All the 
boys very keen to learn the use of a gun. Only one seems to have had previous 
experience. 

Wednesday 3/25/53. A hot day; wind again from the NTS; temperature in the rest- 
house veranda late in the afternoon 86 F. 

Considerable auditions to the butterfly collection today. My boys captured 
three crayfish, about 6—8 cm long, in rocky pools of the carip water supply gully. 
Traps yielded the first rat (a Battus), Van's boys brought in 15 more small bats 
caught in hollows in trees, -aid last night he shot a male brown Phalanger 
(P. oriantails group). 

Had as guest last night Tony Skewes who brought with him official interprets- 
Diwowon and A.C. Cecil Rogegea for discussions on Mt Dayman, known to the natives 
as Maneau. Diwowon is a native of Bonen&u Village on the SE slopes of Maneau. 
He spoke in Motu which the policeman translated into English. Skewes knows 
little Motu. The information obtained was checked by Wynn,who speaks Motu very 
well. 

A native track passes over the mountain from Biniguni resthouse Village to 
BibitanNo. 2 village on the lower eastern slopes. This track follows Tanamginum 
spur ridge from Biniguni. All-men parties reach the edge of the summit grass¬ 
lands at "5 o'clock.” Mixed groups camp enroute. Top of mountain reached "8 
or 10 o'clock” from the 5 o'clock camp. The journey is made at any time of year. 
The top camp is called Imanam. Two lakes on grasslands on summit, the larger 
one called Gavaio. Bandicoots are the only game on the grasslands of the top. 
Wallabies, cuscus, bandicoots and cassowaries in the upper forests. Houses for 
night camps are made of bark and grass. Path zigzags on the spur to avoid ob¬ 
stacles and is "half steep”. There is a cave near Maneau Village at the north¬ 
ern foot of the mountain, and between there and Biniguni Village there is what 
would seem to be a sulphur spring, near a waterfall. 

The information obtained tallies well with the report of ±hst Guise & Armit, 
who made the first ascent of the mountain by Europeans in 1894. However, Guise 
and Armit reported wallabies plentiful on the summit grasslands, %’hen the route 
was opened up, their carriers could reach their top camp at four in the after¬ 
noon. So far as I can make out, the G&E top camp was at the lower edge of the 
summit grasslands. 

Maneao looks practical enough for us, provided we can muster enough carriers 
Forest limit could probably be reached in 2 days from Biniguni with laden 
carriers. 

After Maneao, talk turned to cargo cult and related developments in Papua, 
prewar and postwar. A year or two after the war the natives of Goodenough Bay 
and Cape Vogel (or some of them) banded together to set up their own government 
and defy existing authority. Headquarters were at Wedau, a village beside the 
Anglican Mission headquarters at Dagura. The organization was called hedau De¬ 
velopment Company. The leader wa3 an ex-govemment clerk who had been fired for 
embezzlement of native tax monies. Between three and four thousand pounds in 
cash was collected from native "shareholders.” The situation was mishandled by 
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a weak government and inexperienced local officers. ?>hen finally the ring was 
broken, sufficient money was recovered to repay the shareholders 13/- in the 
pound. 

In the great Purari Delta village of Kaimauri, at about the same tine, the 
Parari Sago Manufacturing Company Proprietary Limited was set up by another 
rogue named Tommy Kobo. In defying the government, two district services of¬ 
ficers and their police were chased out of the village. All contacts with white 
traders and recruiters were cut off. Is at Wedau, cargo cult entered into the 
picture. As a beginning, all trade was taken into native hands. Large quanti¬ 
ties of sago were made and a boat bought to transport it to Hanuabada Village 
(at Port Moresby). Much sago was sold, but no proceeds reached the shareholders. 
I am not clear as to what happened to Kobo. At any rate, he served during the 
war as mess boy on an American small ship. On calls to Australia, the commander 
of the ship would take him into his house as a guest. Kobo had had some sort 
of education. Typed his company business letters in broken English. 

By a coincidence, one of my boys asked me today when the Americans would 
arrive to join our party. Later it developed that five more Americans were ex¬ 
pected. The inference is that somehow in the native mind we are connected with 
cargo cult. In the postwar version of this, Americans are supposed to be the 
people who will bring all sorts of manufactured goods and give them away to the 
native population. The was left the impression that Americans were a sort touch. 

Thursday 3/26/53. Variable wind(or breeze) mostly from the SE, and the day 
sli holy cooler. 

Set out northwest and north to find the track leaning towta'c Ufakava on the 
north coast. I want to find out how far inland the natural savannas are situ¬ 
ated. Missed a turnoff on the path I followed from the head of Meaapi Bay .uid 
ended up in sago awamps and native gardens. Collected there, then turned back 
and found the track I had been looking for. Followed it half a mile or so north, 
through good rain forest in a small valley, then onto Imperata grassland among 
forest patches. Met on the way an old native and two young women, laden with 
copra in string bags. The oJi man knew Mofcu and confirmed the identity of the 
path. 

Natives who own any number of coconut tress are busy making copra. The 
trade stores are paying the high price of threepence a pound for it. Some o£F 
the coastal villages have small community plantations of coconuts. 

Am averaging 20 collection numbers of plants a day - as many as I can 
handle. The most interesting today were giant sedge ifepanla 21679, gregarious 
on the banks of a shadowed stream in rain forest, and several mosses from the 
rotting trunks of old sago palms in the swamps and from the rain forest. 

A new species for the mammal collection was a bandicoot (Echymipera) 
trapped in a grass patch. 

Late in the day we had a welcome surprise. A party of natives from the 
mountains with Ihglish potatoes to sell. About 100 pounds in all, which we 
bought for cash at the ruling rate of sixpence a pound. The natives had walked 
from Ikara Village at the foot of 'It. Simpson, 6 or 7 days away. No potatoes 
were to be had in Samarai when we laid in ur stores and we have been using rice 
as a substitute. Not much native food is to be had in this area. Bananas are 
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the principal food crop, but the gardens are snail, and v;e have been able to 
buy only one snail bunch. The natives sell quite a lot of copra to the local 
trade store and with the proceeds buy rice and ship* a biscuits to the place 
of the better food they ought to grow. 

Friday 3/27/53. Camp astir at 5:30 to get Wynn started on reconnaissance of M±. 
Dayman and it3 approaches. He was to leave at 6 o’clock on tie local trader’s 
(Spiller's) boat "Ruru, " but the trade station was dead at that hour. Faint 
action toward 7 when boys began loading two crates of chickens and sundry rolls 
of old wire netting for Mukawa Mission along the coast. Boat finally left 
about 8:15. Typical Hew Guinea fashion. The Euru is a 35-foot auxiiliary 
ketch, skippered by a native named Lawrence, and carries four tons of copra. 
She is on a trading trip to Medino, on the north coast of the Peninsula,* and 
will drop Wynn there. He has with him our Gosiago boss boy, Jimmy, and a local 
native named Patrick. Have arranged fen- the Euru to pick him up at Medinc two 
weeks from today. 

A tremendous fall of rain last night, beginning about 11 o’clock. Much 
thunder but no lightning. The first rain in several days. It came from the NW. 

Botanized along the coast about 2 miles in the direction of Baniara. The 
Okawabero River, about 1^ miles from camp, running high and turbid. Stream 40- 
50 yards wide, crossed on a good light suspension bridge. Steel cables} woven 
rattan decking. River enters the sea in a small delta with muddy flats carry¬ 
ing a mangrove forest of Avicennia sp. (sterile and not collected). Mostly 
mangrove and strand plants collected. The most interjsting, an asclepiadaceous 
shrub (21707), gregarious in thickets and very fleshy, which I have not seen 
before. 

Saturday 3/28/53. Much thunder.through last night, and several hours of steady 
light rain between midnight and daylight. Breeze today SE to SK. 

A combination of circumstances kept tae in caap today. Wrenched my back 
yesterday when, preparing specimen^, I stepped in a twisted position on a weak 
slat in the split palm floor of the rosthouse. Mails which arrived yesterday 
needed attention. 

Quite a mail from official circles in Papua/fljbw Guinea. Lomorsley, Forest 
Botanist, wrote .that he and Dr* Hoogland (Systematic Botanist, GSXRO), expected 
to arrive Samarai on April 27 and join our party by first available boat. Our 
plans call for a start toward the mountains on May 4» The standing arrangement 
was for Hoogland to spend about a fortnight with us on Capo Vogel to observe 
botanical field methods, and for Woaersley to join us for part of the time in 
the mountains. We cannot take two extra men into the mountains. Sent a boy to 
Baniara with a radiogram for Woaersley, and a letter explaining the situation 
in detail. This should not have been necessary. Womersley knew it all from 
our discussions in Port Moresby. 

A communication more difficult to handle was a letter from the Government 
Secretary (Lonergan), making requests for splits in our collections which were 
not mentioned in preliminary official "notes" or in my conferences in Port 
Moresby. Dwyer, Dept, of Agriculture, now wants a second set of the insect 
duplicates (Unnamed types") "left in the Territory for use while waiting for 
the named collection." Julius, Govp. Anthropologist, who is charged with the 

establishment of. a museum in Port Moresby, and who wanted nothing before, now 
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wishes to have "duplicates of any fauna and Ethnological specimens you 
collect." The additional demand for insects is ill-considered, and both de¬ 
mands are unreasonable at this stage, al&iouSh we did expect so hand over a 
share of the animals other than insects. Have drafted a letter objecting to 
the requests for ethnological objects and additional insects, asking motfe 
information on "Fauna." 

Sent my other two boys out to collect and was agreeably surprised with the 
results. About a dozen species not previously collected (only two that had 
been), and all reasonably v/ell selected and handled. The Gosiagos are quiet 
little fellows, but they keep their eyes open and learn quickly. 

Dinner was about ready thi3 evening when Father Chisholm and Miss Kinnear 
of the Mission dropped in. On growing acquaintance, Chisholm seems less than 
manly. Came close to shrieking when Van fired a shot at a bat. Has that 
curious tight-lbuttoeked walk, and other characteristics which suggest inclina¬ 
tions far from churchly. 

Sunday 3/29/33. Dull, with sporadic drizzles. No sight of the sun all day. 
Sultry, nevertheless. Ifihat breeze there was came from the SE. 

Confined to camp again today. Sent the boys into the field, with poor 
results this time. They need more training. 

Monday 3/30/53. Steady rain through much of the night after about 12 o'clock. 
Day completely overcast with occasional showers. From early afternoon, into 
night, a half gale from the east. The second day of what is probably a cy¬ 
clonic disturbance. 

Did some mild field work in old garden lands and the edge of the rain 
forest near camp. Nothing of special interest. Nothing in the traps. This 
is bad weather for Van. No insects tonight, and very few bats. He has equipped 
the boys with switches made with the midribs of sago palm pinnules. 

Bishop strong of New Guinea came along in a boat toward midday and spent 
a couple of hours at the Mission. Departed in the direction of Dagura and 
Samarai without he or Chisholm letting us know whether or not we could send 
mails by his boat. As they say in New Guinea, missionaries are another kind. 

Tuesday 3/31/53. The blow of yesterday continued through the dark hours until 
after 5 this morning. A beautiful, clear day with breeze from the SE. The 
mountains south of Goodenough Bay looked very close this morning. About 10 
o'clock I had a view of Mt. Simpson. A very high waterfall in a central posi¬ 
tion on its slopes about 3000 feet below the summit. Grass on top and extending 
down a western spur for perhaps 2000 feet. Other grass in patches on spurs at 
perhaps 4000-5000 feet elevation.' 

Spent 4 hours in an examination of a patch of round ab,ut 100 acres of 
primary, or old-stage secondary, rain forest on the point of land west of 
Menapi Village. Ground mostly too wet for gardens at this time of year, so 
probably the forest is primary. A sticky greyish soil containing great quan¬ 
tities of fragmented coral and elevated very little above the todes. Forest 
about 100 ft. tall, with fairly complete canopy, and easy to walk through. 
Most abundant tree is 21768 (familiar, but can't name it now), wita which is 

associated a Termlnalia (T.catappa?). Pometia so.7. Glochidlon 21770. (As in 
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all the rain forest I have examined in this area, most of the plants are wi 
flowers or fruits.) A plentiful substage layer is formed by the slump palqi 
Cyrtoatachy3? 21769, and a slender Pand&nus. Two large aroids, one with entire 
leaves, the other with leaves perforated as in Monstcra. abound as root-climbers 
on tree trunks to a height of 20 ft. or more. A moss ( ) sometimes makes 
green patches on the bases of the trees. There is no ground cover, herbaceous 
or woody. 

Today we have tomatoes, bought from a native. Misshapen things at most 
2 inches in diameter, and without much flavor, but still good fresh food. We 
have pineapples and papayas in camp, and at other times have had bananas and 
sweet potatoes, to say nothing of the big lot of ihglish potatoes brought in 
by mountain people a few days. The boys have had cooking bananas for a few 
meals, and we buy, at 2d. a piece, a dozen coconuts a a week for them. They 
pick up odds and ends of fresh food chi their own account. The boys are putting 
on condition, and their skin is beginning to shine. They will need to be in 
good shape for the mountain work ahead. 

Only two cases on sick parade so far. Losima, the No. 2 cook, has an ul¬ 
cerated shin which is cleaning up nicely with appliestiofas of sulfanilimide 
powder, plastered over to keep the flies away. Yesterday Van reported one of 
his boys sick with malaria. Examination showed a swelling in the left groin, 
Sympathetic with .hat appears to be a stone bruise under *tne ball of lis big 
toe. Today, after westing yesterday, and soaking in hot water, he is getting 
around well enough. 

We Europeans are taking preventive, or suppressive, doses of-aralen 
2 x 25 gr. tabs thrice weekly. Tills on the recommendation of Dr. Berkovitz of 
New York. The makers recommend 2 tabs weekly. Dr. Bill Smythe, chief medical 
officer for the Milne Bay Division recommends 4 tabs a week. So far the 6-tab 
hostage has produced no side effects. I have been on the routine sinfie mid- 
February. 

Wednesday 4/1/53. Another fine day. Breeze from the SE, continuing into the 
night. Temperature this morning at 6, 76 F - the lowest observed here. 

Collected east along to the coast to a village on the edge of a mangrove 
creek about lb from Manapi. Got as much stuff as I could candle from 
beach and mangrove communities and rain forest close to the sea. Vegetation 
there relatively undisturbed on immediate coastal fringe. Tall forest of 
Barrinf'tonia. Cerbera. Hernandia. Terminalia. and hrythrlna. The latter the 
largest tree, fully 30 m tall at times, and a meter or more through the trmk. 
Beach fringing low trees largely Pemphis and Scaevola. Polledandrone plentiful 
in inner mangroves, where Stenochlaena is massed on tree trunks, and scrambling 
Caesalpinia nuga scents the air. 

Geoff’s boys specialized in dragonflies and had a good catch in the vicin¬ 
ity or sago swamps on the Mukawa trail, where there are permanent pools in a 
small creek. Van, after a couple of lean days, picked up with 8 rodents 
trapped in primary rain forest - a new lot of sets on the Mukawa trail (Rattus 
sp. (spiny hair), Melomys. and what seems to be a Pogonomys). Last night he 
found a fig tree at which siaall bats were feeding - nibbling the outer parts 
of the fruits. Fired same shots, but could not pick up anything. Today while 
rigging a net beside the tree he heard the bozz of blowflies and, investigating, 
found a pygmy fruit bat foiacroglossus or Svchonicteres) he had shot. The cook 
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boy, out for a stroll after lunch, spotted a brown cus cus in a high tree in the 
forest. Tree dimed by the No. 2 cook. Animal ran down to the ground, and was 
caught alive. A second brown cuscus caught by one of Van's collecting boys, 
also by climbing a tree. An excellent day for mammals. 

An Anglican Mission vessel, the McLaren King, dropped anchor in Menapi Bay 
at 6 PM and will be leaving early in the morning, taking mails. 

A radiogram from Viomersley advising that he and Hoogland expect to arrive 
Samarai on the 13th. They will arrange with the District Commissioner for boat 
transportation. I expect them here about the 15th. VSomersley asked if Forest 
Officer Hart would be acceptable to accompany us to the mountains. Have never 
heard of Hart, but radioed a welcome for him to join us. 

Thursday 4/2/53. Fine again, until mid-afternoon, after which there were oc¬ 
casional showers till dark. Wind SE. 

A long morning of 5g hours in the field. Followed the Baniara track to the 
mangroves at mouth of the Okawabero River, thence up the river a raile or more. 
Except for strips of sago swamp in wet hollows, the river lands have all been 
cleared for gardens at some time and present vegetation is about 50/50 regrowth 
forest and Imperata grassland. Some fine banana gardens on the alluvial land, 
mostly on ground which was flooded by the river by the heavy rains of last week. 
Yams and sweet potatoes planted in gardens on dry ground. A little manioc. 

No European vegetables seen. 

Finding collecting poor along the river, I took to the hills and headed 
back in the direction of camp. In a very steep rain forested gully on the 
Okawabero fall, collected Garcinia 21798 and Myristica 21808, both tall canopy 
trees. Noteworthy plants on the Menapi fall were Anonaceae with very large 
pinkish cauliflorous flowers smelling like rotten bananas (No. 21801), and a 
splendid fan palm (21809) which may be a Livistona. In country traversed the 
ridge crests were occupied by secondary Imperata grasslands, the gullies (too 
steep to cultivate) by primary rain forest. Highest altitude reached was 
about 400 ft. Highest hill in the area is 500 feet, according to the 1-mile map. 

Friday A/3/53. Good Friday, and a holiday except for the usual running of trap 
lines and drying of plants. Strong SE breeze all day and continuing late into 
the night. When we arrived here the sea was always flat calm in early morning 
and seldom got choppy during the day. Now, day and night, there is the noise of 
about foot-high waves breaking on the beach. The shore is protected by a fring¬ 
ing coral reef. Outside, white-caps run during the. day. 

Feeling good about the holiday, our boys, in their usual carefree way, were 
cutting loose in their house this morning, singing some pagan song to the ac¬ 
companiment of hissing, and drum beats on the bottom of a cooking pot, when 
Father Chisholm, in white habit and black cap, came along from the mission to 

protest. For his sect, this is a day of fasting and silence - they don't even 
speak to each other - and the Gosiago noises were disturbing and irreverent. 
Spoke to the boys and they kept quiet for the rest of the day, even after 4 
o'clock, when the Fast and Silence ended and Chisholm advised us to that effect. 

Mason the trader had dinner with us in the evening and I arranged with him for 
boat transport to Dabora for Van and I on Tuesday. We will make a sub-camp 

there to examine the grasslands and bat caves. 
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Caturday 4/4/53. Weather as yesterday, but the southeaster died down before 
dark. These are good days for field work. The paths are dry. Visibility is 
good in the forests. There is a definite diminution in the flow of the 3mall 
streams in the past week. Probably there is little surface water in -toe rain 
firest gullie3, or anywhere else in the hills, during the season of SE breezes. 

Botanized in the extensive gully rain forests abojat If miles N. of here on 
the Mukawa trail. Results hardly up to expectations. A fairly good representat- 
tion of tree species in the upper layers, but undergrowth and ground plants few 
in species. More than 50^ of the rain forest plants are sterile. Local natives 
say that the flowering time is in the wet season. More than half the rain 
forest species I have collected are in fruit alone. 

Jn big canopy trees, which are always good to come by, I have today cauii- 
florus Ficus 21814, Terminalia 21815, Myristica 21821, and lUaeocarpus 21826. 

Gave my three boys their first tryout at firing practice. None is a marks¬ 
man as, yet, although one likes to show off, doing military motions with a gun. 
Permits are required for shooting boys. Those we wish to carry firearms must 
be licensed. 

Peter O'Sullivan and Tony Skews, carrying knapsacks, walked up from Baniara 
this afternoon to spend the night at the mission. They were with us at sundown. 
O'Sullivan took command at Baniary last week. He and Skewss going on patrol 

* through the back country in about a fortnight. Offers to do anything he can for 
us "big or small." For a starfc he has offered us the-use of Interpreter Div.owaq, 
the man who gave ua the good information on Maneau March 24* 

Sunday 4/5/53. Pqrt of the day spent with Geoff, working on an order for two 
months supplies for the beginning of the Faneau phase of the trip. A boat, the 
"Betty Ann," arrived during the afternoon with mails from Samurai. Letters from 
home, and a copy of Tom Gilliard's splendidly illustrated article "New Guinea 
Rare Birds and Sterne Age Men," published in the National Geographic for April. 

The Betty Ann is here to load 300 bags of copra and is expected to leave 
for Samara! before tomorrow night. A chance to get nails away. 
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Monday A/6/^li The fine southeasterly weather of the past several days continue. 
Cloudier than usual, as if preparing the shower. Manual spec¬ 

imens are drying well on a rack up under the roof of the rest house. 

Botanized along the foreshore of Menapi Bay as far as the tip of a point 
of land to the east which shelters the anchorage from the southeast wind and 
see. Foreshore of rough dead coral roof, sometimes masked by snail sandy beach. 
A hanlet of about 5 houses on the point of land, where there is a steep sandy 
beach and a canoe landing, 

Small clumps of low Bhlzoohoraiaanarove occupy slightly raised patches of 
coral close off shore. The beach in places screened by & line of Avlceanla and 
Sonaeratiarootlag on the coral a few yards out. Narrow low sand dunes behind 
the actual beach carry a forest largely of Thesoesla. 30-40 ft, high* 
Excoecaria. feared by the boys because of its caustic latex, scrambling 
Bauhinia blnuta. Clarodcndronineroe. are mangrove-strand forest transition 
species. Acroaticmra aureum white-flowered Acanthus, and Perris sp. are man¬ 
grove salt marsh transition elements, 

Easter winding up with the celebratio .s at the mission this afternoon and 
evening. Shan Geoff and I walked up at about 5 oclock to view the proceedings 
two female teams of eleven were playing soccer, and 16 ratal were dancing under 
some mango trees. Perhaps a hundred onlookers of all ages, including Father 
Chisholm. Pressed in multicolored and very voluminous grass skirts, and in a £ 
few cases a bandana around their upper parts, the girls did some pretty fair 
punting and occasionally got to pushing, and kicking the ball off field. The 
men doing the usual New Guinea shuffle and prance, in double file, moving, in 
on© direction, or split in equal eights and facing each other. All the men 
carried and thumped on hour-glass drums. Some fairly elaborate headresses, the 
biggest shaped like an expanded fan, some mere tufts of white cockatoo feethe® 
The fan shaped head gear of one man was topped with a red bird-of-paradice 
plume. The only other feathers noted were several tail switches of cassowary 
pluses. Shredded pale green young coconut leaves hung from v,aists and arms. 
All were dressed in taps loincloths. These mostly decorated with designs in 
brown (real New Guinea), but one colored partly purple in front with store dje. 
Other white man's materials were bunches of shredded whit© paper wnich most tj& 
wore at waist and threaded through braided armbands. One man sported a figured 
paper napkin stuck into his armband. Another had a five-celled, nickle-plated 
electric torch in his belt. Several of the older dancers appeared to be under 
the influence of betel nut. Their teeth were hlacked from habitual betel chew¬ 
ing. The younger man flashed white teeth. Only one man, a tall fellow who 
carried the flashlight, had the frizzy mop of hair which unsophisticated 
natives of the East End affect) the others had trims about halfway between 
native and conventional European. The whole crowd looked healthy and well fed 

and I saw no sores or skin disease. 

At five-thirty the dance stopped and the soccer game broke up. A man in 
a loincloth tolled a bell hanging under the trees, the dancers moved in 
double file toward the thatch church, outside of which stood a white-draped 
table with two candles flanking a cross, and Geoff and I departed. Tonight 
there are slow drum beats, and singing. The weather has become squally, 
and just now one of the head-dressed dancers passed the resthouse on his 
way home. 
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Tuesday A/7/53* The strong southeaster blew all last night and until about nine 
this morning* 

This was fortunate for our landing on the rather exposed coast of Dabora, about 
six miles east of llenapi Van and I with our seven boys, and the 02 cook, 
Losiaa, left on the flRuru" at 1*20 P.H. Anchored opposite the Government rest 
house at Dabora 2*30. Hative shipper Lambert took the vessel close in to the 
fringing reef. We landed by dinghy in calm water on the one narrow bit of sand 
beach, clear of coral. 

Resthouse and boys barracks well built of sago thatch, sago 
midribbed walls and split palm floor raised about four feet above the ground. 
But there are many chinks in the thatch. The small house has a seat but the 
pit is only a foot deep. Bator supply is from a shallow water hole dug in 
coral about eighty yards back from the bench on the edge of a mangrove creek. 
A low wall around the water would not keep pigs out. Every sizable village is 
sup dosed to maintain a resthouse. This one is badly neglected. My general 
iaoression is that Government is not very active on Cape Vogel. 

Village Constable Oswin (l) dressed in blue serge ramie 
presented himself about 6 oclock in company with a genial but sharp looking 
elderly native called Timothy, whom we saw at Meaapi. Timothy works for the 
Mission, he says, and speaks fair engliah. Oswin said not a word when adores ad 
in english. Then Hoto, a quiet thoughtful looking middle-aged man of heavy 
Semitic countenance, who reminded me of Einstein. 

Timothy and Oswin, and “all the people0 will guide us te the 
bat caves at Tapitapipi tomorrow morning. Caves full of big bats. They kill 30o 
of them for meat a week or two ago. When camp was settled I took a boy and 
walked west about a mile to Neara Point, promontory of honey-combed lime store 
cllfffcd to the sea. Cliffs 20 to 30 feet high, and from them a rough lime¬ 
stone ridge rises inland. Collected six spp. in poor low rain forest on the 
limestone. 

i/a/^i Strong S.E. blew all last night and today it is still blowing 
It comes into every corner of the resthouse - through walls and floor, end 
over the partition which makes two roam of the place. Difficult to handle 
plants, and to write notes, and if it keeps up until Saturday, when the 
”Ruru" is due to pick us up w© will have trouble in getting away from this 

With a native guide called Douglas, I hied me early to the ti 
bat caves at Tanitapipl, a walk of exactly one hour from the resthouse by the 
indirect route which for some reason, we followed, traversing flat land carry¬ 
ing grassland, (Eaaerata). rain forest second growths, and some big banana 
gardens, we crossed Okobobarina stream in ten minutes, and much larger Did! 
stream in twenty minutes* both running clear water. In forty minutes we 
finished about a 200 ft. climb up a limestone scarp after which the topo¬ 
graphy was gently ridgey. The caves in primary rain forest, which extended 
from the top of the scarp. Did much hunting in these forests for 16 speci¬ 
mens of plants. Trees mostly sterile or in fruit. 

What appears to be the main entrance to the caves, Jcitikitl-ckt. 
is under an overhanging cliff perhaps 80-100 ft. high, facing approximately 
west. Two entrances at different levels, one above the other. A gully stream 
now dry, disappears into the lower opening, which is 6-8 ft. high. Upper 
opening -tore in the nature of a crevice, spanning which were some rotten 
looking poles which someone had used as a bridge te enter the level. A third 
entrance 6 ft. from the bettor?, of a small sink hole back about 50 yds. from tie 

rim of the cliff. 
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Van, who was skinning trapped rate when I left camp, was to have net me 
at the caves# tihen he did not turn un by eleven ociock 1 *ant in alone, with 
one of ay boys, ( sink hole on trance). Finding the cave roomy and with good 
floor I went back to cut switches for a bat hunt, in which another of ay boys 
and the guide took part. About fifty yards in, the cave forked. Took right 
hand branch and in about 20 yards cane to a chamber about 30 ft# across and 
20 ft. high which fairly swirled with small bats. Got fifteen of four species. 
Floor of which cava at least several inches deep with guano, sono of it wet 
and soft. 

Was followed to the cave by two natives, who later were joined by 
other non end two women, their objective was moat. Asked them to k ©p out 
until Van arrived so as not to disturb the bats, but while I was plant 
hunting they entered with flashlights. Did not see their bag of big 
L'jb-aonias. It aust have been ample for sy boys cane into possession of six 
burihlod up in palm leaves. 

Hot Van on ay way back to camp. His bag from the cave, and mine, numbered 
74 of 8 species, including a large and a small species of Dobao^* 
Tapitapipi is evidently a well developed system of caves. The lower 
entrance under the cliff takes the catchment of a fair sized drainage basin. 
Someone, ( Irutwell or Atkinson) reported having gone two miles into the 
caves, then turning buck on account of bad air. (Along way to go under 
ground!). Brutwell and a C*ecke-3lovakian C.P. doctor namea entered 
by the sink hole last year. Doubt if the guano I saw would be of commercial 
interest. 

From the cave I had local native® point in the direction of several 
mapped points, and got these compass bearings* D&bora 190 degrees) Dabora 
Mission 165 degrees; Banapa 203 degrees; Huk&wa 320 degrees. The Dabora 
bearing checks with ona in the opposite direction given by a native 
yesterday. I have not yet plotted the bearings on the map. 
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sprinkle of rain since we have been here# 

Sp«nt five find three quarters waterless hours in the field, 
cm a visit to the savannas on the tip of the peninsula. Followed the Govern¬ 
ment track to within sight of, and about a mile from, ifebubu village. Deo not¬ 
ing short halts the distance one hour to edge of the savanna, and I travelled 
about half hour beyond. Distance cm the sap about four miles to ay farthest 
point. The 1-aile aap very inaccurate. Shows only one of four or five 
cl if fed lias a tone proaintories abutting on the sea; fora line altitude can 
perhaps be doubled for the country I was cm at the end of the peninsula. 
(Ken Wynn has ay aneroid on Maneau). 

The savannas on limestone sloping gently to the east. 
Topography undulating. Surface rough and pitted. Hard to walk over, especially 
on unhurried ground, where sharp jags of rock, left by solution, are 
hidden in the grass. Soil in toe solution pits a chocolately red or brown 
and fertile-appearing. A dense cover of bunch grasses is dominated by Heter- 
opofon contortus. Theneda 21873 and Andropogon 21874# generally about 
waist high. Very*little Imaerate. Savannas dotted with small patones and 
sere clumps of inferior low timber growth of rain forest type. Scattered 
trees, where they occur, are of toe sane species, (See field catalogue). 

The savannas, or grasslands, arc puzzling. Think they may 
be a secondary condition following cultivation long ago. No sign of former 
cultivation, such as stones piled into walls or heaps. Isaw no loose stone 
anyhow. The grassland flora is poor. Only six species of grasses seen. Few 
Associated herbs* Ho true grassland shrubs* Ho grassland trees, unless 
ilbiasia orocera can be regarded as such, trasses beginning to ripen seeds. 
Heteroooyon already shedding itsffspears". Patches burned along the trail. 
Boys surprised two wallabies (brown, they said) sheltering in a forest clump. 
I heard thorn thump away through the grass. Many bandicoot routings in the smsa* 

•f 

Tonight Van still pinning out yesterday's bats which are b 
being kept as dried skins. A male spotted jsosxx cuacus - the biggest and 
palest I have seem - shot by his boy David today. Tonight, David, accompanied 
by other boys, including toe cook, shot pale brown and dark brown cuscus, and 
the female and a young male of toe spotted species. The female, .y^cu^.a^us is 
a pale buffy yellow! 

//mAh* About nineoclock when I was busy with the preparation 
of yesterday* s plants, and Van with his cuscus, toe "Ruru" hove in sight 
front the direction of Cape Vogel, a day ahead of time. Fortunately, toe SB 
wind moderated last ni^xt and toe skipper agreed to anchor off toe raste 
houae until the middle of toe afternoon. This allowed me to botanise for a 
couplo of hours in the rain forests of limestone ridges close behind caap. 
The* most interesting plant Pandsaufe (?1906) remarkable in that radiating 
long green leaves persist from the base to the apex of toe single straight 
stem. Perhaps a new specie. Have s<aen nothing like it before. 

ken Viynn was on the "Ruru", having boarded her at 
Hedino Village. He went right to the top of Mount Dayman in about 14 hours 
including spells. First day, Binigual (130 a.) to 1450 m. in 7 horn’s. 
Second day to 2150 a. From No. 2 eaiap to© summit ( 2785 a or 9137 ft.) was 





(Friday 4/jfly53 continued) 

reached in two hours and twenty minutes. A bark hut 12 x 14 feet built at 
Ho* 2 comp. An 13 x 18 nylon fly left in & swagbag hanging in the hut* 
Returned from No* 2 camp to Biniguni in one day of 6 hrs* Altitudes are 
by aneroid. Height of Dayman is given as 9305 ft* on old maps; 9800 ft. 
on naps published World War 2* 

Ken's number 2 camp would appear an excellent spot from 
which to work the upper for sts and the summit grasslands. His No. 1 camp 
in mossy forest, and perhaps suitable for a coll cting camp for that zone. 
Another coliodtin caap probably should be made at or about a native bush 
hut at 570 m* on the trail* Below that to the creek near Biniguni are old 
garden areas. (Native population was moved down to the foot of the mountain 
by Government some years ago), 

The report an the mountain is very encouraging. The ascent is 
fairly steep most of the way, nd considerably overgrown by underbrush. The 
latter condition can be improved. Carriers wiilbe able to reach No. 2 Camp 
in two days, Ken believes enough carriers will be available from the 
Biniguni villages. Taro and other native food plentiful there. 

Saturday 4/11/53t Only a slight BE wind today? weather partly overcast. 
Thunder to north aid-afternoon. 

Most of day spent on abgan plant collections from the labors 
area. My materials on that trip were preserved in formalin, end have to be 
dried. 

Plant specimens brought from the summit of Dayman by Ken 
(between the pages of a Sat. Evening Post) indicate a flora definitely 
alpine. They include? CgM, a shrubby lete-olosfojg , 
Potentilla. huphrasla. and a Gahnia. which I fomd on St. Albert Edward in 
1933 and on the snow mountains in 1938. 

For all I know to the contrary, and I have searched the 
records, Ken was the first white man to climb S4t* Dayman. Guise and Amalt 
did not reach the top in 1394. Ken had a story from the natives that 
Atkinson, who is supposed to have made the ascent in the 20s., had trouble 
with his police and carriers, and did not get very high. 

Ken brought back a report that the talk at Baiawa and Mediae 
villages is that a ship load of Americans has landed at Baniara and a wardhij^ 
carrying another contingent is expected soon. Another indication that we are 
being connected with Cargo Cult. This will be reported to P/0 Q'Suiliwaa at 
Baniara. This thing should be watched. 





Sunday 1/12/ 53 s Kec, Gooff and I, on & visit to Soniara Governs tut static® 
to dismiss lit, Dayman with P/0 O'Sullivan. 

Walked the four Biles to a canoe landing opposite the island 
on which Baniara is situated. O'Soliivna had invited us down today, but no canoe 
awaited us, A boy I brought along lit a smoke signal and Bade a flag of hie red 
lava lava. So response. Then a small canoe turned up and Ken went across the 
3/4 mile strait to send a bigger canoe for Geoff and me. The morning began over¬ 
cast, and by that time light rain was falling. Saif an hour Inter, cr ij hours 
after our arrival at the landing, five hospital boys cane across from Baniara to 
spear flah in the mangroves. They offered their canoe, end with, one of them end 
ay boy paddling, set ut in pouring rain to sake the crossing. A fresh southeaster 
blowing*, and quite a chop in the strait. The canoe old and rotten, and the out¬ 
rigger so waterlogged that instead of Its acting as a stabiliser, we had to sit 
co the far edge of the canoe platform to balance it as a counter weight. When almost 
across, we were net by a fine big fovemment canoe manned by ft policeman and a 
couple of prisoners. Ken's canoe man, it turned out, was e prisoner doing four 
years for the Border of his wife. He was over on the mainland to do earn© fishing. 
Prise® life is not hard 0® Papue. 

Tremendously heavy rain began about 1*00 P.M, and continued 
until four ocicok or thereabout, when the weather looked like taking up* Left by 
canoe on the re turn journey about 5*15 and were barely started across the strait 
when rain pelted down again* Arrived camp 7*05 thoroughly wet with sweat, although 
wo wore raincoats* The road follows the shoreline, and an it are many small bridges 
across streams, most of thorn consisting of a single leg tonc with handrail. We did 
ao»e precarious balancing on the more springy and uneven logs on the walk to 
Baniara. On the way back, in the dusk, and than darkness, with only one weak 
flashlight, borrowed at Baniara, and water rushing under the bridges, the crossings 
were a bit frightening. 

Feel that our journey to Baniara was unprofitable. O'bullivaa 
cordial enough, but obviously unwilling to discuss the mountain. Barely glanced at 
a copy of Ken's route report which was given to him for his information. O'Sullivan 
planned to climb the week on a forth-coming patrol in company witn Tony Skewsa, 
Xt seems possible that he feels that Ken's ascent has deprived him and Govammont 
of the honor of being first there, and he resents it. Dif ficult to guoos at any 
other reason for his attitude. 

ionriay 4/l3A3« Heavy rain again this morning. Overcast and occasional li$it rain 
through the day. leather scans to be coming from St. Little field work. 

My aiming spent an accWHlated collections from the Babora 
trip* la afternoon segregated sad weighed laost of ay goer, and supplies, for the 
proposed top camp on Mt, Dayman. 

Made application to Baniara for ■aployers Arms Permits for six 
of our boys, ( fee 3/9 each). This legalised their carrying guns to shoot for 
expedition purposes. 

Ken Wytan made the round trip to Baniara again today, taking .mil 
to go on a Government boat which erne to this afternoon, seeing to arms, permits, etc. 
Talked again to Peter O'Suliivan re at. Dayman, better results this time. 





O’Sullivan has instructions to assist us in the event that we need help in getting 
carriers.On his projected patrol of the Dega country he proposes to climb Dayman 
by a native track loading up from Bibitan village, to the east, and be at the top 
about 14th. May. We should be there by that tine. If not, we will be at Bibitan 
waiting for carriers. ................ 

Mail,in this evening (10) letters for ae). A letter ftwa the 
Director of Agriculture, Port Moresby, referring to my conversations with Granger 
of that Dept., and saying it would "be appreciated if, in due course, you could 
provide me with a list of the animals and the birds, and all the materials for 
which you will require permits and clearances.* This after the days I spent in 
conference with office johnnies in Port, and detailed statements on what we want 
todo and what we want to collect. 

Tuesday A/1A/53: Rain stopped after dark last night and resumed about five this 
morning. Some very heavy rain until noon. Sprcadic showers later. 

Clear and starry now, ( 8*30 )• 

Practically no field work apart from running trap lines, which 
produced one mouse. The three of us finished organising, collecting, gear and 
supplies for the top camp on Dayman. Pood stuffs still have to be reckoned. Think 
we can do it on less than 60 x 35 lb loads, w&ich is well under ay New 
York estimate of 70 x 40 lb loads. Tills all to the good. The steepness of the lower 
slopes of the mountain makes it advisable to reduce carrier loads to not nore than 
35 lbs. 

Some firing practice for the boys who are licensed to carry guns* 
Performance nothing to boast about. Odd jobs, such as getting in fire wood, putting 
in screw nails in boots, etc. 

Got mails away on the Government vessel "Managuna* • (Missima 
language for SE wind.) which brought ADO Dan Groves to Beniara to try some eases. 
A couple of natives were caught stealing copra from tho trad store, and selling 
it back to the trader. The sentence wua two months apiece. 

Wednesday 4/l5/5ferjioaday 4/15/53* After a doubtful -looking dawn, the weather 
cleared and the day has been sumy end fine with gentle SE breeze* 

Botanized along the coast to near Banapa village, a distance of 
bout three miles. A large stream at the head of Arorara Bay spanned by a high 

level log bridge with good approaches and wire cables for hand rails. Three other 
streams crossed on the usual low level log bridges (single log) without hand rails. 
Large trees collected in the rain forest-rsangrove-etrand forest transition zone: 
Banyan-like Ficus 21926, Ftcrocarpus Adieus. Pose tin pinnaM, and j&*giasa, 21931, 
all common to abundant. Sonncratia 21923, grew to a large size in the inner 
mangroves. 

Van, Geoff and their collecting boys, accompanied by Ken Wynn, 
made an all day excursion to tho MB£ bat caves at Tapitapipi* bent by the nruru* 
to D&boret, ( where the boat, enroute to Goodenougn Island on a trading trip, broke 
down), and walked the six miles back along the coast. Some tired non in the party 
tonight. Geoff did not find a bottle shaped snake which is reputed to live in the 
cave. 





He did find spiders, beetles, etc* Van cane beck with over 100 bets of 5 species, 
all of which we got in the caves last week. They did not go far enough into the 
cave to cose to a land under ground in which the natives believe the choicest 
bananas, mangos and breadfruit grow. 

Thursday a/16/53i Overcast and light showers to about aid-morning. Clear later. 
Strong southeaster from middle of afternoon through night. 

Difficult to handle botanalcal papers, and typewriter paper in the rest house. 

Made & five and one half how trip north along the Nukawa trail* 
About an hour and ten minutes steady walk to my fartiest point, where the track 
crossed the Arorara River, After leaving the Bakiwa Creek water ehed, only two 
Ban 11 patches of grassland, the rest continuous rain forest (mostly primary) in the 
valley of the Arorara River, which empties into Arorara Bay* Crossed numerous 
snail streams on the Arorara side* The Arorara itself entrenched in muddy banks 
about fiteen feet high} the stream about 30 ft. wide, and running a foot deep 
in shallows between deeper plac 3* The Banapa people have a few gardens in the 
forest, mostly on the slopes, which are aor© or less rocky, (limestone of some sort). 
Extensive rich looking aluvial lands along the river, qcfatoftfc. flftaaMft a 
prominent tree and reaching large site in forests of both r.vor plain and ridges. 
Most characteristic of the larger canopy tree# a Piotadenln ? with broad crown of 
lacy leaves and clean stright trunk, and Barrinetonia sp. Palma oftwo pinnate small 
species. (Collected at Manapl) very abundant in undergrowth. Myrmecodia and 
HydnoohYtu.-a. also a sterile Dischidia. common as fleshly epiphytes in the tree tops. 
Collecting poor, few plants in flower or fruit. 

has visited in the afternoon b_ ADO Groves and Lance Atkinson 
skipper of the ^Managua*". Groves instructed by Healy to see how we are getting 
along. Pleasant fellow, alert and decisive. Will inform Healy of the uncertainty 
of the broken-down Burn being able to take us to Baiawa in a couple of weeks time, 
and suggest that the Managua* be put at our disposal. 

A dadiograa saying that Dr. Hoogland would arrive at Honiara 
this afternoon on the "Maaiara*. Boat know who sent the message, or why Womersley 
is not coming to join us. 

Friday A/i7.S3t Overcast in early morning in the field, then bright sun and 
cal® air until about 10 AM. Strong southeaster rest of day 

and into night (now 8*30 ). Haze obscured the mountains south pf Goodenough 
Bay moot of the day. 

Expecting Hoogland, I spent a short morning in the field, re¬ 
examining the rain forest gully immediately behind camp up to about the 250-ft. 
level. Collected 16 species (not one ©f them in both flower and fruit.) 

About one oclock Hoogland turned up from Baniara, walking behind 
three Jailbird carriers and a policeman. Tall, clean cut blonde, bespectacled, 
and wearing shorts. Brought a camp cot and food. No collecting gear. Mo boy, 
I had a tent rigged for him yesterday. 
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Hoogland bore a letter from Noaersley saying that he, Ronersley, could not visit 
us now owing to pressure of office work, but he hopes to Join us on Goodenough Island 
Forest Officer Hart nay not be able to accompany us to Mt. Dayman. Recommends not 
taking Hoc gland to the mountains - poronalljrty and unsuitability of his equipment. 
Have already told H. we can not inrite him inland* 6111 be glad when this visitation 
is over. It introduces a foreign note into our party. 

Sat. 1/18/53i Weather as yesterday, with stronger southeaster, veering to £HE 
about sundown. Mom tains clear across the bay early this AM. 

Hoogland with ae in the field tills morning, and helped with prep¬ 
aration of materials in afternoon. Knows little about the plants, and is frank 
about it. His work on New Guinea flora has been sonographic. 

Worked the rough limestone ridge east and NE of Menapi Bay* Only 
13 numbers gathered but some of them of special interest* climbing Bauiunia 21979* 
Hova 21930, Tecona 21973* Primary rain forest persists on only the roughest parts 
of the ridge; the rest has been cleared for gardens and now carries secondary 
growths and grasslands of Iaoerata and Qphlurua. 

From Hoogland I learn that Womorsley, besides his duties as botanist 
in the Forestry Department, has charge of plantations as (Araucaria spp. for timber 
In the Bulolo area now being exploited commercially, and reforestation of induced 
grasslands chi the central highlands), end la charged with the establishment of a 
botannical garden; and a hill garden somewhere on the highlands* Looks like a job 
for at least three men* The botannical garden is to be at Lae. 

Regarding the Dutcli-lndonesian dispute over possession of west 
New Guinea, Hoogland says small detachments of Indian soldiers have at. times 
landed on the Vogeikop. 

Sunday A/19/53* Yesterday’s weather repeated. 

Bunting’s "Betty tea" arrived after dark last night with two 
months replenishment of stores for us. k start made in repacking for inland trans¬ 
port. 

the crippled "Ruru", which was to have taken us to Baifcwa on May 
4 is being taken to Saaar&i, or in the direction of Samara.i, tomorrow. It is un¬ 
certain whether she will be available for our charter when, needed. Have written 
to Buntings, and District Commissioner in m effort to arrange alternate transport. 

Our flour supply per "Betty Ann", invoiced as "fresh", is full 
of weavils and their larvae and will soon be rotten. Keeping a month’s supply 
and sending the rest back to Samarai, 





’tnnrtfcv lJm/Wt Gentle southeaster early in doming. Still, muggy day after that. 
Considerable cloud, sprinkles of rain after 5 oclock, -buntains 

across bay clear until raid-afternoon. Average barometer about 20 am higher than for 
past 3 days# 

With Hoogland accompanying me, spent a long morning in primary 
forests on a aodrately rough limestone ridge directly inland fro Banapa village, 
somewhat over three miles and about one and ar quarter hours walk from Menapi. 
Would have gone further, and examined extensive stunted rain forest on rough line 
atone between Banapa and Ileara Point, but for Hoo gland'a inability to cross log 
bridges without assistance, Turned back at a 1 ag, high single-log bridge , without 
handrail, about £ mile beyond Banapa, The still, greenish creek spanned by the 
bridge looked like a good place for crocodiles, and X did not wish to risk, H. 
dropping in, holding ray Sigamout by the hand. 

Forest of the ridge, like all the rain forests in thl3 area, very 
poor in undergrowth. Tree species, fairly well represented though few of them fertile 
Sons very big Intsia biiuga on the lower parts of the ridge. Several aubcanopy 
trees coll cted included Saootaceae 21986, and 21990. Hrv^br; hellwisli 21982, 
determined by Hooglcnd, who has monographed the genus, occurred as a high climbing 
liana. Only ten species collected. The poorest results for a moorings search that 
X have had cm the trip. Ken Wynn packing stores for the first Mt. Dayman camp. 

Tuesday 4/21/53*. Still, cloudy day with a few sprinkles during afternoon. Slight 
SE air# Mountains dear across the bay below a white cloud cap 

extending down the slopes to end abruptly at an • stimated 4000 fast, 

Hoogland with m on field work up the mission water supply gully 
to the uppermost limit of surviving forest at about 300 ft# Some tall trees of 
good girth, but there has been much disturbance cutting timber for native houses 
at the mission and clearing steep slopes for banana and yen gardens# A number of 
interesting aubcanopy trees include: Moraeeae (doraceae) 22000, Nauclea 22001, 
"vristlca 21997, and with angled fruits, and two species of Ileus. All well bitten 
by small brown ants while collecting nyrnecouhiloua Dlschiciia raffleslana# and 
Hvdnonhytua 22003, and the "button orchid* Disohldia 22002, all abundant on the 
upper stem and branches on an Aletonia tree whicn was felled by the boys# 

All the forests of this area are infested with hard-biting 
"green* ants which make leaf-bag neats# Today I picked up some scrub itch (trombicula 
site) in either forest or neighboring grassland. The first time I think any of tie 
has experienced this pest on the peninsula. 

Geoff# 
Ken busy all day reorganizing supplies, assisted part time by 

Had to dinner this evening Jack Peters, UjfA (European nodical 
assistant) Baniara. Queer little fellow. City type. Diffident, yet likes to talk 
of his experiences as a medical orderly in New Guinea during the war# On patrol 
Baniara across country to T&pio (3$ hrs he says) and back around the coast. Canping 
in the village tonight though invited to stay with us. So far ae I can make out 
native health in the area is very good. He keeps a look-out for yaws and gonorrhoea, 

both rare here. 





Wednesday i/2*/-53« Cain early morning followed by strong southeaster, which 
brought squally showers after about three P3i. 

Accompanied by Hoogl&nd, climbed to the top of the 500 ft. hill 
behind camp - the highest point in the neighborhood. Good view up the Obawabero 
▼alley to about the position of Podago Tillage. Much grassland there-, but I doubt if 
any of the grassland in sight is a primary condition. Relics in gullies indicate 
a formerly rain forested condition. Perhaps in the not-so-loag-ago a fairly numerous 
population lived inland, and has since for the moat part moved to the coast. 

Qohiurus ? 22016 is mixed in quantity with the dominant JUperatft of 
the higher grassy hills sad spurs behind Menapi. liottboellia ? 22015, 2 m or more taill, 
forms dense stands, very hard to push through, about the forest edges. 
Hoterono^oq oantortus takes possession an the dry crests of ridges. Several 
interesting Convulaceae occur as very slender grass-twiners; 22012 with white, 
22013 within inconspicuous ftna.il pink, and 22019 with pale yellow flowers .Flowering 
and fruiting materiel collected of a very large PiPtadania-like tree (22010) 
characteristic of the ridge rain forests. 

Serious boy trouble today. Ken Lynn's personal boy David, who has 
been on loan to Van and doing good work in hunting and skinning objected to 
going with Ken on overnight excursion to the valley of the Ararara Stiver to 
trap and shoot mammals. David I*m afraid has beanmade too much of by Van, and 
it has gone to hie head, hen was most generous in loaning his boy to Van. Naturally, 
after employing David for 5,years and thinking highly of him, and giving him better 
treatment than most boys get, Ken has wished to retain rights of guidance end 
authority over him. This he has done by borrowing the boy back for odd jobs. He 
has also been trying to advise Ven on the handling of boys in general. But Van, 
after the style of moat newcomers to the tropics has been thoroughly wrapped up 
in David. The result is teat, for the time being at least, Van has no David. Ken, 
after a calm talk to David in my presence, fired him. I cannot employ him. There 
is the oral© of the rest of the boys to thin* of. So Ken took another boy on 
his mammal hunt, and David is out of a job. The thing will probably blow over in 
a day or so* Meantime, both Van and David will have to amend their attitudes. 

Thursday A/23/538 Rain ended early last night. Cairo today until about noon. Than 
boisterous southeaster ana sporadic light showers. Ken returned 

about last midnight, wet and tired, and without a taa?a;aal to show for hi a excursion. 
Has gone out again tonight, taking throe boys, two Jacklights, and three guns. 
One of tAaights hunters is tee errant David. He is back in the fold, under 
tighter discipline I hope. 

Coll cted this morning in Sago swamps sad ajacent moist ground 
back of Spillero plantation more plants than I have been able to catalogue and 
prepare for drying. PlaachoniA 22025, a common big tree of alluvial flats, included 
in the bag. Most of tee plants herbaceous among them nine sedges. 





Friday 4/24/53 Early morning cloudy and threatening. SE breeze began 
and started to clear about 7:30. Bright clear weather after that, and 
into the night. 

Ken’s second night hunt in the Arorara River Forests was almost 
as unprofitable as the first. His party brought back one Petaurus. 
Tonight he is out in the direction of Baniara, while two boys have 
gone along the coast toward Banapa. 

Vith Hoogland for company botanized again in the rain forests of t 
the Arosara valley. As expected, the collection was small, but it in¬ 
cluded such interesting plants as climbing yelJ.ow-flowered Caesalpinia? 
22052, and common big tree Saootaceae 22061. A very large Platycerium, 
common as an epiphyte in the forest, and remarkable in having a mass of 
short lacinate processes about the base of the leaves, was sterile and 
therefore not collected at this time. Another striking epiphytic fern, 
Qohioglossum sp. with pendant leaves 3 feet long, was on too big a tree 
to be collected. The Platycerium resembles P, grande. 

Bunting’s boat "Betty Ann" came in during the morning to load 
copra at Spiller’s plantation and departed in the afternoon, taking 
mails of ours to Samarai. We learn indirectly that the "Ruru", which 
is supposed to move us from here in 10 days time, is laid up in 
Samarai, awaiting spare engine parts from Australia. 

The villagers are staging tonight a dance in our honor. Fourteen 
dancers with drums performing in the lamplight in front of the rest- 
house. Several women taking part, always behind the men. This is "pay 
back* for a feast Ken Wynn put on for the locals to celebrate his Maneau 
trip. After the first couple of weeks our relations have been good with 
the locals. This morning as I botanized near a garden house in the 
forest, the owner came along with a hand of sweet bananas for our re¬ 
freshment, and later presented my boys with a whole bunch of ripe 
cookingbananas. I returned the gift with some of my cut tobacco. 

Saturday 4/25/53. Anzac Day. A holiday, but our work went on. Boys 
given their Sunday pay, ani tonight several have metal-bound tobacco 
pipes bought at the trade store. 

Fine clear day. Moderate southeaster, freshening at night. 

Collected in sago swamps and to the head of the creek behind 
Spiller’s plantation. A very deep gorge on the righthand branch of 
the creek, which I followed. Very little in the forests up there. 
Most interesting plants for the day a fine "staghorn fern" "Platy- 
cerium 22070. and the sago palm Metroxylon 22064. The Menapi people 
manufacture sago, but apparently only when other foods are in short 
supply. Saw a number of over-mature trees. Six sago-making troughs 
stood around the remains of one big palm, and the sour smell of the 
refuse pulp pervaded the air. The palms are cut Just before the 
flowere open on the great terminal inflorescence. 

Police Officer Peter O’Sullivan walked up from Baniara to visit us 
and stayed the night. 
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Sunday 4/26/53; Fine day with enough of a southeaster to raise a low 
white surf on the fringing reef. Wind freshened late in afternoon and 
at 9 o’clock is still blowing strongly. 

The boys given a holiday except for essential duties such as 
cooking* and running trap lines. Van always has mammals, trapped or 
shot at night, to skin out and make up. 

My day spent on fresh specimens on hand, packing dried materials 
for shipment to Samarai for storage, and packing and listing collecting 
supplies for inland. 

Monday 4/27/53: The recent pattern of weather continued today. Morn¬ 
ing with little breeze, and unusually hot, 1 thought, in the forests. 
Strong southeaster from about mid-afternoon on into night. Set the 
minimum and maximum thermometers last night: low this morning 27 C., 
high today 29 C. 

Made photos of sago palms on Bakiva Creek, back of Spiller* s 
plantation, and collected in the rain forests beyond. Very little to 
show. Have gone about as far as I can with botanizing in this locality 
at this season. Most of today’s plants were weeds from native gardens, 
etc. Most prevalent of these is Chrysopogon acicularis. the barbed 
"seeds" of wdaich, adhering to clothing, and n.airy/1 egs of the natives, 
make it a damnable pest here as in North Queensland. 

Tuesday 4/28^53: Moderate southeaster all day and into night. Con¬ 
siderable cloudiness, though mountains clear across bay except for 
cloud-mantled summits. 

Sent 2 boys out to collect living Platycerium plants, and with 
Hoogland and 1 boy went west along the coast to make photographs and 
do general collecting. The sky soon too overcast for pictures. Col¬ 
lected in all 10 numbers of plants, mostly things seen before, but 
including the third orchid species for the camp - No. 22091 with 
insignificant small cream flowers. 

Radiogram from Buntings reading, "Expect to despach vessel end 
of this week will advise further." One from DC Healy saying the 
"Ruru will be repaired and will return Menapi this weekend. Mason 
prepared move you and party when desired." This is good news, al¬ 
though there is still some uncertainty re the date the Ruru can take 
us from here to Baiawa for the move inland. 

Wednesday 4/29/53: Someone has said that the only certain event in New 
Guinea is the unpredictable. Had started into the field this morning 
when a boy came running with a message. Ken, listening to the radio 
at the plantation, had heard in shipping news that the "Jessie," a 
Bunting boat, was due to leave Samarai on Thursday to "Transport the 
Archbold party." That seemed to mean that ve could expect to get 
away from here on Saturday. 

Two of our leading Goaiagos, Jimmie and Hiko, despatched immed¬ 
iately to warn the Collingyood Bay villages of our coming. Carrying 
a letter to the village councillors, typed in Motu by Ken, they 
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will walk overland to Tapio, via Abuaro and Podargo, thence west along 
the coast to Medino, Baiawa, Kwagila, and Xewansasap. They carry their 
swags, three days food, trade tobacco to buy more food, guns and three 
cartridges each. In the bustle of leaving, Jimmie dropped his arms 
permit which natives bearing firearms are supposed to carry at all 
times. The precious document was picked up in camp later in the 
morning• 

Early in the afternoon a letter arrived from Peter O’Sullivan at 
Baniara. His radio news was that the Jessie would arrive here tomorrow. 
He was going to contact Buntings in an effort to have the boat diverted 
to Mukawa Mission to pick up a hospital case for transportation to 
Baniara, and asked ny QK. Sent the approval by another messenger, and 
in remarkably short time a third runner turned up with the information 
that theproposed call of the Jessie at Mukawa had been cancelled, and 
that the "Leander," a government vessel, would pick up the hospital cawe. 

A pending dance may hage had something to do with the speed of 
the messengers. There was a canoe launching at Menapi village during 
the afternoon. And the villagers brought presents of food for our¬ 
selves and boys. Bunches of cooking bananas for the boys. Eating 
bananas, papayas, watermelons, pineapples, pumpsins and tomatoes for 
us. Then as night fel, the fillagers gathered to dance in the lamp¬ 
light in front of the resthouse. At 10s30 they are still prancing 
back and. forth and singing primitive songs to the beat and throb of 
20 drums. They are nice people when one gets to know them a little. 

Good progress made with the packing of stores and gear. The or¬ 
ganisation for our move is complex. Provision is being made for a 
week of collecting from the coastal village of Baiawa while the bulk 
of preliminary transport is being made inland to Biniguni by Ken. The 
main lot of stores and supplies for use at the top camp on Mt. Dayman 
is being sent in first. Then 10 days supplies for a possible waiting 
period at Biniguni while carriers are being marshalled for the mountain. 
Rice for the carriers on the mountain and cases of tobacco and drums of 
salt to pay them also have to be sent in. Ken has most of the stuff 
packed and marked and stored in the copra shed at the plantation. A 
fourth lot of collecting supplies has been packed for a mossy forest 
camp on Mt. Dayman, and a fifth for the main work at Biniguni and a 
probable camp at the junction of the upper rain forests and the mid¬ 
mountain forests. 

Thursday 4/30/53; Somewhat showery in morning. Clearing later. Slight 
SE breeze. Yesterday there was very heavy rain between 10 and 11 followed 
by scattered light showers in the afternoon, flight bright and starry. 

The dance last night ended about 11 o*clock when I was called upon 
to make a speech to the assemblage. Village Constable "Maclaren" 
translated my English into the local paiwa language. When the dancers 
had dispersed, three sophisticates in white shorts treated us to 
selections on mandolins — native songs, including one composed during 
the war when many natives worked for the armed forces at Port Moresby. 
The theme of this mainly on the monotony of the rice diet they lived on. 
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The unpredictable, as it concerns the "Jessie," still has to be 
vouchafed to us in full. The latest vagary is a radio from Buntings: 
"Unable have vessel Menapi until Monday afternoon regret aelay." We 
stopped collecting yesterday in order to have things packed for pos¬ 
sible loading on the boat tomorrow afternoon, and /an picked up his 
traps this morning. 

Friday 5/1/53: Strong southeaster and fine weather after early morning 
and continuing through night. 

Hoogland, after a fortnight with us, left today. 0»Sullivan sent 
a policeman and prisoner carriers to take his baggage and I accompanied 
him to Baniara, where he will await a boat for Samarai. I»d say 
hoogland is the makings of a good systematic botanist, possible a good 
field man. At present, fresh from Europe, he does not have a good eye 
for plants as they growiin Hew Guinea. It is understandable that a trop¬ 
ical flora might be a mite overwhelming to such a person. HAt to be so 
easily condoned is a Dutch nationalism which will not stand him in good 
stead in this country, especially as its chief manifestation is in dis¬ 
paraging comparisons with things Australian. Another tendency, which 
I found it necessary to check on two or three occasions, lies in an 
apparent urge to poke an oar into anything that goes on. For instance, 
taking a hand in instructing one*s native personnel does not go well. 

Our progress on the four-mile journey to Baniara was somewhat of 
a marvel in ineffeciency* Involved in the proceedings were four aimed 
constables (without arms) and four prisoners. There were three canoes 
to transport two passengers and three porter loads of year, when one canoe 
of the right kind, available at Baniara, could have done the job. About 
half way along the coast we came to one canoe, adequate for the baggage. 
A mile farther on was another canoe, manned as was the first by police 
and prisoners, which was able to carry Hoogland* Walking another half 
mile to Abuara village, with one of the surplus policemen, I got a 
village canoe to take me across the strait to Baniara. Lost sight of 
some were along the coast were two police and one prisoner. They had all 
crossed over from Baniara in the early morning calm, crowded on two 
small government canoes. Ho one concerned, including two white officers 
at the government station, had thought about the almost certain rise of 
wind and sea later in the day. I had an exciting moment as my canoe 
bumped through waves breaking on the edge of the fringing reef at Abuaro. 

Stayed the night at Baniara. A mail arrived overland from the tip of 
Cppe Vogel, having been dropped there oy a vessel out of Samarai. 

Satuday 5/2/53: Returned from Baniara in the calm of the morning, 
paddled to witein a mile of camp by a policeman and a prisoner. A good 
part of the one-hour canoe trip was taken up by the prisoner, a Menapi 
jncfcx man doing a short stretch for stealing, giving the policeman a 
detailed account of our doings. Hov we hunted for all sorts of things 
in the bush, skinned rats and euscus, caught snakes and put them into 
cans of medicine, and so on. Both were taken aback when at the end of 
the trip I spoke to then in Motu, the language they had used. 

r 
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Saw and photographed at Bartiara, two wallabies which had been 
brought from somewhere on the mainland and were running free on the 
island. Of slender bui^d, short-haired, grey rather than, brown, 
and with blackish forepaws and heavy blackish stripe from eye forward 
to mouth or nose, they looked different from any other wallabies I 
have seen. 

Visited the native hospital at Baniara and tried to learn from 
European Medical Assistant Peters something of his work and charges. 
Peters a bit troppo, or otherwise queer, and a hard man to pin down 
to answering questions. Be has 71 in-patients and 14 out-patients 
(maladies??;. Living with the patients in the wards are 24 relatives 
or "guardians.” The same system that one sees in West Africa. When 
someone eaters aospital, the immediate family goes along too. All 
expect to be fed, and usually are provided for. Recently, however, 
this government has put an end to the free feeding. Guardians must 
now bring their own food, or wo me for it. 

A few specimens are being added to the collections, for there is 
always something left to collect after weeks of work in almost any 
locality. But our work here may be said to be ended. Van has 478 
mammals, including about 250 bats from the caves. Geoff*s catch is 
362 herps, 35 freshwater fisnes, and including light trap material 
about 27,000 Insects. The take in plants is 482 numbers, 2260 sheets 
(34 Bryophytes included in the numbers). Sot a bad start. 

This is the poorest country we expect to be in during our 9 months 
of field work. Apart from one or two, who are not too satisfactory, 
the boys are shaping well. All the party in excellent health and 
spirits. 

Sunday 5/3/53; A sharp shower woke me at three this morning. Strone 
SE after that, moderating about 8 in the evening. Weather threatening, 
but no further rain. Barometer normal. 

Gave ail the hoys a day off after the cooks had washed the clothes 
in the morning. But Losima, the chef No. 2, a faithful laa, insisted 
on coming in to wash up after lunch. He would have been ashamed other-, 
vise. It is all right for taubadas to cook their own food if they feel 
that way and like a change. But washing dishes is boy*s work. For 
breakfast we bad eggs bartered from the native wife of the local trader 
for two cans of tobacco (worth 8 shillings locally) and well-fried by 
deoff - six between four of us. Ken got away with a lunch of cold fried 
sausages left over from breakfast, bread and Jam and papaya. I was 
concocting a stew for the evening meal when someone shouted sail-ho 
above the moise of surf and wind and the "Jessie” came into the bay, 
24 hours before ETA. We were all summoned to dinner of roast chicken, $ 
jelly and homemade icecream by the trader’s wife - a feast previously 
arranged to take place before our departure. 

Present at the dinner were Norman Evennett, shipper and part owner 
of the Jessie, and Noel Chapman, a traveler on the boat. Evennet,a 
high type half-or quarter-caste White-Papuan, of good bearing, quiet 
speech, and evidently well educated. Chapman another kind: I learn 
from Ken, an ex-staff man of the War Production Board who left under a 
cloud and is now practically on the beach. Both spick and span in 
starched light clothes, in contrast to our unironed khaki* 
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Rion had been flovlng before our appearance, and some afterwards. 
But ve learned from Bill Mason, who returned on the Jessie, that the 
BRuru* will not be in good running order until spare engine parts 
arrive from England. The operator of Sariba Slip, on the mainland 
near Samarai, can re-commission her temporarily by welding broken 
jaxi pieces. The Burn, our expected mainstay for coastal transport 
in these parts, looks like a doubtful quantity. 

The nJessie" sustained damage in rough seas on her way here, and 
something is wrong with the engine. We may be able to load tomorrow, 
but there is little chance of getting away before Tuesday. Evenaett 
will not raise his anchor until the sea moderates. 

In addition to all this, numerous letters were written during the 
day, semi-final packing done, and an order made out for foodstuffs to 
carry us on to the end of August. We now have stores for two months 
on hand. 

Monday 5/4/53; Dull, threatening morning, clearing toward noon. 
Little wind, and the sea moderating outside the bay. 

All our cargo is loaded on the Jessie, including collections which 
are being sent to Samarai for storage. Ve will be astir at 4 in the 
morning, and get away at daylight if the weather is propitious. The 
sea is very rough off the south end of Cape Vogel in strong southeast 
weather. There is a certain amount of shelter in Coilingvood Bay. 
Evennett has picked up a native to pilot him into the Baiawa abcgirage, 
as he is unfamiliar with that part of the coast and there are many off¬ 
shore reefs in Collingwood Bay. 

Government vessel *Leander,n bringing Judge Gore to try a murder 
case at Baniara, delivered mails from the U.S. which left Samarai on 
April 24. Mails from fioisie have reached us here in about ten days. 
This lot was almost a month on the way. 
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TueaUfxy rjt >/'/]>; Lonewhat cloudy day with very light southeast wind. Coop astir 
at 4 A.M, Host of our final cargo **3 cm the beach by 5 o'clock. At daylight 
(5*45) all the cargo was still there. Emmett end Chapman had sat up until 3 
o'clock on the "Jessie" drinking. The boat boys, in typical Papuan fashion, would 
not arouse the® when shouts cane iron shore in the dark. It was 6*50 mien we 
raised anchor and left Manapi. Mountains, including Mtc. Simpson and Dayman, 
very dear and blue as we chugged up the bay toward Capo Vogel* 

The Jessie a 40-foot Ketch rigged vessel drawing 5$ feet now, 6 ft. when 
loaded; 30 hp. Lister Diesel engine giving a speed of around 6 knots. Have on 
board as pilot a boy of Spilier's named Ananias, also 7 Ferguason Island recruits 
who are being taken to 3amarai by fvonnett, and Native Medical Orderly "Frank" and 
his wife. Frank is returning to his station at Binigoni with a stock cf medicines 
from Baaiara. Another passenger, and one iikeiy to be very Important, is Inter¬ 
preter Diowoean, on loan to us by Peter O'Sullivan. Biwowan is a mountain tarn of 
such status that be can boast two wives. It was he who gave us very good in¬ 
formation cm Kt. Layman a month or more ago. 

r ' tk ' ~v - v - ‘ - •*; 

Had engine trouble so<m afW starting. Off Sibiriblri Point, at SE tip of 
the peninsula, at 8*30. At 9*50 rounded Ipotete Island at NE tip of Peninsula} 
an untended fleshing navigation light on this island (the only other light on the 
SE coast is at Tufi. Opposite Sfukawa Mission at 10*35. The i-inch map gives a 
misleading impression of the coast from about Ipotete Island to Muic.se end beyond. 
Coast line is steep-to, Off Tapio at 11*30. Our pilot says the caves are under 
Castle Hill which rises to 800 fe t about a mile west of the village. At about 
3 P.M. ahenored off Medlno .in 6 fathom*. Coast here ^uch obstructed by coral 
patches; some off Tapio. 

Went ashore and found awaiting us 10 men willing to carry from Eievm to 
Biniguni. They were given a stick of tobacco each with which to bty food for the 
night and tomorrow. 

Medlno a small village of about 20 houses (?) most of them on the east side 
of a narrow deep creek cad a native mission establishment on the west aide. 
Bathed in a small stream coming out of the hills about 300 yards off the west 
bank of the creek and behind the mangroves which narrowly fringe the coast* 
Hills grassy with a savanna stand of such trees as Alstonia, tlaonius. and 
Sarcoceufiaxus. Ho true savanna trees, and apparently a very poor grassland flora. 
Grasslands of ell this coast apparently secondary, thougn aoubtiesw old established. 

•the -parting event at Menupi last night was a sort of musical put on by Holly 
Cpiller. Four max with mandoline, one with uke, 2 "spoon men," squatting on the 
floor. Two men and two women dancing, the orchestra singing native swigs to each 
selection c In most of the dances the two men wore grass skirts said to be the 
original ureas for dances. Singing good though with little variety of tone. 
These people do not harmonise. 

Wednesday 5/6/53* Hediao - Belaya. Clear last night; heavy dew. Fro® the an¬ 
chorage a fine view of the mountains from Mt, Simpson to Mt. Dayman and Goropu. 
Mountains cloud-capped down to oa. 5000 feet after 8*30. Shower® on lower slopes 
of Dayman all afternoon, and at Baiawa after about 5 o'clock. Only light 0E 
breeze today. 

Started to leave Medlno anchorage at 7*30. Turned back twice on encountering 
patches of submerged reef. Hater perhaps deep enouth over them for our vessel, 
but Evennett taking no risks. 
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Took on board at Meuino 15 carrier volunteers in all, and a village councillor. 

Extensive grasslands on the hills between Medico and Baiasa. Hills rise dose 
to coast. Ho sign of villages. Kept well off short and outside the Sidney Islands, 
then turned in to Baiawa on the east snore of Hoi Biri Bay. intrance to baiawa 
narrow between wide shore reefs, but passage good, anchored about 100 yards iron 
the mangroves in 6 fathoms. Eh tire shoreline of the bay fringed with mangroves. 
At Baiawe the mangroves about 300 yds. through. Canoes enter a very narrow and 
shallow passage, about 50 yds. inside of which is the head of long, raised causeway 
or duckwalk leading direct to the village. Duckwalk raised about 4 feet above the 
mud on very thin mangrove forks; decking of sticks, bits of old canoes, etc., and 
about 2-3 ft. wide. Rickety structure, but strong. Baiawa on a narrow fringe of 
gently sloping dry ground between the inner edge of the mangroves and a steep ridge 
rieing immediately behind to 100 feet or more. Seat house perched on top of this 
ridge. Village mat tractive. Mission and about a dozen houses* Houses have very 
lev wells and are raised well above the ground on posts. Copra being made (sun- 
dried on raised racks) from a strip of coconuts behind the mangrove, A few unhappy 
looking fovea rubber trees on lower slopes of ridge. 

All but first carry-cargo unloaded in quick tixae and token ashore on village 
canoes with ship's dinghy helping. Villagers, the carriers we brought from Sfodiao, 
and six other carriers from villages between eJedino and Raiawa, willingly carried 
the cargo up the steep hill. Fortunately the rent house is strongly built, for 
the split palm floor must be holding up nearly 2 tone of boxes, drums and bales 
of supplies. 

Arrongeueuts made by Kan far transport of the first carry-cargo. Enough 
village canoes in sight to take it across the boy and up S3oi Biri Creek to a landing 
place. About 17 buiaca villagers offer to carry. Trouble with the carriers from 
Medina and intermediate villages. They wonted to be fed rice. Baiewe policeman 
said his Village hud no food to sell us for them. Spokesman for the Sltdinos was 
the councillor we Drought on the boat, recognized by Chapman as ea ex-bar Production 
Board employe© Mho gave trouble in Saatr&i. Finally the Bal&wa V.C. admitted that 
native food was available und was givon 10 sticks of tobacco for enough for our 
carriers for tonight and the morning. Everyone satisfied, but before the dispute 
was settled six of the iiodino men vanished, presumably toward home. Have tonight 
the names of 35 son who offer to carry from the Boi Biri Creek canoe landing to 
Biniguai, 

Rest house very crowded. Barely room for the four of us to rig our camp cots. 

Thursday 5/7/53; flaiawa. Clear hot day. Mountains clouded on upper and middle 
levctis by early afternoon. Showers on foothills and at Mol Biri Bey after 3 o'clock. 
About 2000 feet of top of Dayman showing clear above the clouds from about 5 to 6 
o'dock. 

Sent out to the "Jessie" at dawn to help Ken check cargo onto the canoes end to 
see him off. About 65 c<*rrlor loads put on 6 canoes. The bay glassy calm. The last 
canoe left about 6»30. Paddlers in good spirits, and singing. Most of the carriers 
sent overland around the head of the bay. "Jessie" lift for Goodenough, Fergusson 
and bamurai at rat 3 A.H. 

The natives have been ao cooperativeiin offering to carry that we thought there 
was a possibility of Kwagira and Kewansasap men offering at the Mol Biri landing 
this morning to take in the 25 loads that we of tho main party are holding at Balawa 
for Hi. Dayman top camp and Biniguni reserves. On account of tides in the shallow 
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creek, the move could not be made until tomorrow morning, but st spent some hours 
in organising for the carry and putting things shipshape with the cargo being 
left in the reathcuse for later carries. 

Had about finished lunch when Jimmie, one of the two Goniago messengers who 
were sent overland from Xon&pi 9 days ago to drum up carriers and foodstuffs, 
arrived in camp. He had walked around the head of the bay. Bor© a note from 
Ken written at ffloi Biri Creek canoe landing. A few carriers had turned up from 
Kw&girn at 10*30, but he was short of bearers for 20 loads. Expected to have 
everything at Kwagira today, end go on to Blniguni tomorrow. Hen has finished 
with Jimmie. Declares him unreliable and untruthful. I suould like to know th* 
whole story. 

Spent a couple of hours in the field this afternoon, up to ca. j mile from 
caap along the government track which goes easierxy toward Medino. Ridgy terrain. 
The highest hiil4200 ft. according to the 1-inch map) forested to the summit. 
Other rain forest in gullies. Most ridges and some hollows grassy. Grass on 
average a little better than knee high. Some Ioperata. but so far as I can see 
mostly "kangaroo grass" (Themeda australis?). Concentrated on grass associates, 
the grasses themselves mostly past fruiting. Collections not yet prepared. Must 
have about 20 app. from the grass country. A few yards inside a rain forest gully, 
found on the bate of a tree the first filmy fern (Hymenophyiium s.l) I have seen 
on the trip} a tiny thing with roundish leaves (No. 22096). Forest appears 
aoister and richer than in the area we examined on the Cape Vogel Peninsula. 
Sallaby signs abundant on the grassy ridges. None shot yet. 

Friday 5/3/53: Baiawa. Fine morning} mountain clear and blue until 8*30. Showers 
on slopes after 12*30. Raining and thundering there from about 3 P.M* Thunder 
showers here beginning at 4 and sprinkling still (7*30). 

No measongsr having arrived from Ken last night, we started full scale col¬ 
lecting this morning. Geoff and his crew brought in a snake, a freshwater fish 
not previously collected, lizards, and various insects. Van has 90 traps out 
tonight; has not yet shot a wallaby or any other mammal. I prepared my 26 numbers 
from yesterday and put them on to dry} collected over 20 numbers on the grasslands 
ana in the edge of the rain forest. 

At six this evening the Baiawa village policemen arrived with two letters 
from Ken. He and his men had carried from Xwagira to ftLniguni this morning 
(3-3ji hours) and returned to their village (probably 6 hours of travel). Ken 
arrived at Biniguai with all the loads he set out with yesterday morning. Has 
arranged with the Baiawa and Kwagira village policemen to have about 30 carriers 
ready to transport us at daylight Tuesday morning. Is trying to get Opaigwarl 
people to carry at the same time, and suggests that we bring 50 loads with us. 
Ken’s arrival at Xwagira yesterday was in heavy rain, presumably in the afternoon. 

Tills is excellent news. Better than I expected. And we can collect here for 
another couple of days before we close down for the treck to Biniguai, 

Looking down on the village from the heights of the resthouse during the rain 
this afternoon, it seemed a wretched place. Thatched houses smoke-stained and 
sodden. The boro ground wet and seepage water running under one of the houses and 
across the mangrove mud. Presently a grass-skirted woman headed out toward toe 
mangroves in the drizzle, on an obvious mission, to be soon followed by two under¬ 
standing village pigs. Most white men in New Guinea do not eat village pig. 

Saturday 5/9/53; Baiawa. The first day without rain since we gave been here. 
Mountain very clear early this morning} upper and middle levels under cloud after 
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8-9 o’clock. Scattered showers on lower slopes during afternoon. Fvery day m 
have in the afternoon a little wind coming from easterly directions - probably 
deflected southeast trades.. Tills is a lee coast in the southeast season. 

Busy a good pert of the day on yesterday’s collectionsj not such field work, 
wo no catch from 90 traps set last night} nothing froa night hunting. This 
afternoon, his boy David saved the situation by shooting firet a cuscus (Ph banner 
X9f.ti.tu8 group) in the rain forest, then a big male wallaby on the rra3glands. 
Tonight David shot a c-acll takle wallaby by jadclight. The wallaby ia the species 
I 3gw in se-ui-oapti vlty on Baniara govomiaent station* 

The ffedlnp carriers straggled back today, having capped at Kwagira last ni$it 
and walked around the head of Hoi Biri Bay. ill ceiled in for a handout of news¬ 
paper with which to sake cigarettes of the trade tobacco they received aa carrier 
pay. They uid the Batata? carriers last night also brought betel nut freis Binigwii. 
Our boys have bought same fron thou und no doubt tonight they are pretty well 
drugged by it. Have put a prohibition on the chewing of betel nVt* during working 
hours. 

■ 5/10/531 Bajawj. Again a. vary clear aorning. Felt barely comfortable 
under one blanket, Temperature at daylight (6 o’clock) 72 F. Mountain clear 
until about nine* upper and middle levels clouded after that until late afternoon, 
uhtsa the sir salt 10QG faet or so shdwod- out. No rain here or observed on the 
mountain slopes, A distinct Change in weather. 

In the quiet of the morning, before the easterly wind rises, we hear the low 
rot r of 0 distent wc ter fall about south of Boiawa. It is perhaps on the 
River which rises on Daymen and according to the 1-JLnch map, peters out in a 
•wnapy area inland between Baiaw® and Mediae. 

Field work for this locality ended today. Results have beau good in Geoff’s 
departments} good in plants.; poor In mammals. No mammals trapped la three nights) 
one 3hort-tailed rat brought In by a villager. Three wallabies shot cad on® ouscua. 
In plants I have 81 numbers, .367 cats. Rave concentrated on the grasslands and 
paid only passing attfmtion to the limited rain forests. Rain forest mostly in 
dulliec although the- highest hill in the area (200 ft.) is capped with rain'forest. 
I very such doubt if the extensive ridgy grasslands, or rather savannas, are a 
primary condition. The principal tree on the grasslands is TUoulm 22171 (t.ti«on?)i 
others Sarcocephalug. Albtgsla proper*. and another which I cannot identify or find 
in flower or fruit. 

The conntty rock is soft, greyish and gritty, and ttsy be volcanic* It weathers 
into a soil dark grey rhen damp, end as seen in eroded paths on the grasslands, a 
yellowish sticky subsoil. Low scarped outcrops are frequent. Collected a sample of 
the rock today, 

Numerous native visitors today wandering about camp and standing staring into 
the resthouae me at us. Mostly local folk. Sons few from Kewansasap and toward 
Med in o. One man carrying the only native-owned gun I have seen in the area, is 
from Abuaro (near Baniara) on walkabout. Considerable shouting about the village 
this morning- as two new canoes were hauled in from where they were adzed out in 
the bush. Small narrow things and one of them crooked. 

Balarq. leather £-a yesterday, Temperature ut 6 A.M. 70 & Nc 
rain her© or obsej-ved on mom tain or foothills. Mt. Victory and Goropu clear of 
clouds in late afternoon. These mountains are cloudier than Dayman, and perhaps 
wetter at this time of year. ^ * 
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Whole day spent in preparations to vacate Beiawa. Ken's expectations, as ad¬ 
vised two or three days ago, is fifty carriers for tomorrow. Was told two days ago tin 
that there would be six canoes to take us across the bay and op Hoi Biri Creek to¬ 
morrow ut "six o'clock*. Further inquiry today brought the in format ion that two of 
the* canoes had departed for Medlno vaior$ they belong. Therefore sent 40 loads to 
Moi Biri Landing on three of the larger canoes this afternoon. Canoes left at 4:50; 
leading one returned at 8 o'clock. The iUagira V.C., a good type of man, reported 
in this Homing; ne has 13 men to carry tomorrow; went with the canoes this afternoon 
and returned tonight. Sent two of our ooys (Eavid and Jiaay) with the canoes with 
instructions to raise the cargo above the ground on timber and cover it with a fly. 
Consider it safe In this country to leave the cargo unguarded for a nignt. 

The biggest of the canoes here are small, and none of them have big enough 
outriggers* This afternoon the saallest of the three tilted over when one of the 
boys (I avid) juapec on the platform frost the duckaalk. itostut, two boxes doused in 
the water, one containing 6o lbs* of trade tobacco, the other eoxJLecting supplies of 
Van's. Have the contents drying over a lamp tonight, spread out on tide detachable 
sago-Kiidrib door of the resthouse veranda. 

Took tonight the nacss of the nan who worked toaay and those too will carry 
tomorrow, The prospects are 14 iron Baiawa, 13 from Kwagira; willing to go only as 
far as Itwagira. Ths Kwagira V.C. says the Opaigwari people will cany us from 
Ksagira to Einiguui. It is not plain at this time how Ken's 50 loads will be moved. 

Typewriters go into storage tonight. Have to liadt ourselves to essentials 
fra? now on. 

Tuesday 5/12/53: Left Baiawa 6:25 A.U. with five canoes, 14 loads of gear, oufi 10 
Gosiagos, and 14 B&i&va carriers. 

Dayman and Gorcpu nountain masses very clear, kt. Victory under cioud. 

Crossed lower end of Hoi Biri Bay. Several small flocks of Torres Strait 
pigeons. Entered Moi Biri Creek 7*05; entrance very shallow; whole coast of bay 
aangrore fringed. A big crown python about 20 ft. up in a xaegrove on creak bank. 
Creek very narros end often arched over by »angroves; 40-50 ft. in widest parts, 
often barely 20 ft, wide and barely room for our outrigger canoes. The canoes 
scraped over several submerged logs. Mangroves mostly Bhisophora. fully 80 ft.high 
back from banks; adventitious roots hanging from some branches 50-60 ft. from ground. 
Slight rise of ground right bank and first garden (high) jit) 7*35. Garden house 
7*45 (first house). Landing 8*00; left bank ca* 15 ft. above mud of creek; tide 
low. Carriers waiting at landing; 12 9m and 4 women from Kw&glra, 6 men and 2 
small boys frea Lorovia. Scruffy lot; about 50% full grown or able bodied. 

Leaving Baiawa V.C. lagitoroto at landing with 16 loads to be awed later; 
left for Kwagira 9*00 at taix and of carrier line; Geoff and Van on ahead. Country 
low-lying and seai-swanpy; much of track riuddy; would be bad go in* after rain. At 
9*25 junction with government track which goes round head of Moi Biri Bay. Crossed 
a deep little creek on a log and reached first high ground 10*00. dlight gravel 
ridge 10*05, several later. Beached Xwaglra village 10*20. Aneroid 20 a. (alt. 
5 P.M. 50 «•)• 

Vegetation sub-cliu&x rein forest to near Kw&gira, where rain forest second 

growths occupy old garden lands. A very tall Saccharnm in grassy clearings on. 
river banks; oiluviql soil along river; undercut banks ca. 15 ft. high. Gravel 
bars in beads; $oatiy grayish plutonic rocks. 
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About 12 houses in Tillage, raised 4-5 ft. above ground; sago thatch. Coco¬ 
nuts (good) breadfruit, betel nut. 4illagcra sold uc yams, taro and swoet potatoes 
for carriers. Good small rest houss on bank of river; grand view of Goropu. 

10 carriers from Kaneau village turned up about noon. Xen was at Kweglra to 
meet us, having walked down from Biniguni. 

Wednesday 5/13/53. Blnlcunl. Sara last night and this A.H. partly cloudy. Fine 
day. 

Left Kwagtra 6:20 ?.ith 45 carriers. Remainder of cargo left in rest house. 
Crossed river 200 yds. below village (not tho Kw&giru River of the maos); clear 
cbol stream ca. 50 yds. wide and 2 ft. deep; syself carried across. light weight 
«n advantage in lies? Guinea travel. Crossed creek 7i2C, ca. 30 ft. wide; Paris 
River 7:40 (50 yds.; beautiful gravelly stream; floods high; 2 palm-leaf shelters 
shore soaeone had camped at high water). Crossed Duduru Creek 3:05. Reached 
Cpaigvrai Village 9:15* alt. 70 m. 10 minute rest hare. Carriers stayed eating 
food oooked by villagers. Very deep purge of Qsarlu on we at side of Mt. Daymra, a 
striking sight from village; glimpse of lower grasslands on mountain. 

Beached Budaaga #2 Village 9:15, alt. 13 n. 10 minute rest. Biniguni 145 a. 
reached 9:45 (alt. 5 P.H* 190 m.). Biniguni close under aount&in; will be our 
baae for next three -months. 

Situation as regards carriers far mountain rather obscure. The local people 
will carry. Ken has 3ent word to Puaani at NE foot of noun tain asking for extras. 
Geoff and I start up tomorrow morning with 8 Biniguni non and our own boys. 

Busy afternoon getting our gear ready for tomorrow and naming a final check 
of collecting supplies for the proposed top camp on Dayman. 

Terrible din after our arrive^ this corning as Ken harangued assembled village 
constables and councillors re the trip up Dayman, the whole village and visitors 
joining in. ’Jen mostly naif tight on total nut. Natives cant fron afar to trade 
for betel nut at Biniguni and neighboring villages. The coastal people bring mostly 
shellfish (according to Ken), There is also trade With coast people toward Cape 
Nelson, the people here getting cooking pots for string bags, him© for the betel 
chew is brought in from the coast. 

3any muddy patches on trail fear about first hour. After that the land better 
drained, mostly alluvial, carrying splendid tali rain forest. Likely commercial 
value if the stands are extensive enough. Some very large Iliao (Qctomeles) trees; 
also Sloenea sp. Coi&d not recognize other constituents. 

Thursday 5/14/53: Slones of Mt. Dayman. With 8 carriers, our collecting boys and 
Losiaa the #2 cook, Geoff and I left Biniguni at 7:10 on first stage of ascent. 
Clear cool morning; temperature at 5:30 65 degrees F. 

Traveled parallel with foot of mountain eastwards end reached Ginu* River 
8 o'clock. Little upc and downs through mostly secondary rain forest. Ground very 
stony; stones rnd rocks look waterworn. Moot of lend formerly cultivated. Coconut, 
betel nut and sipora tree mark old village or garden house sites. Boys stopped to 
gather pepper leaves and stems (Popo) for the betel chew. Ground under scattered 
big Okari (Xormlaalia) strewn with big red fruits vhich contain a good edible nut. 
Paradise birds aoicy in forest. 

Rested 15 minutes at Glaum. Bouldery clear streaa ca. 60 yds. wide; croesable 
from stone to stone. Long, high cascade falls to river on east side. Alt. 150 a. 
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3*55 Start up mountain climbing along edge of c&acade on slippery rocks % Rest 
9*55, 370 m. on flati3h x>psn. crest. Tall tree ferns in forest. Carriers started 
with tuc loads lashed together on shoulder polea$ changed to single loads here. 
Slopes steep, 

10*15. Hip-roofed native shelter of pendanur leaves} alt. 610 a. Elen*a "Toa 
Hou3c.r 30 ain. rest. 

At Hi00 rotting reasons of another shelter. Carriers declared no water for 
£ hours travel above thie} This confirmed by our Jtnraie who climbed the mountain 
with Ken, so decided to camp, Alt. 700 a. 2296 ft*). Hoped to get further. 
Cllzab very steep but weather and footing good. Geoff having hard going but could 
have done another 1000 ft. This I estimate would have brought us to top of es¬ 
carpment as scan from Biniguni. 

Teat rigged for us, fly for natives. Collected in P*M, 30 odd numbers of 
plantsj siainly Bosses, some amll ferns. Rotten acorns of an oak on trail ca. 
100 ft. above camp indicates change from rain forest to mid mountain forest. 
Fair amount of moss on logs and lower tree trunks. 

Found soon after starting that en old man and his young wife had attached 
themselves to our party. Wife carrying & string bag with heavy loud of fcoo (?); 
put the rice drum on top. Old men soon had ny mi from Sigaactu who was supposed 
to carry it} did the trip with Ken. Perhaps here to look after us or the carriers* 

Frid&v 5/15/53: Crimped at 1540 a. on the noun tain. Only a dim hurricane lamp in 
tills transit camp sc notes must wait till later. A runner who arrived with mail 
today goes back to Biniguni first thing in the naming. 





Friday. May 15. 1953: slopes of Mt. Dayman. 
6 A.’I. temperature at 700 m. Camp 68 F., aneroid 690 m, Bright clear morning 

followed by clear sunny day. 

7 A.M. Left 700 wu Camp. (Alt. 700 m.) 

7:10, alt. 750 m, Oxtered aiuaountain forest dominated by oaks. Slopes more 
gentle; fewer gullies; fewer vines; ground plants mainly ferns; soil yellow, clayey; 
shafts of light strike down through clear boled trees fluted and suckered. A wel¬ 
come change after the scraggy rain forest of lower slopes. 

7:40, 900 m. Oaks smaller. A robust scrambling bajpboo appears. 

7:50, 970 m. Small pandaaus leaf hut. Must be water somewhere near. 

7:55t Overtaken by a runner carrying malls out from Baniara and forwarded from 
Biniguni this morning. These people travel fast when not carrying loads, he3ted 
15 minutes here. 

8:15. Carriers resting place at 1030 m. Spent 10 minutes here. 

At 1100 m. a curious fern with simple, forked leaves appeared on seiai-mossy 
ground (continued Tip to ca* 1300 m. Collected, Carriers get water from bamboo stea^; 
few mouthfuls of clear cool fluid. 

9:15, 1230 m. Spur narrow and increasingly mossy; still oak forest. 

9:30, 1330 a. Spur turns from S. to SE (+J; slopes more gentle. Stream ca. 
200-300 ft. down on right; sound of running water. Marked a tree here; may possibly 
find a camp Site, down on the stream. 

10:00, 1430 a. Spur broadens greatly; east slopes. Oakes still principal 
trees; some with smaller leaves may be Nothofa&us. Very big Slosnea trees all 
through this aid-mountain forest. Good deal of moss on trees and ground; ground on 
open crest springy with surface roots, 

10:10, 1460 .2. !Rest 10 min. Fine tall forest. 

10:25, 1490 m. JaraiodfixKispt Carriers (on ahead) resting at a pandanus leaf 
hut near ama.ll Water in a gully to right. Spent 10 sin. hers, 

10:45» 1540 a. Ken's #1 Camp. Oak forest of rather small trees on opon 
crest. An old camp spot of natives. Good bit of scrambling bamboo around camp 
place, to stay here tonight. Water about 200 ft. below in a very steep gully on 
right or west.side of spur. Rigged a tout and three flys to accommodate our bots 
and 33 carriers who are following us. 

Our middle-elevation collecting camp may be located here. Room on the spur for 
a permanent camp, but water situation could be better. Spent some time exploring 
the neighborhood without finding a better site. Fret once of tcinmaania trees in 
forest may indicate a change in general ecology. 

The runnfcr this aorning brought word that 34 carriers and 3 women carrying 
rice were to leave Biniguni at daylight in charge of Interpreter Liwowon and over¬ 
take us here. They have not arrived. 
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t T.oa'tj.n.g tarough tret tops off and on since tims of our amival this 
morning. Aneroid at noon 1545 m., at 6 P.M. 1540 a. leap, b P.K. 65°F. 

;.^aturddy. May 16, 1953.: Fine dear morning. leap, at 6 A.h. 58 F., alt. 1550 a. 
Some mist in tree tops later. 

i-,en t runner back to ninigunf with mail at 7 0 * cl ock , and wi til bin 4 carriers 
we no longer need. Have boys up and down the trail opening it up for carriers 
»vi uh bos .Loads. l*e must have oomo box loads, but tliey are bal’d on carriers on 
steep trails and I suspect they arc the cause of the daisy in arrival of the carriem. 

Examined country in easterly direction from camp. So.ne steep little gullies 
but mostly easy riciges. Oak forest, many big trees# their bases mounded with a 
ae tv.ora of surface root3 covered id. th r. oss. Forest looks over age .hero nd slopes 
clinood yosterday; many dead standing trees and fallen timber. Much leaf and 
stick litter rotting on ground. Soft walking on this and thin moss and hepatics 
over surface roots. The scrambling bamboo, abundant, climbing as high as 50-60 ft., 
culms finish green and up to l£ in. diameter* 

Plenty 0i mammal signs in forest* : Juny small routings and turning over of 
ground If ufcrr. A small cloy pool in a gully puddled by some beast with tracks 
like the heel marks of a big wallaby. 

This locition tor a coxlefeting camp improved by ay discovery of two pm^'lt 
poolo Oi satei in a gully a couple of hundred yards east of camp and easy to get 
at. Jfg sizeable stream close at hand, but we can hear a waterfall which cannot be 
more than a mile to the aaat(l00 °).frcra camp. 

Heard faint yells down the track while eating lunch of bully besf and rice 
at noon. At 12:20 the leading carriers appeared carrying my plant drying frame 
ano a box on a pole. In all .38 men, 8 women, plus 3 village councillors witnout 
lo&is. The transport left Blniguni yesterday coming and camped somewhere on the • 
trail. It is a. day It bo but we have several loads mor.-. than we expected. The 
carriers in good fettle. Now babhliag to beat the band while their rice cooks. 
People from Biniguai, Budmaga and Opaigwai Villages. 

—-frjflday May .17. 1953: Another cloudless morning after a starry night. No rain 
3ince we left Biaiguni on Thursday. Alt. 6 A.U, 1535 m.; temp, 58 F. 

Carriers called at 5 0 * dock, took over -2 hours to cook and eat their rice 
and it was 7:30 when we got away. Left a tent and fly rig ed for the next relay 
party. Gosiago? ahead with knives and axes, opening up the track for the carriers. 

7:45, 1600 is. Change in forest; taller, gloomier, •oosiderabla amount of 
tangled loir bamboo. Acorns on ground. Hay be transition from mid-mountain oak 
tc beech forest, 

8:25, 17.^0 at. A small-leaved Polo carpus eomazdm in for.-st cassowary droppings. 
Hear water running below on right. 

1*35, 1795 ®* Carriers rest in small ferny opening (scrambling Stichorus). 
Pandanus leaf hut. Small-leaved heavy crorcnod big trees certainly beeches (Kotfao- 

Xanthomyrtps (?) also, as smaller trees. Steady and rather east ascent 
so far. ' f-: ’< 

- and carriers 
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9:20, 1900 a. All tall teeca forest above the ferny opening; open underneath, 
little leaf litter, little moss. Phyiloclc'.Jus a cowm» subsidiary tree. 

9*35, I960 a. Carriers rest 10 m. on crest of spur in beech forest. A scaly- 
barked Dacrydiua ? here, 

10:15, 2020 m. Found Libocedrus in tall beech forest. Phyliocludus a common 
subsidiary tree. 

10:25, 2050 a. First hoop pines (Anaucaria) on crest of spur and ca. 100 ft. 
high. Beech, forest. Bark hut (Libocedrus and Araucaria bark). 

1^:30, 2060 a. Carriers rest 15 min. in fine tali beech forest on fair sized 
area nearly level ground. Great clean trees, mossy lower trunks and nosay and leaf 
strewn ground remind one of the Joyce Kilmer National Park. A filmy fern charac¬ 
teristic ground cover; Dawaonla also abundant. Low undergrowth of scrambling 
bamboo in parts wnore trees have fallen. Small brook. Good camp spot. 

11:10, 2150 a. Edge of forest reached after a stiff climb. Bracken slopes 
rather than grassland. Grey stands of great fire-killed Araucarias. ' Sad sight. 
Intense sunshine. 

11:45, 2310 a. ill‘host point on trail. Grass and bracken spur. Forest in 
hollow below. Msneau aunr.it cu. 2 miles ahead. Scene recalls partly deforested 

I lands in East Africa. in. Gras Glands at this altitude all secondary 

Noon 2220 m. Reached Kan’s fop Camp. ..ell eituatea in a grassy hollow beside 
a forest fring'd stream. 

oome steep slopes today, but the carriers traveled well except for the usual 
tail-enders one expects in a line of 50 people. 

Camp half rigged by 5 o’clock. Car id: rs helped. Some of them sleeping in 
old nuts of Araucaria and Libocedrus bark hidden in shelter of the forest. Cold 
in the grassy nollow. Temperature at 7:30 P.M. 4l°F* Alt. at 6 P-.JJ, 2240 m. 

Monday May 13. 1953: Temperature at 6 A.M. 43 F. Alt. 2230 a. Clear early Dom¬ 
ing. Broken mist clouds beginning 11 o’clock; drizzle and mist about 1-2 P.M. 

Boye re-rigged work fly and made pata-patas in it. Then building themselves 
a bark shelter in the forest. Prepared 46 plant numbers collected on way up 
(kalnly mossas) and started collecting here. 

At 3 P.M. Van arrived with David and 7 Punani men carrying a collecting box, 
his swag and foodstuffs. He left BinigUai at 11 A*M. yesterday and ca,ped the 
night where Geoff and I spent our fitat night on the trail (700 a.). Van has 
90 traps sat hurriedly in the forest tonight. In nis party arriving today was 
the Biniguni village policeman. 

Tuesday May 19, 1953: Clear cold morning; frost on grass in oaap hollow; temp. 
6 A.M. 30 F. Left camp 7:25 on ascent of Maaeau Peak; with me Interpreter 
Diwowon (a Bonanau man) as guide, and my Gosiagos Bobi and Toai. Reached summit 
9:15. 





Tract crosses At&iro stream et cap then climbs very steeply through grass 
and stunted bracken to the crest of a r&zorback spur. This crest irregular in 
altitude; highest point - 25QU a.; very narrow - almost dizzily so in places. A 
step over the edge and one would roll do.sn hundreds of feet to the edge of the 
forest. Whole upper valley of Gwariu liver open to viow. A lovely valley; lower 
slopes mostly forested} some grassy ridges and broad benches; stretches of grassy 
streamway. A small blue pond on a grassy shelf in the valley about West of camp 
and same altitude. 

Ascent of pe-dt starts from a saddle alt. 2430 a. Summit reached 9»15; alt. 
2690 a. Alt. 11 o'clock 2700 m. Wynn made the altitude 2785 a. on April 12. 
This I should say more nearly correct. 

Fine view of Collingwood Bay coast from west of Kewansasap to near tip of 
Gape Vogel (tip under cloud) and all north coast of Goodanough Bey. Top of Good- 
enoueh Island above a white cloud field (57°). ilt. Simpson (l32d) very narrow 
on too and very steep. Jumble of peaks of the Goropu-Bttckling complex a striking 
sight*nearer at hand, a higher (?) grassy heigit showing beyond through the peaks. 
None of tbast mountains are mapped. Tne Coropu-Suckling height especially con¬ 
fusing. Guise and Armit in 1394 reported having seen Mt. Victoria from somewhere 
around here, but I doubt it. 

Clouds obliterated the lowlands before I could tehee bearings on known points. 
Beniara Island and Baiawa visible briefly, would have been good points for bearings 
to fix the position of Haneau. 

Until today I considered Mansau and at. Dayman synonymous. If It. Dayman is 
the iighest peck on "Maneau Range’’, and the height spotted 9800 ft. on the recent 
maps, it is not Mcnoau. Maneau is & hirfr peak on the eastern side of' the upper 
Gwariu Valley. At the head of the valley, to the south, are peeks called Gadaarau 
and fiana-aan. Southwest (210 degrees) is Khk.tun, the highest and most mas jive. 
Ksk&tua is the culmination of a long grassy spur ascending South along the west 
side of the Gwariu Valley. I take it to bo Mt. Dayman. All foud peaks are parts 
of one mountain cleft to the north by the Gwariau. 

The very narrow cnd not always distinct path 7/e followed from camp goes over 
the top of Maneau and on to Bibitan Village (not visible; about 140 uegrees on 
pointed position given by Diwowan. According to Biwowon, another track leads from 
Biniguni up over Mt. Tantoma (Tan tap of maps), through the upper Gwariu Valley, - 
then between Mans.—Men and E aka tun peaks and down to Abau. A third track starting 
from JIuta (Musa River. ?) to the north, goes west of Biniguni, ascends the Kakatun 
spur and drops down to Abau. I take "Abau" to be tho south coast of that oneral 
area. 

Two small grass fires were burning near- the summit of M&na-M&a Peak; lit by 
Bibitan people, according to Diwowon. 

f, smoke fire lit near camp by Geoff at 10 o'clock was on a bearing of 322£ 
degress from Maneau. . 

Left summit at 11, collected on forests idiich reach to within 10C-200 ft. of 
the top in gully heads, and errivea back in camp 2;15. Glad tc get there. Legs 
conditioned to uphill travel, but not down hill. No water on peak. Face well 

sunburned - especially ears. 
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Kin, the A cook, arrived about noon with Eoaara carriers, fresh bread and much 
needed cooking and eating gear. A good strong lot of carriers. 

An unfortunate sequel to Van’s arrival yesterday. He faileG to check in his 
ri:r loads as instructed by me. Kesult: a 35 lb* drum of rice disappeared into 

the carrier camp last night and was returned 1/3 full just a3 II started for Maneau. 
A good part of the missing rice was found in possession of the departing Biniguni V.C 

• 

From hie 90 traps set last night. Van had a 10a catch of Rattus and Melomys 
(from forest). 

Sodqfe.s.ddrr* .day 20. 1953: Clear aarsdngf heavy frost} temp, at 6 A,... 33 F. Mist 
clouds overhead and sometimes in tree tops through afternoon. Night again clear 
and starry. Jet up Max. and .din. thermometers under a Libocerirus bark shed this 
evening, 

doraiiife spent in preparing remainder of 55 numbers of plants collected yes¬ 
terday and starting my drying apparatus. Afternoon in field near camp. A good 
take, including Araucaria § (- A. Cunninghaaii ?) and the tree farn Cyethea 
# > growing on forest edges and occasionally on the grassy slopes. At this 
altitude the Araucaria grows oh alopec as well as on crests of ridges. 

Ken arrived in camp about noon with 12 Waponu carriers and the lust of the 
cargo for this camp. The end of a very successful, if sometimes rather doubtful 
locking transport operation. riic- Eapanae according to.Ken, are miseicniaed and a 
scrounging lot. 

Thursday May 21. 1953: Minimum temp, last night Zero C. Sunny bright and 
cloudless day} first without mist at so rat-, time over camp. 

.sly morning spent in preparation of yesterday*e take. Afternoon in the bottom 
of the gully clos9 to camp. Collection mainly ferns And most of it still to be 
catalogued. Two big feraetic spp. and a small Cyuthsa collected. Most small 
epiphytic frrns too dried out to collect. The locality is rich in femo. An 
unusual admixture of lot and high altitude elements in the flora. Lowland elements 
induce a Freycinetla. a small Pandsnus, a small pda, a big tree fig, and a nettle 
tree (Luoortca). High altitude plants include at least 2 spp. of Faecinium. 

Ken with two boys tried to open a track down, into the C-wariu Valley. At 
1300 m. came to a cliff several hundred feet high and had' to turn back. This 
valley promises well for collecting in all fields and more work- will bi done to 
find a practical route into it. 

Friday May :• r. 1953: Max, 21 degrees, fin. 1.5 degrees C. Thin high over¬ 
cast at dawn} temp. 45 F. Mist from about mid-morning to ? P.M. Light rain be¬ 
tween 12 and 1 o’clock. High broken clouds with stars end moon shining through 
tonight. 

Ivork still goes on in making camp comfortable, boys when available improving 
living and Working quarters. Big job today .was on the boys’ house. It was ap¬ 
parent that if left to themseltfes to do it (in working time) nothing much would 
be achieved. Today Ken supervised. The roomy bark hut covered with a fly to make 
It rain-proof, was barked in at the ends, floored with bark, end grass stacked over 
the floor bark for bonding, Vith their mats over that aid 4 blankets apiooe, the 
bg„fc cfrouljrbe c^jafortab^e in anj^ gather. We have been most rortunatr in having 
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The usufJL routine for me - preparing collections in the earning (to take 
advantage of the warmth of daylight hours for lamp-drying of materials), collecting 
in the afternoon. In two or three hours in the field I collect enough to occupy 
me next morning. Today I found ay third tree-fern for the locality, a fine, red- 
hairy Dicksonia. Yesterday*s take in forest ferns was 26 3pp. Today I have at 
least half a dozen more. Orchids ar8 here in fair variety but so far only 3 spp. 
have been found in flour - one of them a pink Soiranthcs ? from the grasslands, 
an orange and yellow Dendrobium, and a nondescript clumped epiphyte in the forest. 

Numerous rodents being trapped j a Sat’•us in forest, another on grasslands; 
1 (op 2) :i. jo-/in forest. A big, very dark bfown Phalnnger shor by Van several 
nights age. Tonight Van bagged a. beautiful Paeudocheirus, greenish gold on the 
back; and Ken shot a very different small species with almost black and white face. 

faturdav. Yar 23. 1953: 'Mo* 20 degrees, Min. 4 degrees C.; - A relatively warn, 
night mno one awoke this morning until .the 'boy at length, at 6*30, opened the 
flap of the tent bo bring morning tea. Scuds of cloud, occasional brief mist in tree 
tops, high light overcast tonight, ring around the noon. A definite change of 
weather. Rain :oon. 

Dryer overloaded with my axtra pressure collecting. Did field work this A.if. 
and this afternoon began preparing material for preservation with formalin. 

forked down the guity frem camp, descending about 100 n. fiood travel along 
tfce widening stream, but the head of the gully has proved richer in plants. 
Dicksonla very plentiful ad a tree fern up to at least 10 a, tall. Collected a 
biv-fruited fig common as a large tree in the fullies. Many mosses. The variety 
in mosses and hepatice eeews infinite; many beautiful species, the most striking Jad* 
being a Dausonla looking like sedcUing conifers of some kind, ana a magnificent 
epiphytic Sniridcns (?) 

ftunday. Mam 2z. 1953; Max. ZL degrees, Min.Zero C. Relative humidity 7 A.M. 
before sunrise; noon 40^ (bright sun). In this sheltered hollow sunrise is 

about 7:30, sundc ut 4 o’clock. 

While botanizing north of canp this A.M. I met a runner bringing mails. He 
left Biniguni at daylight and made the 7000 ft, climb in four hours. Fast travel. 

Ken and Van with 3 boys succeeded in opening a track to the Gv.»riu River which 
can now be reached in 1$ hours or less from camp. 

Two gunshots near camp later in the afternoon, end two blackish wallabies 
brought in by David, Definitely a forest wallaby, shot qn the edge of the grass¬ 
lands. 

Monday. Mey 25. 1953: The second whole day without a cloud or mist over 
camp. Temperatures: Max 22 degrees, Min. 1.0 0. The coldest morning so far. 
Very haavy frost in camp hollow and slopes above. Br; ckon on the grasslands has 
been. whitened and withered by the recent frosts. Water is frozen over in camp 
vessels. The tents have a rime of ice inside and out before sunrise, 

Intense sunshine ana virtual absence of clouds and mist for days is drying out 
the upper parts of the mountain. A result if grassfires, lit despite my warnings. 
Ksn started it by firing some hundreds of acres of grass on the way to the Gwariu 
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yesterday. Today one of the bug boys started another small fire on the slopes 
across the Atairo from c&np. 

Such fires here demolished most of the forest above about 2100 a. on this 
side oi the mountain. On burnt forest land a dense gror/th of fern (mostly 
bracken) springs up. Small second grovTih trees such as Dodonaea viscose. Alohit- 
SfiV.ii. frov; v/ith the ferns. There is also a fairly abuadany regeneration of 
Ar uc-.riu. and Ll noo ?drus. But in dry wsc.ther the fern is very in flammable and 
while man ro«.as the mountain the forests will continue to recede. Fire is 
parries si tain tie forests by an bundant costing of mosses and hepatica on the 
trees which dries vary quickly when not kept moist by frequent mists and rains. 

Spent the day looking after accumulated collections. Gathered a few plants 
near camp. 

fcoculta here very poor in insects and herps. On© species of frog, ona skink. 
- ter flies vary few, Nights too cold and dry for nocturnal, things to be about 
in numbers. 

The mam * 1 collection flourishes with 9, possibly 10 spades. Today's 
additions a Fo gone rays (beautiful little rat), sad an unhandsome giant rat which 
may be Uromys An._k; the first trapped on grassland, the other shot in a tree in 
the for ssst. About "0 aallal speciEens to date. 

*part&d for Biniguni at 3:3? A.;... 

Relative hu-iidity readings by whirling hygrometer 6:30 A.M, (before sunrise) 
51%i 1 ?.M, (bright sun) CW] 5*30 P.M. (after smdcxn) 73*. 

Tuesday, -la:; 26. 1953: Max. Ml degrees, tin. 1 degree C. Rei. humidity: 
6:30 A,A. 56; f 5:50 '(thin drifting mist) <M, Slight br-oexs. up the camp 
hollow at 6 A,’!., changing downhill before Sevan. Broken mist clouds from about 
mid-morning, coning from Sft. Stars and neurly full moon dimly visible through 
thin high aist tonight. 

Botanincd down the forested ravine from camp to altitufie of about 2200 a. 
Raving widens eoaewixat and forest becomes taller (over ,100 ft.) downstream. Also, 
the higher canopy lets in more light and undergrowth of Ll&tostesia -aid an urti- 1 
cacecus shrub is vary thick. Flora poorer than at emp level. Several ferns 
added to the collection, among about 33 number:-, a notable absence in ferns 
for .ill the forest I have seen up here, is Gramnitis. usually abundant in forests 
of the higher Papuan mountains. The explanation probably lies in this being a 
relatively dry mountain. Since vto arrived on the 17th there has been no more 
than a slight drizzle on two days, 

_ rVadnsaday. May 27. 1953: Max. 21.5; Min. 1.5 C. Rel. humidity: 6:30 A.It. 
773; 5*30 493* Clear on this part of mountain until about 4 P.M., then wisps 
of mist to dusk; warm wind coming up valley 7 P.li. Broken mist clouds driving 
up Gv.ar.lu Valley mid levels all morning; coming from ca. north, but probably 

'lected fflS wind. 

Left camp 9 A.M, to botanize in Gwariu Valley end returned 2:15. Followed 
trail opened by 'j?ynn s fev days ago. Instead of keeping on up tho valley on 
grassy benches which offer good travel he struck down to the river too soon and 
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made a very steep descent of around 200-300 m. to the stream. In that lower 
part of the valley the Gwariu runs in a deep gorge* We should be able to open 
a trail to strike it above the gorge. 

Collected in dryish forest on the upper slopes of the Gorge at ca. 2000 a. 
Virtually a forest of Araucaria, great g trees 3-5 ft. through at the base. 
Llbocsdrus abundant and up to 2 ft. diameter. Podocarpus § a common 
dmaller tree. Galbullaima also collected. At upper edge the forest contains 
many small Araucaria and Libocedrus trees. These and rotten old mosay logs 
plentiful on the ground, suggest a regenerated forest. On this upper edge a 
Welnaannia which occurs elsewhere as a small tree in ferny regrowtbs, is the 
most abundant tree of the closed forest and attains a height of ca. 15 e, and 
diameter of 30 cm. Woody undergrowth and ground ferns largely different from 
those of the ravines. Forest easy to walk through. Sparsely mossed on trees, 
practically none on ground. Cassowary droppings abundant in this forest. 

Thursday May 28. 1953: Max; 22, Min. 2 C. Warmest morning since the 
thermometers were Bet up. Only a light frost. Clear morning with gusty wind up 
valley. Mist off and on, from down valley after 12*30. 

Preparation of the residue of yesterday's big gathering of plants kept me in 
camp to 10 A.M. Botanized after that in the nearer parts of the Gwariu Valley, 
just over tjre divide from at camp. Much scrambling fom (Glcichcnia and Sticherus 
in dense tangles within forest margins. A fire hazard in weather still drier 
than this. 

At 2*15 a policeman arrived with mails, 3* days from Baniara. If ever I 
hear these Armed Papuan Constabulary called flat feet, my hat will be in the ring. 

#1 cook down with fever (?) the past two days. Two field boys lame with 
feet punctured by bracken stubble on burned grasslands, #2 cook turned out an 
excellent batch of bread. The rubbery substitute sold by bakers in the U.S. will 
taste even less like bread after eating the product of our native cooks. The 
fathers of our boys used stone axes. 

I^rlday May 29. 1953* Max. 21, Min. 4.5 C. Eel. humidity, 6*30 A.M. 88* 
(clear), 1 P.M, 89% (overcast), 5*30 P.M. 89* (wisps of mist). Warmest night 
and early morning for some time; soon overcast; mist in camp hollow and tree 
tops by 10 o'clock; short burst of sunshine in afternoon; clear tonight. 
Definite cloud drift from SE this AM; mackerel sky aid pink afterglow at sundown. 
A few slight drizzles during day. Grass wet this AM. 

Policeman left for Baniara 7*15 AM carrying mails. Seemed in a hurry tc 
leave this cold country. He has from us 5 sticks of trace tobacco for smokes 
and the purchase of food en route. 

The usual accumulation of specimens kept me late in camp and my collecting 
was done near by, mostly in the relatively low and well lifted forest of the 
slopes. Most interesting plants a sub-alpine type Rhododendron with small 
tubular red flowers, growing as a slender tree on the forest margin, and a 
splendid fern, Leutopteris. which may be a new species. It will not be out of 
wesson to expect 10* new plant species from this mom tain. Today I passed my 
1000th collection number for the trip. 
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Trapped this morning was an Antechinus, the first phascogale for 
the collection. Mammal tally for the camp is 103 specimens of 10, 
possibly 11, species. Herps come in slowly: about 5 spp. of frogs and 
2 of lizards to date. Best results in insects are from the beating 
sheet. Van saving a nice lot of ectoparasites (mostly fleas and ticks) 
from mammals shot and trapped. 

Birds in this locality are very tame. In the forest especially 
when the mist is down, one can almost touch them in the undergrowth. 
Flocks of a tiny parrot feed in flowering trees. Every morning a bird 
of paradise (Astrepin) calls from the trees beside camp and flaunts 
its long ribbon-like black tail feathers. 

Saturday May 30. 1953: Max. 1$.5» Min. 6.5 C. Temp. F at 6:30 A.j';. 
47*. Clear early morning. Mist clouds by mid morning and where I was, 
drizzling rain beginning 9 A.M. Long, heavy showers thereafter and 
into night. Strong wind uo valley about 7 P.M., blowing rain into the 
west end of the preparations fly. 

Wishing to open up the upper Gwariu Valley for collecting, I took 
a risk on the weather and at 3:10 set out vi th my boys Tomi and Bobi 
and boss-boy Jimmy. Leaving Ken’s track at 3:40 (alt. 2190 m.) I set 
a course of 160° to follow the benchlands of the east side of the 
valley and a point vhere the Gwariu turns westerly toward Kakatun reak. 
Clouds low over the Dayman peaks, but thej^se and Goropu clear. A sol¬ 
itary small quail flushed from the .grass. 

From Kim, trail 20 minutes travel over grass and fern (mostly 
burnt) brought in to forest in a broad depression, which took an hour 
to cut through in light rain. Alt. 2000 m. 

Five minutes across a patch of fern and grass, then cutting trail 
through forest till 11 o’clock, when heavy rain begai pelting down and 
we sheltered under a big Fandanus tree. Lit a fire among the pandan 
stilt roots. Broiled the tea billy and boys cooked rice. Alt. 2200 m. 

Glimpses through the forest after the rain took up indicated more 
heavy cutting ahead on steep slopes, but an qo pa rent ooening in the 
forest below us to the west in the direction of the river. 

Left the lunch canp 12:30. Made for the opening aid found a long 
grassy slope. Followed this down to 2160 m. and in 40 minutes from 
the lunch camp reached the bed of the Gwariu at 2050 m* Descent through 
forest from the 8xx&ixLxs*x5l8&&xBi grass patch to the river not unduly 
steep and footing good. 

Where we saw it the river ran in a deep ravine narrow and steep 
enough to be called a gorge. Stream about 30 ft. vide, flood banks 
thrice that. Ficturesque rocky bed, small gravel bars and banks, 
edged by moss covered trees. Big rocks covered with bryophytes, and 
trailing plaits such as Geophila, Galium, Geranium. 

Spent an hour ai d 10 minutes botanizing on the river banks. River 
crossable by stepping from stone to stone. /ater cola. ' o oi the 





boys bathed in it. Back in camp at 3:50. Journey of 90 minutes with¬ 
out halt, more than an hour of it in heavy rain. Throughly wet, but 
thick woolen shorts kept us reasonably warm. 

Here and there in the forests vAierever we went today there were 
occasional cut stubs of undergrowth. Natives from below the mountain 
no doubt make seasonal, visits to collect the fruitheads cf a large 
Paridanus which grows in the forests up here. The individial fruits 
contaTn a solitary big seed. The tree (and nuts) called Anai by the 
Daga people of Biniguni, Tangata by the Daga of Bonenau. Said to 
ripen about October. Panuans of this type are planted by the mountain 
natives of Central Papua and dutch New Guinea to my knowledge, and 
probably elsewhere in the country. 

Sunday May 11. 1953: Max. 19°, Min. S°C. Very heavy, sometimes 
squally rain began about 6 last evening an d light rd n was still fall¬ 
ing at 10 P.M. Water ran through the bark cookhouse an d across dr<£ n- 
age ditches into the preparations fly. Ground very wet this morning 
but by afternoon most of the excess water had seeped away. Mist and 
occasiond light rain throughout day. 

Had the boys build a protecting porck of bark on the weather 
end of preparations fly and deeper drd ns. Other boys getting in a 
good supply of firewood in preparation for more wet weather expected, 
no field vork. 

Spent most of day preparing about 50 numbers of plants collected 
yesterday and still have many on ha d. Only one drenched rat in traps 
last night. A splendid harvest of insects caught in light traps in 
the tents during the rd n. All three of us busy with killing bottles 
picking moths from walls and roofs of the tents. 

First bat for the camp(a Miniopterus) shot in the mist by Van 
last night. Two nights ago theTIrst phascogale (Antechinus) came 
from traps. 

Monday. June 1. 1953: Max. 19°, Min. 7.5°C. Third consecutive 
morning without frosts Sflear early, soon misty. Short breaks in the 
mist throughout day and brief spells of sunshine in afternoon. 
Weather appears to be tsk ing up. 

Poor day for field work, but Geoff caught his first butterfly 
for the camp, a small white, black and yellow species, found wet in 
the grass. Van getting his eye in on bats: two more Miniopterus this 
evening for three shots. 

A remai ning dryer load of specimens collected two days ago kept 
me occupied most of the morning. Bob sn izing in the mist yielded 15 
numbers, including 3 mosses - the smallest gathering I have had here 
in a day. 

It may not have been recorded in these notes, but after summing 
up possibilities for col]e cting on the mountain, I decided on 5 weeks 
for this camp, 3 for the 5300 ft. camp, arid 2 for a camp lover down 
in the oak forests. Provisioning for this camp was for 4 weeks. It 





was generous enough, however, to do for 5 weeks, with the exception 
of basic supplies such as rlee, meat, sugar and a few odds and ends 
which should arrive within a few days. An item miscalculated was 
matches. We will have enough with care and economy. Today in camp 
we are lighting our hand rolled cigarettes at the cook's fire. Since 
Gooff ran out of his Chesterfields and I my Herbert Tareytons early 
on the trip, and he began rolling State Express Ready Rubbed and I 
Champion Fine Cut, smoking early morning noises have very noticeably 
diminished. The ooys, on black trade twist rolled in newspaper, do 
not cough. 

Tuesday, June 2. 1953: Max 19*5°, Min. 4.5°C. Clear until about 
1 o'clock, then mist oiJx and on thr ugh afternoon. Hot sun brought 
on a lazy feeling after several raw days. 

Botanized a little way up the Gwariu Valley at about the 22#0- 
2300 m. level. Mostly fo est trees, including an Ilex, a Schizomerla. 
Rhodaramia. of the canopy layer, and a curious small-leaved euphorb 
of forest edges (Croton?). 

Geoff got today his second spe cimen of a very small red crustacean 
about 1/2 inch long, which lives in moss in the forest. 

Had a native visitor in camp, a brother of Diwowon, from Bonenau. 
Wearing a cloth breech clout and broad bark belt, a striped lava lava 
turbaned on his head and carrying an axe with long handle of black 
palm wood. Light complex!oned man, active, and of good physique. 
Member of a hunting party camped 2 weeks on the mountain, somewhere on 
the west side of the Gwariu River. They hunt Pith dogs: wallaby, tree- 
blimbing kangaroo (6 for the trip), aid yesterday two big echidnas. 
#uild benches of bark and light small fires under them to smoke cure 
the meat. Van asked the man to bring him tree-climbing kangaroos and 
echidnas, neither of which has been taken by our party. 

Wednesday. June 3» 1953- Max 21.5°, Min, 4.5® C, Light frost on 
grass. Clear morning until about 11 o'clock. Then mist. Drizzling 
rain 12:30 to 5; clear but raw tonight. 

Botanized in the beech forests down the Biniguni trail to an 
altitude of 2050 m. Mist down there earler than at camp. Visibility 
poor in the tall forest, Cound recognize the beeches only by their 
large size, and bark characters. Found under them the fallen flowers 
of 2 spp. of Rhododendron (carnation-seented white, aid a pink) which 
grow as epiphytes, but could not see the plaits on the trees. 

About 9 o'clock I heard the yells of natives some distance off 
the trail in the ravine of the Atairo stream, and thought it must be 
ahunting party. At no n, when Xhsxwxyxbaxkxfca^^ on the way back to 
camp, we met six Biniguni natives in the beech forest,returning home 
after delivering loads of foodstuffs at our camp. Back in capo I 
found a long letter from Ken which had been opened and read by Geoff 
and Van, but not acknowledged. So in Biniguni tonight Ken *4 11 Pot 
know whether the stores he sent up were delivered or stolen. Happenings 
like that give one a lonely feeling. 

With the supplies were a few sweet potatoes and yams, and a sack 
of betel nut and pepper roots for the boys. The leaves aid bark of 
the stem and roots of a pepp r (Piper) are chewed with the betel-nut 
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Tho boys hare a little sing-song in their bark hut every night. This 
evening it sounds especially carefree. 

disturbance in the boys* quarters and a gun shot awoke me at mid¬ 
night last night. A rare giant rat, Hyorays, shot by David. 

Thirsday. June 4. 1953: Max. 22% Kin. 4.5° C. Clear A.M. Mist 
from ca. I2:jjo to mid afternoon and some drizzle. After that high 
cloud drift from 5W; in evening mist. Clear tonight. 

Spent day in camp working on collections and writing letters. 
Fxpected a mail runner before this. 

Eel. humidity 6:30 A.M. 93$> noon 66$. 

Friday, June 51953 ■ Max. 22°, Mia. 5®C. The warmest morning 
for some tine, followed by a clear day entirely \i thout mist (the first 
we have had here, T think). 

Took lunch for a long day down in the beech forests ahd was only 
half a mile from camp when I met a Biniguni councillor and a carrier 
vith a load of wheat meal, coming up the trail. They left Biniguni 
yesterday. Councillor opened a tobacco tin and presented me with a 
stiff ncfce from Ken asking acknowledgement of stores vh ich arrived two 
days ago. The bag of meal was not needed here. Took the opportunity 
to send down three bundles of dried herbarium specimens, 

lipter in the beech forest zone at 2000 m, I collected my first 
Nothofagus for the trip. A magnificent straight thickboled tree which 
dominates the forest below about 2100 m. Phyllocladus grows to large 
size (about 4 ft. dia.) on ridge Crests in this forest. The beech of 
the group with nuts solitary in the cupules, arid almost certainly a 
new species. No pr evious record of the genus east of Kokoda Gap. 
Have recently se<n a MS copy of Van Steenis' extensive treatment of 
the genus, in which 16 species are described for New Guinea, race tly 
from my earlier collections. 1 was the first to recognize Nothofagus 
in New Guinea back in 1933. 

A quarrel in the boys' camp last night. Subsided when I called 
a stop to it. Probably betwl-nut had something to do .1 th it. The 
first ruckus on the expedition. 

Saturday, June 6, 1953: Max. 21.5®, Min. 6.5®C. Rosy dawn over 
the eastern heights and a wild, cloudy sky. Strong wLnd from NE, Sun 
and cloud about 50/50 throu^i day. Relative humidity 6:30 A.M., 94°; 
noon 67® (both clear sky); 5:30. 

Geoff and Van with 6 boys who had not previously been there, made 
the ascent of Maneau Peak. Left at 7:15 and returned 2:15 throughly 
sunburned. Poor visibility only Mts. Simpson, Suckling and Goropu 
could be seen from the sumait. Their altitude for the top 2725 m. by 
aneroid. 

Van set 60 mouse traps in forested gullies within a few hundred 
feet of the summit. 

My day spent in camp vo rking on yesterday's plants. 





Sunday, June 7. 1953: Mhx, 22, Min. 9 C. Very heavy dew wetting 
the grass - amT travelers through the grasslands - as always on clear 
mornings. ccasional high mist toward noon. Clear sky afternoon and 
evening. ; 

A long expected runner arrived this AM with mails from Baniara. 
Letters from the tl.S, dated as far back as April IS. 

A rare prize for Van in one of the traps set high on the mountain 
last night? Eudromicia. a pygmy possum seldom collected in New Guinea. 
A ttumber of rats were' of a grey-*bellied species common at camp eln vafcion 

Botanizing in the beech forest and down the Atairo stream gave 
exceptionally good results, including a tree of the Vacciniaceau with 
rotate green fl;wers which I am unable to place to genus, and ray first 
gathering of Grammitis on the maintain. The Graramitls group are ferns 
cf wet, mi sty mountains. Their rarity here indicates for Mb. Dayman 
a dryish climate for a high mountain in New Guinea. 

Monday. June g. 1913: Max 21, Min. B.5 C. Dull, threatei ing early 
morning; burst of sin shine toward noon; blowy, rain from N 11:30 - 2:30. 
Fairly clear x±jdoc tonight. 

A poor day for field activities. Fortunately ray yesterday’s 
gathering of 43 members kept me busy most of the day. On handling the 
plants again I think I have © third (new) species of the theaceous 
genus of trees Archboldlodendron. ‘ 

Tuesday. June 9. 1953: Max. 19, Min. 8.5 C. Mist from about noon 
to 2 P. W.; otherwise a clear <My. Mist from up valley: unusual here. 

Set out to botanize along a trail whidi Ken cut in an attempt to 
reach the Ozariu soon after the establishment of this camp, but did 
not go far. Hurt ray shoulder two days ago. Giving myself a backward 
push against a sapling held in my hand to avoid a fall when I lost 
footing on a steel slope, I partially dislocated the shoulder. Felt 
the joint leave its socket; afterwards some pain, now stiff and sore. 
Arm useless even as a balancing aid. Therefore will have to keep to 
the less steep rround for a few days. 

Still, I found some good plaits, including a second species of 
Grammitis. This a very small fern growing on mossy log, never, ap¬ 
parently* on nearby mossy roots and bases of living trees. 

Hunter Jirany given some heavy shells this morning and told to try 
for a cassowary for fresh meat. Brought in instead three beautiful 
little rodents taken from a hollow tree. Probably Pogonomelorays. says 
Van. A very good addition to the collection and the 14th mammal species 
for this camp. 

Light traps have yioifled Geoff fail’ catches the last few nights. 
Butterflies very scarce - only about 1/2 dozen species for the camp. 
When adulthood comes f*r white-hairy brown & black caterpillars which 
infest the camp, crawling on tents and into everything, some medium¬ 
sized butterfly or moth should be plentiful. 
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Webiesday, June 10, 1953: Max. 23e, Min. 7° C. Clear till 10:30 
then mist for an hour. Mist again from about 4-5:30. Clear evening. 

Botanized on NW on a high spur 3400 ra. on the crook of the 
Gwariu Go* ge toward Goropu. The spur crest covered with grass 
bracken. Poor mossy forest on upper sines; largely Decaspermum: 
Jdibofredrus and Fhyllocladus plentiful; smallish iraucaria (80 - 100 ft. 
high] protruding above the canopy. A second tree composite (Olearia) 
co lected in regrowths where the edge <£ the forest had been burned. 

Six more of the Pogonomelomys, or whatever it is, taken from a 
hollow tree in the forest by David. A small hole in a tree trunk, 
apparently about 20 ft. from the ground and leading into a sizeable 
cavity, was their home. 

. jtefcaftg*^H, 19531 Max. 23, Min. 11 c. A driving drizzle 
from down valley began some time before last midnight and continued 
until 2 P.M. today. Clear tonight. 

Morning too wet for field work other than running trap lines. 
Gathered a few plaits near camp in P.M#,including the first Selaginella 
for the locality. -“- 

Now its haunts are known, Pogonomelomys (apparently Pogonoravs 
is coming in fast. Six mere this afternoon, cut 

on 
Mammary formula) ____JMP____ 
from a hollow in a tree about 40 ft. above the ground. Heard a rustling 
of leaves on outskirts of camp while warming my hands in the cookhouse: 
a Uromy3 Anak shot by Van. The 200th mammal for the camp. 

Fri< 
from ogan 12:30 f.M. 

Max. 22°, Min 10 C. Rosy mom. Showers 

Set out by Jimmy's" track dovm the Atairo ravine but soon turned 
back. Unable to negotiate the steep slopes with only one arm to 
balance with and one hand to hang onto trees. Concentrated on small 
herbs of the grasslands and sent the boys into the forests on their 
own. Good results from both habitats. grassland plants included 
a dwarf scroph, and a dwarf alpine sedge vhich may prove very inter¬ 
esting. The boy’s bag held several new ferns from forest gullies and 
a subalpine Yacciniiaa from mossy forest margins. 

1. @ur first fresh meat in a month (boys have been eating wallaby 
and cuacus). A raegapode caught in a mammal trap. Some sort cf big 
pigeon shot by Jimmie. V/ith rice and onions they made excellent stew. 

The megapode xras bf the ”scrub-hen” type. Have seen their 
scratchings in the forest, but not their nesting mounds. Nor have 
I hoard the unmistakable raegapode calls. 

Saturday. June 13, 1953; Max. 21, Min. 10° C. t/as awakened at 3 
A.M. by rain on the tent, light rain which had continued intermittently 
through tho day and into the night, drifting at various times from all 
points cf the compass. Rare bursts of sunshone. 

Normal collecting activities at a standstill for the first full 
day Qn the vhole trip. Beginning with tie new mo n on the 11th, this 
spy’1 of rainy weather is in its third day. Bad weather in the moun¬ 
tains often comes in the "dark of the moon". 





One of the common sounds of the wild here is a frog call which 
when coming from several of the creatures, sounds for all the world 
like concerted cackling in a distant fowl yard. Between showers 
this morning, Van applied himself to the discovery of the frog con¬ 
cerned. The source of sound difficult to pinpoint, but eventually, 
with the help of the cook, one of the noisemakers was uncovered from 
under about four inches of loose humus in a raspberry tangle border¬ 
ing the forest. Three more specimens subsequently captured by 
Losiraa, the energetic #2 cook, reddish brown and about 1-1/2 inches 
long, the frog has a row of short spines outlining the jaws below. 

Some of ray time spent in trying to net dragonflies which hawked 
for insects in the camp hollow in sunny spells between rains. Single 
individuals of a largish species which flew like Anax, and a small 
blue-black kind. No dragonfly or damselfly has been caught in this 
locality to date. They are seldom seen. 

Sunday. June 14, 1953; Max. 21°, Min. 9°C. Morning clear but for 
high broken thin clouds. Showers heavier than yesterday's, began at 
11 A.M. Fairly clear tonight. Misty rain after 9 P.M. 

Botanized on the grasslands near camp where walking is easy, 
and recollected several herbaceous spp, previously taken near the 
summit of the mountain. Cent the boys to the upper slopes cf the 
Gwariu Gorge with fairly good results, among them a 4th species of 
Helicia for the locality, and the birds'ne3t fern Asplenium nidus, 
which on this mountain reaches the upper limit of ilia range at' about 
2100 m. 

Lured by rat bodies, a marsupial cat (Satanellus Albopunctatus © 
formerly Dasyurus) was trapped in camp last night. elousing gave a 
good crop "of ectoparasites for Traub in Washington. 

Monday. June 11'. 1953; Max, 22®, Min. 7°C. High thin cirrhus 
clouds lCth the colder morning. Intermittent mist after ten o'clock; 
light shower at noon; otherwise a fine day. 

As it seems unlikely that I will be able to do any hard travel 
in this, our last week at this camp, I sent my boys down into the 
Gwariu Gorge and spent the day making and developing black and white 
photos. Am reduced to one camera for both black and white and color 
work. My Leica developed shutter trouble and I started it on the way 
to Australia for overhaul by last mail runner. 

Temperature of water in the camp stream 56® F. Therefore neces¬ 
sary to heat water in the sun or on the fire for photographic purposes 

With ray two boys went Jimmy the hunter and the two bug boys. 
They had riee to co k for lunch and as a special treat from our now 
slim stocks, a can of bully beef. The party followed my track which 
hits the river at 2030 m., and returned to camp at 5 o'clock. No 
mammals. Two butterflies new to the collection, plus s;b cies of 
large bettles which are already over-collected. Plant results not 
up to expectations, but complete material of a big palm (Orsunia) 
were well collected. The boys do well for their 3 months of training. 
There is no real way to collect plants but in person. 
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I^esday, June. 1.6,, Max. 22, Mih. 4.5*C. Bright crisp dawn. 
Clear most of dayTn camp. Down in the beech forests at 2050-1950 m. 
light rain began at 11:4# and mist and drizzle centime d until 2*10 
when I climbed out of the zone. 

Attention to yesterday’s plants kept me late in camp. Was ac¬ 
coutred to leave at 10, when a carrier and a small boy arrived from 
Binlguni, having spept at our embryo camp at 5300 ft. Ken xvrote that 
he wishes to move us down to #2 (5300 ft.) Camp Saturday morning. 
Has Borovia people ready to do the job then. Our fresh stores from 
wamaral were landed at Baiawa by the Dura" on the 10th. thinks that 
in recent transport from the coast thg carriers have been stealing 
rico from unsealed drums. 6 

Took the opportunity to send two more bundles of dried plant 
materials down to Biniguni. 

Stimulated probably by the rains which began May 29, many plants 
of the forest are now coming into flower. Have been collecting numbers 
of orchids lately. A tantalizing group. There are so many species, 
mostly 3mall and inconspicuous, and so many of them can be collected 
only as single plants. Schlechfeer has been criticized for describing 
2300 orchid cies from New Guinea, and doubts sx thrown on the 
value of his work. His critics would do well to botanize in the 
mountains and see for themselves the astounding abundance and diversity 
of the family. J 

^edngsdav. June 17. 1953: Max 22, Min. 2«C. Heavy frost on the 
grass; the first for many days. Clear fine day in camp. Gwariu Gorge 
filled with mist cloud in late afternoon. 

Worked on collections in camp and cent two boys to search through 
a gully patch of forest high *n the opposite Atairo slopes vhich I 
had not examined. Results small, but among them a large-flowered tree 
of the Elaeocarpaceae, with dehiscent fruits, which may be anew genus, 
i found fallen flowers of the tree yesterday, but the forest was so 
full of mist that I was unable to find where the flowers cane from. 

A big raolossid, free-tailed bat (Qtoraops?) shot by Van at dusk. 
The old story of thin ;s very good turning up ih on one is about to 
vacate a camp and has slight chance of getting further specimens. 

Thursday. Ju el&. 1953: Max 22, Min. 2*C. Heavy frost followed 
by a bright day without mist or cloud, which is out of the ordinary. 
A temperature high of 24.5®C - 1.5 • above the previous record. 

Finished collecting for this camp, apart from what light traps 
yield in insects and steel traps in mammals tonight. Packing of col¬ 
lections, gear and surplus stores has begun. 

Max. 24.5, Min. 2°C. Clear frosty morning: 
Hie ncr thorn slopes 
afternoon. 

grl^ay, June 19, 1953: Max. 24.5, Min. 2»C. C 
some high thin cloud through most of the day The 
below us hidden in beautiful white clouds this aft 

No message having been received to the contrary, I assume that 
Ken was able to get the carriers he needed & will be here in the morning 

hL?T™tch0S^0to^."-oamp- Sent a boy (Billy) down to —* 





This 2230 m. camp has Wen very satisfactory for collections, Van in 30 
days has a total of 270 mammals of 18, possibly 20 species, most of then in good 
series. C-eoff1 s take was 132 reptiles and amphibians, end around 500 insects* 
The tally in plants is 752 numbers (including 173 bryophytes), 2533 herbarium 
sheets of vascular plants. In plants it would not be unreasonable to expect 8 
to 10 per cent new 3pecies. Probably it will run ovor that. 

Saturday. June 20. 1953. A bright, hit day for our nova down to #2 Camp. 
Too dry in fact, for the carriers on their way up sot fire to the' fern and grass 
and [transport was held up for the best part of an hour by the resulting con¬ 
flagration. 

Supervised the breaking of camp. Had the 40 carrier loads set out in line, 
then started down the ‘track with ray two boys to botanize on the long stretefc of 
slopes between the two camps. Left Top Camp <3*45 ana arrived #2 Camp 1 o'clock. 
The* whole party there by 2*30. Some of the carriers went on to Biniguni immediately, 
taking six loads of specimens. 

Had arranged for a native hunter to join the party at this new camp and on 
arrival fomd 2 big blackish cuscus hanging on the tent pole. The hunter was elderly 
small and wizened Councillor__ of Biniguni who brought two dogs and his 
wife to carry food for the dogs. (New Guinea dogs live on a diet of sweet potatoes, 
etc.). A good start, but what we really want is tree-climbing kangaroos end the 
big spiny ant-eater (Zagloaeaa). 

Sunday. June 21. 1953; The main work of rigging camp completed. We have two 
tents, preparations fly, cook's fly and boys' fly. Gro-.iad very uneven on the 
narrow spur crest, but poles and lashing material plentiful^ The small gully pools 
which supplied us with water five weeks ago when we came up the mountain have 
dried up, but a good and. slightly more distant supply la available. New Guinea 
people think nothing of carrying water up a ethep elope of e coupld of hundred 
feet. 

Van could hardly contain himself when this morning the councillor brought in 
a fine big brown tree-climbing Kangaroo, plus & brown ringtail (Raeunochaiaaua) 
new to the collection. 

Have decide.J to call this the 1550 m. Camp. 

Monday. June 22. 1953* Kith Ken end four boys went down the trail to pick a 
spot for a #3 Camp. This is the dry season and water is the difficulty in select¬ 
ing a camping place on the lower parte of the mountain. Hoped to find a supple¬ 
st 1100 -1000 m. A noisy stream off to the east of the trail, but it flows in 
a gorge and is out of practicable reed*. Our $3 Camp must therefore be at 700 m., 
where Geoff and I spent a night on the way up the mountain. This will be a suit¬ 
able place biologically - in the contact zone of oak forest and rein forest - but 
the water supply is small snd rather doubtful. 

Collected some 40 odd numbers of plants on my way back to caap. Am almost 
complete botsnizal change from c«r 2230 m. Caap. Probably only a few fem3 
present in both localities. 

Thanks to the councillor and his dogs, Van now has his much-desired Zagloaaus. 
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A blackish-brown beast, it is much smaller than raeaoerr: of the group seen to be 
in general. 

Tuesday, Junj 23, 1953. Camp activities now in full normal siring. Insects 
not turning: up very w^lTT Mammal departnont prospering with seven species for 
the locality tc dato, and a second trce-climbing Kangaroo today. Have more 
plants on head than ay drying apparatus can cope with, 

A sprinklo or two yesterday, Steady light rain all this afternoon and into 
the night. Now we have camp established it does not matter. The weather has 
been gooc to us. 

Wednesday. June 2A. 1953: Max 25, Min. 12 degrees C. Maximum reading doubt¬ 
fully correct; must have & better thermometer house built* last night by 9 
o’clock the rain and mist had ended and stars could be seen through the tall 
oak trees around camp. An up-hill air drift this a.M., bringing mist at noon 
and drizzle lasting into the night. 

Ken and the councillor left for Biniguni early in the coming. Mail sent 
down to go to E&niara per Medical Orderly Frank who starts the journey tomorrow. 

VJrote Capt, E, Smith of Cape Vogel, owner of a small vessel, to inquire 
whether 9e 0fiJ1 exrsnge a charter to move ua to Ssaeral, leaving Baiawa Sept. 10. 

This morning’s field work produced the usual plethora of materials from a 
new locality, Many ferns, end a big-tree Me trosidaros whose orange-red flowers 
make a blaze of color in the forest,. 

Now that European food supplies are more plentiful and -sore varied, the 
fare is becoming increasingly English. Kith baking powder, which Ken omitted to 
send us previously, and dried apricots which were on order for 3 months, Kim 
has produced excellent tarts. This evening the pastry feature was meat pic 
(bully beef, dried peas and tweet potato), 

Thursday. June 15, 1953: Max 22, Min. 11.5 degrees C. leather cleared before 
3 last night. Mist in camp from 1:00 to 1:30 P.K. Qtjjer&ise a clear day. 

Worked on the east side of the camp spur to the edge of the deep valley of a 
sizeable stream which must be the Atairo. Proceeds included a remarkable nest 
fern with long narrow leaves (# ), a giant Ulclchoala 10-12 ft. high, and 
two palms (CaA-yatoAKf and Ejjio.sijadi^. 

Geoff witn his two boys this afternoon started to cut track to the Atairo I?) 
and got tc within 3hort distance of it, 5 ridges east of camp. 

Mammal species for the esap now number twelve. #11 and 12 came in since 4 
P.M. jjnteohiftua caught by hand as it real on the ground in daylight, md PoiTonomya 
sp. grabbed from & tree by David when roturning to camp teuitdrt after shooting two 
species of £ssaa2£ksA2m* 

Maar.el #13 came in after I went to bed - Hvomya. shot from a tree by David. 

Friday. June 26. 1953: Max. 23.5, Min 15 C. Clear early A.M., .and no mist in 
camp until 1 P.M.j about 2 hours of Frizzle and mist after that. In a gully to 
the west, at ca. 100 a. lower altitude, mist frequent during the morning, and 
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occasional light rain. 

Collected in the water place gully. A bag of over 30 spp., but nothing out 
standing, and all hard to find in aeries* 

Geoff completed his trail to th© Atairo stream striking it at 1370 a. Distant 
about an hour fron cusp. Reports a stress about .12 feet wide, rapid and with 
pools. Brought back for me a white lapatians with the biggest flowers I have seen 
on a wild balsas (6 cs. long). 

This evening it appears that the mystery of the "6 o’clock cricket" has been 
solved. Evsry evening tad every morning in the mountains, within 10 minutes of 
3iat, regardless of weather conditions, there are strident chirrings in the forests 
of the New Guinea mountains. I remember the chorus ae high as Murray Pass (10,000 
ft), There ere similar sounds, equally regular in the mountains of Cape lork 
Peninsula. Biis evening the maker of the noise was picked from a tree trunk in 
camp. A very big cicada, 7 os. long} eyes green, front of thora* mahogany-red, 
veins of wings green tailing off into brown, hatches are set by the sound of the 
Crickets". In the old days the miners working small craws an gold, started their 
boys with the call in the uorning end in the evening it waB the "knock-«ff" signal, 
We still have to check tonight’s observations with captive insects. 

SfttttfdA*. June 27, 1313.1 *ax 23, Min. 15 degre e C. An old-fashioned wet day. 
Heavy rain began at 5s45 and with brief spells continued all day and until after 
sever, this evening. 

Having trouble with light weight rubber Coated nylon flys bought in Hew Tork. 
Poor workmanship,the trouhle, rather than the material. A double rig necessary 
to keep the boys' quarters dry. The boys have a pot of bovril bouillon to go to 
bed on tonight. 

Our first mall since the 7th, arrived about noon, safe and dry in an old 
Australian Army haversack carried by a Biniguni native. The native was an old 
acquaintance, but washed clean of grease and wood smoke stain and with the golden 
brown of ills skin accented by a new tapa braechclout figured in yellow, he looked 
like another man. 

We all had good news from homo. ?«e learned of the conquest of Mt* Everest 
and Hr* Biases’ headstrong course in Korea; the jittery stock market, and what the 
coronation looked like on TV. 'Such of tne mail carrier’s load consisted of col¬ 
lecting kits for antibiotics research materials sent by Chas. Pfizer & Co. 

Sunday. Juno 28. 1953i No temperature records. Tne pack-cloth roof of my 
thermometer house went yesterday to help screen in the weather end of the boys* 
fly. Light rain on and off from midnight to late afternoon today. Half clear 
sky tonight. 

Collected down the trail about 100 m, alt., part of the time in rain, and in 
about two hours brought in 34 species. One of those lucky days. One- find followed 
another in an area already gone over hastily. Finally, in the rain, I had a email 
tree cut down for a fern which grew on its upper trmk. i found on it three species 
of ferns bn hitherto uncollected, four mosses, an orchid} and in its fqll the tree 
brought down a smaller one new to the collection. 
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Leschee active in the forest after the rain. My boys have been scraping 
then off their feet with their big knives every day we have worked in gullies 
and damp hollows. Even today their numbers are few. As in the central end 
western parts of the country where these loathsome pests aro much more numer¬ 
ous in ay experience, the leeches here are ground dwelling. They stand on end 
on the ground humus waving back and forth in readiness to attach themselves 
to a blood supply. Scrub itch, strangely, is not nearly so troublesome here 
as in the forests at our top camp on the mountain. 

Ihs effects of the damp to wet weather we have had at this camp are be¬ 
coming noticeable. Clothing washed days ego is not dry, Pinnec-out manual 
specimens stay as lax as when they were pinned. Moss specimens are flourish¬ 
ing on a drying rack under the peak of ay tent. Mold is showing on the few 
leather articles we have. 

Monday. June 29. 19531 Have had built a ntw thermometer Shelter thatched 
with the long, broad leaves of a bird’s nest fern (AshLenlua Nidus). bo not 
recall that during the war any of the survival boys hit on this as a thatch 
material often easily available in the Malaysian region. 

Weather much as yesterday. Most of the night is clear and moonlight. 
Hardly any sun during the day* sporadic mist and scattered light showers; 
increased mist and sore rainy in afternoon and early evening. Gusts of rather 
strong wind this PM after 5 o'clock from easterly direction, 

yesterday’s good fortune was not repeated in the botanical field today. 
Worked in a wide semi-circle east, north end west of comp for poor results. 
Most interesting tilings ware a medium sited paadan which is probably a new 
species, and a small shrub Bhododeadron with red flowers growing high on a 
tree. ,.7:'' 

Geoff has his boys out with headlamps tonight hunting for frogs. Several 
species very vocal these nights. 

Tuesday. June 30. 1953: Max. 20 C., Min. 14.5 degrees C. The thick weather 
continues with mist, drizzle, occasional heavier showers and rare, brief ap¬ 
pearances of the sun. The half peaty humus layer in camp mired by our 
tramping. 7f7“/;; , / ' ;’7- ''V'.' 7,'7; 7 7 

Botanized up the trail to about 1650 m. Visibility poor? results likewise. 

Found Ken in camp whan I returned after noon. He brought a small local 
mail which arrived by police runner from Honiara yesterday. Imports much rain 
down at Biniguni. He uas out on en echidra hunt with local natives, and camped 
six hours up the Mai-U River when the rain began early in the morning of the 
27th. Bain stopped the hwit and party had difficulty in crossing the rising 
river to got back to Biniguni, The hunt stimulated by the good pay given the 
councillor ( ) for hunting on the mountain (30/- for a Baglossua. 
two tree-cliraging kangaroos, and several cuacus and Pseudocheirus). It is hard 
to establish standards of payment for such things as mammals which aro highly 
valuable to us. This time it was too high. 

A second 6 o’clock cicada caught this evening. It flew into mo of the 





tents. I have it alive in a leap oar ton. Mo noise fro.it the creature this 
morning, nor from those free in the fibres t, except for one belated call at 
6*15. 

Wednesday, July 1. 1953» Max 20.5, 5iin. 14*5 degrees C. A change in too 
weather, the only sunshine today was for a few minutes beginning at noon. 
Very few drizzles and short spell of mist about $ P.tt. At 5*30 a golden 
afterglow visible through the trees in the direction of fiiniguni and Goropu 
showing blue in the west. Some din stars this evening. 

Unable to tackle the steep slopes down to the Atci.ro Stream myself, I 
sent to® boys there and wrote toe raid-year report due ONE. Discovered only 
at the beginning of the week that I do not have with me the ONE instruction 
on making reports. I took it out of ay files at Bai&wa and mttSt have left it 
loose in ay box. 

The boys brought back about 30 spp. mainly rain forest elements not 
hitherto collected on the mountain. Several of the species present in too 
gully at our Top Camp. An unusual snail tree fig which resembles Dame.ro os is 
and may belong in that genus. Also a Grasritia with leaves 70 cm. long. 

Thursday, July 2, 1953: flax 20, Min. 15 C» An equable climate in all 
respects. The daily lousiness continues though admittedly with fleeting 
promises of something better, A colorful dawn; then mist, drizzle, longer 
bursts of sunshine than for days, followed by steady rain, 2*45 - 4:30. Half 
deal tonight. 

Concentrated on the bigger trees this aoming and collected two oaks, 
a Gordonia. and Is;:elhadtia. the latter always in my experience found as¬ 
sociated with the oaks of the aid-mountain forests. I*a not so sure now that 
the major dominant of these slopes, which X have been calling an oak, is an 
acorn bearer. It may be Caatanoosls. Have only found it in flower. The 
genus is regularly associated with Oaks in New Guinea, but hitherto I have 
seen it attain dominance only at toe lower edge of the community. We are 
700 m. above the beginning of the mid-mountain an these slopes. 

A rather weary, or unenthusiastio native armed constable arrived this 
AM with home mails sent through from Baniera. Spoke of big rain and flooded 
rivers below. 

Ken left this morning early with two boys. Will do some preparation of 
#3 Camp sit® on his way down to Biniguni. 





Friday July 3. 1953; Max. 20.5, Min. ,14.5 degrees C. A promising morning fol¬ 
lowed by mist, drizzle, showers, then heavy soaking rain from 12:30to after dark. 
Jimmie, returning from #3 Camp site, reported no rain down there yesterday or this 
A.M. 

Botanized down the water place stream, fairly successfully in spite of the 
weather. A big Cyathea(#23261) co::mon in very mossy underbrush near the stream - 
forth species collected here. Medinllla 23262, abundant as a small tree, extends 
up the mountain in gullies through the beech forest to our Top Camp. Rubus aff. 
MacGregori descends to an unusually low level and grows on open banks with 
Gunnera sp. A beautiful little Rhododendron (23263) with crinkled pink flowers 
grew as an epiphyte on a mossy tree. 

Having trouble with wet clothing. Had a tent ful of it this P.M. drying 
over a lamp. 

Saturday. July 4. 1953. Work goes on; sc does the rainy weather. Max. 18.5, 
Min. 14.5 degrees G, Sunny until about 8s3Q then mist and drizzle. 

Today we had our first serious accident to personnel. Still unable to 
negotiate very steep slopes, I sent my boys dow into the Atairo ravine, about 
600 ft. below camp, to collect. A bug boy who was with them returned to camp 
about 12:30. An hour later another boy reported that ay boy Tomi had cut his 
foot badly end offered to go help him back to camp. Inquiry seemed to indicate 
something serious, although ay boys often come in late when sent off on their own. 
Geoff volunteered to go down into the gorge to investigate and render first aid 
and was soon on his way with tourniquet, bandage material, two copra sacks with 
which to make a streteger, and several boys. About 3'oclock Toni was carried in 
in a state of collapse from shock. He had climbed to the top of the gorge with 
the aid of Bobi, the other "flower-flower" boy, then caved in. Had blankets, 
dry clothing and hot bovril ready and laid him on my bed. Wound a deep cut about 
2% in. long on top of right foot, with much muscle tissue bulging out and some 
partly severed tendons. Injected novocaine, cleaned wound and inserted five 
stitches. Actual surgery apart from first stich done by Van. Patiend ate supper 
of bread and milk. Considerable pain later; gave 1$ gr. phenobarbital and 1 tab. 
codeine at 9 P.M, 

Tomi had climbed a small tree and was cutting off a fruiting branch with fcis 
machete when the accident happened. Wound treated with sulfanilamide powder before 
and after stitching. 

Sunday July 5. 1953: Max. 19.5, Min. 14 deg. C. Not more than five minutes of sun 
and no rain. The first rainless day since June 25. 

Took Jimmie to replace my injured boy. Sent him and Bobi into the field 
while I caught up on preparation of materials left over from yesterday. Results 
poor. Ill P.M. I collected down the trail to about 1400 m. and got an excellent 
bag, mainly in old windfall openings in the oak forest. Many rain forest elements 
occur in such places and inSfullies and ravines. Trail wet and in places slippery 
after the rains. Two to four inches of raw humus cover a stiff yellow clay, and 
where the humus wears off the ground is miry and slick. 

Patient still weak and listless, but eating a bit. Temperature below 100. 

Not much pain until night when I gave him a codeine pill. 
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Monday July 6, 1953: Max. 19.5, Min. 14 C. Another rainless day. About an hour 
of sunshine all told. About double that in cist. 

Expecting carriers today to move surplus stores down to #3 camp, where a fly 
is rigged, and take specimens to Biniguni. None arrived. 

Sent boys (Bobi and Iselele) into the Atairo Ravine. A pretty .good lot of 
plants resulted, including a second climbing species of Begonia, -ana the fig 
relative Damaaropsis. a aonotypic endemis genus with great leaves 80 x 40 cm. and 
scaly reddish born fruits 8-9 cm. in diameter. Damaaropsis is rarely collected 
and I think I have seen it only twice before. 

Van's 3 boys have traps set in the Atairo Ravine tonight and he went down 
to examine the locality sna set a net in the stream in the hope of catching 
Crossotavs. Reports it a beautiful place, very mossy and crowded with ferns. 
Wish I could see it. 

Tomi a little livlier but temperature at 5 P.M. up to 100 deg. Another 
dodeine given him tonight. 

Tuesday July 7. 1953: Max. 20, Min. 14.5 C. Maybe 2 hours of sun and little mist 
but light showers beginning just before noon. Was awakened at 3 by strong wind 
and driving light rain which Ceased at dawn. A clap of thunder to the west ca. 
4 I.M.j only one other Instance of thunder and that a single clap to the SW, 
heard on the mountain (at Top Camp). 

Spent day in camp working on collections and to receive the carriers. At 
10*30 two Biniguni men arrived carrying between them half a 5-gal. drum of 
kero sent, Cava them a surplus drum of flour and one of wheat meal to drop at 
#3 Caap on their way home. The carriers left Biniguni this A.M. and made fast 
time. 

Ken wrote that he was going down to Kwagira today with 4 carriers to bring 

meat and. rice left at that village, Kwagira people celebrating the taro crop 
with a dance and will not carry. We don't need the stores for vaeks anyhow. 

Van's traps in theAtairo Ravine yielded only 3 grajr-bellied Eattus which 
abounds at caap level. But last night his boy David shot Anisomys, making 17 
species for this caap to date, 

Wa.3 somewhat worried about my patient this morning. Temp. 101.5, foot 
greatly swollen. Dressed wound which looks well as far as I can tell on black 
skill, ;iad is draining nicely. Temp, at 5 P.M. 100.5 F. In ay best bedside 
manner as I shook down the thermometer in the boy's fly, I inquired whether 
Tomi was eating his betel-nut. This is the. native equivalent of grog and I 
issue two nuts per boy per day. The reply was no. Then one of the other boys 
informed me that Tomi "kai-kai Kopinaw, which meant he had eaten the husk of 
the nut. So he must be on the mend. 

Wednesday July 8. 1953* Geoff s birthday. 

Max 19.5, Min. 14*5 C. Squally from about 5 to 8 A.M, Broken cloud and 
some mist in forest until 2 P.M. when light rain fell. Dull dark afternoon and \ 

night sky overcast. 

Collected up the trail to the lower edge of the beech forests at 1800 m. 
The beeches, 3~4 ft. in diameter, too big to cut. Found one with convenient $ \ 
vines by which Jimmie climbed to the top, a good 100 ft. above ground, and lopped 
off fruiting branches. Have not closely examined the material yet but it may be \ \ 
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th9 species which demine.ted the forest at 2000 ra. At about 1650 ra. in the oak 
forest a climbing Quintinla abornda. It greatly resmmbles Q. Fawknerl of the 
mountains of Cape fork Peninsula. 

Van obliged to burn a lamp nil day in a tent to dry his mammal specimens. 

At inspection time this A.M. my patient greeted me with a fairly bright 
"Good morning". Temperature about normal. Seems to be on the up grade. 

Thursday. July 9. 1953; Max. 20, Min. 14 C. About 2 hours of sun in morning. 
Mist and light rain 2 P.M. to dusk. Stnr3 bri^it through the trees this evening 
(7:30). No matter what the weather may be during the day, nights usually are 

clear. 

Sent boys into the Atairo Gorge this morning and they brought back, among 
other things, the first buttercup for the collection. An unexpected occurrence. 
This genus is alpine in New Guinea, though descending considerably lower in 
etre&aways. I did not find it high on this mountain. A good tasting cress 
(Cardaalne) grows on wet mossy rocks in the Ataira. We ate some today with 
afternoon tea sandwiches. 

Often these days I find a little knowledge no certain advantage in botanical 
collecting, Geoff has been tailing me about an unusual fern growing in what he 
calls a pot-hole, down in the gorge. Today, at cost of much exertion, he collected 
it and left the specimen on the trail for my boys to carry to camp. Asked why 
they had not brought in the fern, they explained it was without "Hua-Hua", and 
they had thrown it away. That is what comes of trying to teach the boys to 
collect only dpore bearing ferns. They have learned that many ferns are dimorphic 
and that both kinds of leaves must be collected. One should not expect too much 
from help paid 30/- a month. 

Patientb temperature only a trifle above normal this morning. Found him 
drawing at a trade tobacco and newspaper cigarette when I popped in to dress his 
foot at 5 P.M. 

Friday July 10. 1953: Max. 21.5, Min. 14 C. A most welcome break in weather. 
Sunny in camp most of day. No rainj little mist. 

Botanized down the trail to about the 1250 m. level. Not many species 
collected but several good things, among them the 3rd species of Begonia for the 
camp, and in the head of one gully in the oak forest, 2 fine tree-ferns (Cyathea). 

Caught under my foot at 1250 m., and killed between thumb and finger, the 
first snake for the mountain. It was only a foot long with prettily marked white 
and black neck parts and dull brown body which blended well with the ground 
cover of rotting oak leaves. Other herpetological accessions were a skink and 
a gecko. But these were taken by Geoff's boys at about 700-800 a,, and are only 
to be regarded as a preview of what our next camp (700 m. ) offers. 

In early afternoon two carriers arrived from Biniguni with some fresh food 
(taro, sweet potatoes, yams, pumpkins, coconuts) and a long letter from Ken. A 
case of bully beef left in Kwagira resthouse with other goods has been stolen. 
He fefcls and I agree that action should be taken to bring the thief or thieves 

to book. Authorized him to do this, but not if such action should require my 
going to Baniara (10 days there and back) for a court case. The theft, I feel. 
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would not have happened but for undue confidence in a superior native, i.e., the 
Kwagira village constable. For no good reason that I know of, the stores had 
been in the resthouse for at least 2 weeks. And this is the time of the local 
taro feast. 

Saturday July 11, 1953: Max. 22, Min. 14 C. Clear dawn followed by a dull day 
with considerable mist and some spells of light rain beginning 10 A.K. Clear to¬ 
night. Could see Qoropu through the trees to the west before sundown. Loud 
thunder in that direction about 4 P.M. today and yesterday. 

Sent the boys out to search the slopes for fertile material of a small¬ 
leaved Pocloctauus. the only conifer on the mountain not yet collected. Both 
brought in male flowers. 

Developed black and white pictures. Temperature of July water 59 deg. F. 

Called the boys up this afternoon tc sake it known that I am aware of the 
theft of betel-nut from my tent. Discovered it two days ago. Someone has been 
purloining about 3 a day for the last week and a half. Have good reason to 
believe the culprit is Jimmie, long a suspected thief. Told the boys that who¬ 
ever the thief was he was not taking anything from me, but stealing from his 
fellow Gosiagos who were to share equally in the nuts. 

Sunday July 12, 1953? Max. 21, Min. 14 C. Dull morningflight rain ooginning 
at 10 A.K. Very heavy rain 1:50 to 2:15 and other times during afternoon* 
Dorking late in the day; still drilling 7:30 P.M. 

About 10*30 a native (Tuasi) arrived with a letter from Ken. He started 
from Biniguni early this morning with 35 carriers. Not enough to move us. A relay 
therefore necessary. Trying to get the carriers to cornu on from #3 Caap for 
first carry today. 

!*■ , ■’ ‘ i.. . I’u. ‘ - ;i;. . \ /• /. * 
i 

Van had a full day’s work ahead of him on yesterday's mammals, besides a 
major job of packing skins which have been drying over lamps for the last 3 days. 
Therefore, Geoff and four Gosiagos (to rig camp) were the first contingent to 
prepare for evacuation. Carriers started to trickle in at 12*30. Had rice 
ready cooked to feed them (29 men and 4.women). Had loads lined out, a fall-in 
count of carriers, and loads allotted and partly tied up for carrying when the 
downpour hit us at 1*50. Carriers reluc tant to start when the rain eased but I 
suggested to Geoff that he start off, and soon the transport was on the move. 
The-' had not been 30 minutes when the heavens opened again. AH loads were 
in waterproof covers - I hope. Was pleased to see when the carriers dashed for 
shelter in the rain, they either carried their loads with them or placed them in the 
best position to shed rain (swag bags upended, etc.). A cheerful lot, they sang 
as they followed Geoff down the trail. 

Collecting at this #2 Maneau Camp has bean very satisfactory for species of 
plants, not so satisfactory for series. Many species such-as ferns and orchids 
are sporadic in the forests. 'The chief contributing factor in shortness of series 
is that I have had to leave collecting in the most difficult places to my boys. 
In general, mors of the forest trees are in fruit than in flower} perhaps one- 
third are sterile at thi3 time of year; a good, sprinkling of trees, shrubs and 
vines in various stages of developing flower buds; herbaceous plants other than 

ferns and orchids are few in species and visually in individuals. Collections: 
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numbers 420 (including 3 bryophytes); herbarium sheets 1732. 

Van's last day prize at this camp was Dactylonax. shot from a tree _y David 
last night. A pretty, and smelly, little marsupial, blackish striped with grey, 
and with enormously elongated fourth fingers. 

Collections: 193 specimens; 20 species, including I-attus 2, Melomys. 
Lsptqqya (?) * a strange long-eared mouse; Anisomys. Phalanxr. Pseudocheirus 3, 
Thylogale, Macrogloasus. Ant echinus. Pogonorays. Hyomy s. Murexia. An amazing 
concentration of mammals in this immediate neighborhood. Most of the trapping 
and shooting has been within a few minutes walk from camp. 

Night flying insects have been collected in greater numbers and much more 
variety than at top camp. The almost constantly dull and rainy weather and the 
almost unbroken forest cover have not been favorable for diurnal insects. Frogs 
have turned up well in species. Very few lizards and only one snake. Summary: 

Nine o'clock end raining steadily. 

Monday. July 13. 1953. Starry sky at 5 A.M. Dull dawn. Drizzle began 10 
A.M, Heavy rain 10:45 to 1 P.M., and again 5 o'clock into night. 

Had swags rolled and tent and flys down bright and early. At S o'clock four 
Gosiagos started down the mountain carrying Toni in an ingeniously contrived 
litter. Litter oarried by two boys in relay. Trail too bad for a 4-man carry. 
Thirty-five carriers arrived at ten and by 10:20 Van and I were on the trail 
behind the transport line. Trail miry with yellow slush and sufface roots very 
slippery. Had to watch almost every step wo took on the descent of over 3000 
ft. to #2 Camp. The carriers, lightly loaded, kept on in the rain without halt. 
So did we, and reached camp in 1 hr. 35 min. Passed the litter bearers 20 min¬ 
utes from camp and on arrival sent all other Gosiagos to help carry the patient. 
Tomi arrived in somewhat wet condition though covered by a canopy mads from one 
of David Abercrombie's "waterproof" pack clothe. The bearers managed to keep 
on their feet all the way down. 

Carriers cheerful about it all. We were fortunate in beginning the transport 
yesterday* The carriers would not have left their village after the rain started. 
It seems to be a general rain. Apparently rains such as we have been having 
lately on the mountain and down below are unseasonal. The Biniguni people explain 
it as the work of sorcerers. 

Considering the weather and the little labor available to ftim, Ken has done 
a good job in making camp. 

Tuesday July 14, 1953: Dull day with some drizzle. Felling of the forest 
on the down slope siae ofcamp has opened up a view of many miles of coast and 
the lowlands in between. The Rakua River in hi#i flood and over its lower banks. 
When the weather clears will be able to take bearings by which the position of 
camp can be fixed. 

All boys fixing camp. A few traps put out by Van last night yielded nothing. 
Picked up enough plants near camp tO fill ray dryer in the morning. 

|| 
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Two boys very ill from eating tainted pork brought up by the Biniguni village 
policeman. Such vomiting. After a salt and water emetic they began to recover. 

Wednesday. July 15. 1953; Dull day; some sun in camp where the ground is beginning 
to dry; no rain. High, heavy overcast at about the altitude of #2 Camp where no 
doubt the weather is as wet as ever. 

Had good collecting at a creek about 5 minutes from camp to the west. Stream 
bed rocky, 15-25 ft. wide, with succession of small cascades and deep pools. 
Learned that the boys took a fair sized eel from a pool yesterday. Killed it with 
an axe and ate it. 

Fired rogi£ and trouble maker Jinny (Bolls Manaboleina) and sent him down to 
Biniguni with Ken this morning. He carries letters asking Mason to ration him at 
Menapi, request for a boat passage to Samarai, and to Buntings to pay him off and 
repatriate him to his village. Loud wailing from the boy’s quarters as Jimmy 
prepared to leave, changed to laughing chatter 15 minutes later. There was a 
risk of other boys from Jimmy’s village deci«|ing to go with him. Under their 
contract of service they have the right to clear out any time and we can fire 
them when we wish. I have a feeling there is a general sense of relief in camp 
now Jimmy has gone. 

Thursday. July 16. 1953: Sunny until late afternoon. No rain or mist. Lowlands 
and coast hazy; the usual haze of the 3E season. 

Botanized up the trail to where rain forest gives place t> oak forest in about 
50 m« of altitude. Here at camp a 3mall-acorned oak occurs in the rain forest. 
Up the hill no acorns were seen on the ground. Evidently different species are 
involved. The oak forest carries a scattering of other big trees, including an 
Zlaeocarpus. but of all the trees, big and small, only one undergrowth species 
was found fertile, 

Geoff and his boy3 opened a trail east to the Atairo this afternoon. Not 
much difficulty, it seems, and the stream much bigger than at the #2 Camp level. 
A 100 ft. waterfall just above where the track reaches the stream. Three spp. of 
butterflies and one damsel-fly netted there. 

Van getting very few mammals. Only 8 specimens up to 8 o’clock this evening. 
But they represent 6 species: Rattug. Lvucopus, Pogonomys (2), Pogonoaelorays, 
Leotonvs and Epimvpsra. Small bats fly in the forest and rarely over the camp, 
clearing in the evening and about dusk one or two flying foxes wing eastwards out 
of gunshot range. An occasional wallow in the forest indicates wild pigs. The 
Lentorays was trapped at §2 Camp. All other maram&lB taken here are new to the 
collection. 

Friday. July 17. 1953: Overcast qfay; a drizzle at 4 P.M. Patches of sunlight 
over the lowlands towards evening. Clear starry night (as two previous nights. 

Collected in rain forest in the rqvine of the creek west of camp. But for 
ferns, which seem to be in New Guinea in endless variety, the bag would have been 
poor. The blue D'Albertis creeper (Dioclea) common as a big canopy liana in these 
rain forests, sprinkling the ground with its 2-inch flowers. The only big tree 
collected so far is an Elaeocarous with very immature small fruits. 
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Van and Geoff on an excursion into the Atad.ro Gorge this A.M, Both impressed 
wita the beauty of the waterfall. 

Saturday, July 18, 1953: Bull and for this altitude, muggy day, with drizzling rain 
beginning 4bout four and ending 2 hours later. Evening overcast. 

Ken camg racing up the trail as I botanized below camp this morning carrying 
some extra traps for Van. With him were two small boys coming easily ^behind him 
with bananas and other fresh food. It is good to have the fresh stuff. What we 
really need is canned meat which Ken knew about when he went down to Sinigmi a 
few days ago, but forgot. A pattern of events which we are more or less accus¬ 
tomed to by this time. 

Secondary rain forest on rather steep slopes as far as I went down the moun¬ 
tain this mominfc - about 550 m. An old village site at my terminal point. An 
old notched house stuup about 6 inches in diameter. Dracaenas growing in the 
forest. The cut stubs of a big planted bamboo and a lime tree. 

The second growth forest of the usual mixed composition but no tree seen in 
flower or fruit, which is most unusual for trees of thi3 community which spread 
widely because of their prolific reproduction of fruits and seeds ready for dis¬ 
persal. Commersonia and Rhees recognized. ?Iacaranga apparently not present. 
Among collected plants were a common big treefem (Cyathsa) and Pandanus Bankel- 
mannianus, the former new to me, the latter widespread in New Guinea. 

Here at 700 m. we are at the exact upper edge of former cultivation on this 
part of the mountain by the Daga people who now live in the Biniguni group of 
villages. These people moved down to the foot of the mountain not many years 
ago (on orders by government, according to report)« Ken says (information ob¬ 
tained from him some time ago and checked this evening) that the father of the 
present chief of Biniguni led the people who first settled on these slopes. The 
migration took place from Bibitan, soon after the murder of a white prospector 
named Werner (killed ca. 1010-1920). The leader was the first man in Bibitan 
to own a steel axe. 

Sunday. July 19. 1953: Max. 26, Min. 16.5 C. Some bursts of sunshine, but 
generally overcast day with occasional drizzle in early afternoon. Sane weather 
on lowlands visible from here. Brownish SB haze obscuring distant views. 

Having much unprepared material on hand, and still nursing my shoulder, I 
sent the boys down into the Atairo Gorge tills morning. Nice lot of plants which 
I have only started to work on. Am so overloaded with specimens that I will have 
to pickle some in formalin. 

The mammal take from this camp remains remarkable! 24 specimens of 14 
species and genera. Today's accessions were,from over 300 traps, a giant rat 
which looks like a Uromys except for its pale bom color, and a small pale brown 
mouse. Also the first bats for the camp; a illpposideros, and a very small 
russet brown kind which reminds me of Schuteinus. Van now has at le&3t 40 species 
of mammals from the mountain. 

The frog business is booming for Geoff$ 39 specimens of 6 or 7 species got 
with headlamps last night. 
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MoadayJuly ZQ. 1953: Max 27, Mia. 17 C. Dull day turning rainy (light) about 
2 P.M, and clearing La early evening. Reddish sunset. 

Collected west of ca:ap some 1/2 to 3/4 mile where a fair-sized rocky creek 
plunges down the mountainside. Nothing of special interest on the stream. The 
prizes for the morning were five very small species of saprophytes growing on 
deep raw hunus in the denser shade of the rain forest; one species each of 
Burmannla, Coraia, dciapaila. orchidaceae, and a whitish plant which I can not 
place. All species found localized on about 50 yards of narrow ridges. Van der 
Pijl observed that usually two (or more) species of saprophytes were found to¬ 
gether in Malaysia, But never have I seen such an assemblage as that found today. 

Our first mail from home since July 2 arrived late in the afternoon. In the 
bag were 3 kodachrome films which we had sent to Melbourne for a trial of Kodak 
processing in Australia. As in 1943, the results were not satisfactory. Frames 
uniformly too dark; some stained with chemicals. We made a special request that 
the frames be numbered consecutively. It was done with pen and ink. 

Learned from Buntings that mails we sent from the mountain May 24 and June 25, 
arrived together in Samarai about July 4! Our camp lights at #2 Camp have been seen by 
vessels crossing Colliagwood Bay at night. 

And from Peter 0*Sullivan we have the lowdown on what can be done about the 
theft of a case of our meat by natives at Kwagira. If the value of the stolen 
property is under L5, trial can be made in magistrate *s court at Baniara. For 
that, one of us would have to spend at least 10 days walking to and from Baniara, 
and a government boat would have to bring an A.D.O. from Saiarai for the trial. 
(O’Sullivan, in charge of a sub-district, ranks as Patrol Officer and does not 
have magisterial powers). If value of property is over L5 (it is L9-/.10) the 
case must go to the Supreme Court and await the arrival of a judge on circuit. 
In our situation, legal action is out of the question. The processes of law axe 
too.cumbersome and time-consuming. If Peter wished, he could swing the weight 
of government authority and at least convince the culprits that property can not 
be taken with impunity. I have suggested to him that some kind of action, not 
leading to Supreme Court proceedings, is indicated if the prestige of Europeans in 
this area is to be upheld. 

TuesdayJuly 21, 1953: Max. 24.5, Min. 15 C. Rosy dawn, and the sunniest day 
we have had at this camp, but still generally overcast. Ho rain. 3 tars sMu^ne 
through high, broken clouds tonight (8:30). A fire burning on a strip of grass¬ 
land down near the coast. Probhbly natives making a wallaby drive. 

Ken went down to Biniguni and seitt up a couple of locals with some meat and 
rice to see us through this camp. Sent down a box of mammal skins and numerous 
cases of surplus beef dripping which we have been carrying on the mo in tain for 
two months. 

Sent my boys to cut & sample of the dominant oak (yuercus sp.) of the forests 
just above U3 and collect anything else they could find while I caught up with the 
preparation of materials on hand. Am collecting more than I can well handle. 

Van's total take from traps was one marsupial cat. My boys brought in a 
bandicoot which they haul caught in the forest. A tough camp for the mammal man. 
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Wednesday. July 22, 1?53: Max. 25, Min. 17.5 C. L'sst night was quite wars. Today 
almost entirely overcast. Mist in the tree tops at camp level, ca. 2-6 P.M» 
Showers visible on lowlands in late afternoon. No rain here. 

forked up the slopes to about 900 a. in the oak forests to a pandanus-leaf 
shelter which was built by our transport natives after we made the ascent of the 
mountain. Saw at about 850 m. a solitary big tree which looked like Notbofagu3. 
but it was too big to cut, and unclimbable. Some good plants collected in a 
gully at the shelter. And on deep raw humus matted with roots in the oak forest. 
I found Cprsia again, this ti:. e in association with Ociaphila. 

Van collected his 1000th mammal today) I my 2000th plant number for tho trip. 

For the first evening since field work commenced at this camp I am not 
fighting against the almost irresistable urge to scratch at "scrub itch" bites. 
The forests are infested with the mites which cause the itch. Rubbed U.S. Army 
repellent Scat on forearms and lower legs this morning. Am uncertain whether 
Scat repelled the mites or whether two or three rainless days have made them 
inactive. Am inclined to credit Scat. In the beginning hers, ny boys picked up 
leeches every day and they were even in camp. Have not seen one lately. 

Thursday, July 23, 1953: Max, 25, Min. 17.5 C. Weather as yesterday but, for a 
sharp shower between 5 and 5:30 P.M. Night broken cloudy, stars bright. 

Yesterday’s big collection kept me in camp. Having to pickle some material. 
Specimens drying slowly. The corrugated strawboards of my drying apparatus were 
half flattened by the always rain-vat material of #2 Gamp. Heve l/3 of cy dryers 
in good condition at Biniguni end u stock of new strawboards in Saraarai, 

Boys sent into the field distinguished themselves mainly by cutting down a 
big tree to catch a rat (Fogonomys) whose hKkedhBjc hone in a knot hole they 
spotted from the ground. Good plants were a high climbing Vaccinlum with very 
conspicuous red flowers, sporadic in the forests, end an orchid which climbs 
to 15-20 (a. or in*, poor copy) and bears thousands of small purple-spotted flowers.- 

Took bearings on the coast to fix the position of camp. They did not work 
out. Put us on the coastal plain and well east of where we ought to be. From our 
viewpoint, the coast does not look as it does on the maps, I took Ken’s names for 
features and they sust be wrong. Will have to do suae map study and hope for rain 
to clear the air of the brown SE haze vhich obscures the coast and the mountains 
of Cape Wilson. 

Friday. July 24. 1953: Max. 25.5, Min. 18 C. Heavy clouds at dawn. Steady soak¬ 
ing rain began 11:10 and lasted until nearly 6 JJ.M, Night sky overcast. 

Went down to the waterfall on the Atairo about a mile NE of camp at the alti¬ 
tude of 500 m. Track follows an oak-forested spur to 650 a., below which the 
slopes are very steep and rubbl^nd vegetated with mostly secondary rain forest. 
An old hpise or village site at 600 n.; a betel nut palm with exceptionally big 
yellow fruits growing there. Nothing special about the waterfall; drop of about 
100 ft. in two 3teps; big clear pool below. Rock walls in the spray area partly 
covered with small ferns, white balsams and a big Elatostema. I failed to see 
the wild grandeur reported by Geoff and Van. 
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The botanical highlight of the day was a Djpterocarp found in the oak forest. 
The heavy rain prevented -ny having it felled - a job left for tomorrow. 

Saturday, July 25. 1953» Max. 23.5, Min. 18.5C. A few momentary glimpses of the 
sun but generally a dull day, with light rain for cevsral hours after 1 ?.M. The 
clouds seldom float in to our little ravins, but they rest in tho trees of the oak 
forest- 50 td. above us, and tonight the lowlands are blotted out by aist or fog. 

Collected ay dipterocarp, called Burn by the boys, and probably an Anisoptera. 
A more important collection, from a plant distributional point of view, was a 
Castanoosis commonly associated with the oak3 in the mid-nountain forest of tills 
level, The two genera look so much alike from the ground that I*a not cure whether 
the Castanoopis or the one oak collected here is major dominant. The Caetanopsis 
has burry fruits a good .15 mm. in diameter and seems different from the wide rang¬ 
ing species of more westerly parts of the country (C, Junghuhnli). 

Van is out jacking tonight. Geoff is trapping insects. But field work for 
this camp and the mountain is about finished. 

un 
Our happy Gosiagos always have a sing-song in the evening. They are/usually 

boisterous tonight. They have been told this was the last day of re^l work on the 
mountain. I gave then the residue of the betel-nut this evening - g generous issue. 
After champing the soothing nut for s while, they break with song, sometimes haunt¬ 
ing native tunes, more often hymns which remind me of Methodism. Saturday night 
on Mt. Daymen. Boys high on betel-nut and singing "Holy, Holy, Holy". 

Am haring a litter made for carrying Torn! down to Biniguri, About one-third 
of his wound has healed and shows a nice blue scar. The lower two or three inches 
still needs more time. Maybe X should have cut away injured muscle tissue before 
stitching. I know I used too much sulfanilimtde powder to prevent infection and 
killed tissues which may have healed quickly. 

Sunday, July 26, 1953» Max. 24.5;, Min. 17.5 C. Sky starry before dawn. Overcast 
most of day. Rain began ill30 and ended about 4 P.M. The weather seems much the same 
on the lowlands. Broken fog banks down there in early nomingj scattered showers 
visible until mist, about noon - 2 P.M., closes out our view. 

Our last day on Ft* Dayman (provided carriers are on hand to move -us in the 
morning) and a very busy one. All gear except tents, flys and personal swags are 
packed this evening. Four carriers have arrived by pre-arrangement to take the 
tents and flys as soon as we Can have them ready in the morning. Other carriers 
have trickled in, I hear. They will sleep in a pandanus leaf shelter a few minutes 
down the track. 

The carriers brought a long letter from Ken on repercussions of the Kwagira 
theft of a case of our meat. Native opinion is that government will take no action 
and it is up to the Americans to protect their own property. Ken is very mercurial 
and often goes off at half cock. Still, the situation could be difficult for us in 
the next few weeks, fie have surplus stores in the re3t-house at Baiawa, and it will 
be necessary to relay collections there and leave them unguarded before our work in 
the Biniguai area is completed. There are not enough potential carriers in the 
ar$a to take us and all our belongings to the coast in one i*:ove. 
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Have collected 288 numbers of plants at this camp. This makes what I con¬ 
sider a satisfactory total of 1508 numbers for the mountain. The marcnai collec¬ 
tion of 49 specimens was disappointing in numbers though remarkable for variety 
for such saajl proceeds from trapping, tree-felling and shooting, with at least 
17 species. Ptoropus (over 5 ft. wingspread) Eobsonia. Macroglossus ?, Hlppo- 
sideros, Mlniopterus. a bandicoot, Satanellus. Phalanecr. Kattus i^ucoous. 
Uromvs. Pogonomys (2) Leptoays. Pogonoaelomys. Melo.iys ?, a strange nouse, an 
unidentified giant rat (Hyomys?). Total number of mammal species of the moun¬ 
tain! 

The open rocky beds of small creeks were good catching places for a few 
species of butterflies, dragonflies, and damsel flies. Light trapping was only 
moderately productive. Many frogs in good variety were caught in streams and 
in the forest. Only iaxgom one snake was captured and a few skinks. Collec¬ 
tions: 3600 insects and spiders, 22 other invertebrates, 241 reptiles and 
amphibians, 3 eels. 

BIN I GUN I CAMP. GYi'ATtlU FJVLR. 

Monday, July 27, 1953s Four carriers with tents and flys, and 3 Gosiagos left 
#3 Camp about 7:30. Other carriers from Awani and Maneau villages, and a few 
from Biniguni, Budmag and Opaigwai began straggling in soon after breakfast 
and at 8:50 we evacuated camp with 41 loads. Councillors from Biniguni, Maneau 
and Budmag with our party. Betel-nut palms, breadfruit and Ok&ri trees marked 
the sites of former villages of Umaiau at about 600 m. and Bud-Dawa at 500 m. 
Track did not seem nearly as steep as when we walked up it 10 weeks ago. Car¬ 
riers made good time and we reached the Ginum River at foot of the escarpment 
at 9:45 (alt. 180 m,). Bouldery bed of the Ginum quite dry except for a small 
pool at the foot of a long cascade where the trail reached the river. Rested 
20 minutes in the shade of tall forest of the north bank. Pleached the new camp 
on the Gwariu River about 11 o'clock. Tomi limped down the mountain trail and 
was carried from the Ginum to camp. Ken had all tents and flys rigged by the 
time we arrived and a group of native women were on the point of loading a 
stone oven with sweet potatoes, taro and green taro leaves to feed the carriers 
and our boys. 

Chosen by Ken, the site of the Gwariu Camp does not look favorable for our 
work. The best that can be said of it is that it is on clean, level sandy and 
stony ground. But that groiaid has been deposited by its river in recent year 
and is not safe from high floods. This is the dry season and floods are unlikely 
to occur, but with a rise of about 15 feet the water would flow over the camp 
ground, and the Gwariu is a very fast stream now 60-80 ft. wide in its normal 
bouldery channel. The river flows along the very foot of the escarpment. Op¬ 
posite camp is an eroding bank up to about 40 ft. high (many water-worn boulders 
embedded) and above it native gardens and mostly second growth rain forest. 
Back of camp, toward Biniguni village, there is some tall primary forest, but it 
is a poor development, largely of Casuarina on ground so very bouldery that it 
has no attraction for native cultivators. Will try to find a better camp site 
in the general neighborhood. 

First aneroid readings make the camp about 200 a. above sea level. The 
climate seems hot after the mountain. Our skin has been more or less bleached 
by five weeks of wet weather and forest shade and there will be some sunburn. 
Had this evening my first bathe in open water for a long time; temperature a 
trading 68 F. 
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Tuesday. July 28, 1953: Day almost completely overcast, but only a few dropp of 
rain. Temperature in my rent this afternoon 92 F. 

Had my two plant drying units set in place yesterday and today have one in 
operation on partly dried and formalin-pre served material brought down from the 
mountain. 

Gave all boys, including cooks, a holiday which they have Bpent in the river 
bank, bathing, washing clothing and blankets, and just plain enjoying themselves. 

Geoff, Van and Ken to Biniguni to examine collection stand there and bring a 
few needed items from our boxe3 in the rest house. 

Wednesday. July 29, 1953? About 50/50 overcast and bright sunshine; no rain; some 
starm showing tonight. Smoke in the air from new garden clearings being burned 
by the natives. 

Spent the morning at the rest house in the village examining plant materials 
sent down from the mountain. Wynn had sent four herbarium bundles to the coast 
without my knowledge. All packages in the rest house in good condition with the 
exception of a few outer sheets in one herbarium bundle which was wet on the way 
down from Top Camp and wa3 not properly cared for by flynn. 

Returned to camp at noon to find the temperature in my tent 96 F. Now have 
a fly rigged over it. My tent is my work place where I prepare plants in the 
afternoon and thus escape disturbance by tnctoc any wind that blows, frgiatx 

After attending to my molded specimens from the mountain, I found time to do 
a little collecting in the river bottom. The usual pioneer species one expects to 
find on the lowlands (Saccharum. Pipturus. etc.)j also a Begonia and a white- 
flowered balsam which occurred on the mom tain. 

Thursday. July 30. 1953i Mostly sunny until early afternoon, then overcast. No 
rain. Clouds have been heavy over the mountain since we left it, suggesting 
continued mist and rain, although the Gwariu, chief drainage stream of Mt. Day¬ 
man, has had only one freshet of a few inches since we established camp here on 
the 27th. 

Worked half a mile or so up the bed of the river this A.M. and returned 
through the forest. Both habitats poor in plants. 

Losima, the #2 cook, 3aw a spirit last. A keen hunter in off hours, he was 
down at the water's edge with a headlight and a flashlight, catching frogs. 
Suddenly, as he related it, a great big luminous eye stared him in the face. He 
turned to retreat, then thought better of it and looked back. Th• eye was no 
longer there. At this juncture in the story, Kim, the sophisticated #1 cook, 
explained to the listeners that the spirit was looking at the ground. Soon" the 
eye appeared again. Taking no chances this time, Losima raced across the boul¬ 
ders toward camp with headlight burning and flashlight directed behind to dazzle 
the spirit, fell, and smashed his collecting bottle against his chest. The 
obvious explanation is that he saw the reflection of his headlight on the water. 
But the boys will not believe that. The incident is another strike against this 
camp. The hunters are out in pairs tonight in the forest away from the river. 





Friday, July 31. 1953: Day overcast; no rain. Min. tom. 20.5C (ca, 70 F) last 
night. We have become conditioned to the muggy heat of the day, at night the 
air is so soft that one is not conscious of contact with it. Two blankets 
necessary for comfort toward morning* We sleep Under nets as a precaution, but 
there are very few mosquitoes. 

M*de an excursion via Biniguni village (about 3/4 mile) to the Gwariu near 
its junction with the Mai-U (about 1 mile), snd returned up the river to camp 
(about 1 mile). Ground much less stony than in the vicinity of camp; some 
good soil. But the forest i3 not well developed. This neighborhood lacks the 
maturity necessary for the development of good forest. The Gwariu, between 
camp and a sharp bend where it turns north from under the escarpment, divides 
into channels in a wide bouldery bed and shows evidence of violent flooding. 
Below the bond it has stable banks which on the east 3ide rise steeply to 40-50 
ft. This is good old alluvial soil and has been cleared for gardens. A hamlet 
of 3 house3 and another of two. 

On the 1-milc map the stream we are camped on is called Gwadi Creek, Wa3 

assured by the Lohia (local chief) today that this is incorrect. The name is 
Gwariu. 

Have arranged with the Lohia for a runner to start for Baniara at daylight 
tomorrow, taking mil and a package of antibiotics research matterial for Pfizer. 

Saturday, August 1, 1953: Sun and overcast about half and half until noon; 
thereafter low mist in treetops and steady rain 6-8 ?,M« Sultry in the forest 
this afternoon. 

' 

Morning spent on yesterday’s collection; half of afternoon in field, along 
the Ginun trail. Results poor. Most interesting plant an insect-eaten nonde¬ 
script undergrowth ’tree of the Anonaceae with remarkable fleshy flowers. 

This was the market day set for the weekly bringing in of food for sale by 
the natives. Two or three hundred pounds of taro, yams, tailo and sweet potatoes, 
plus bananas and pumpkins, bought with salt and sheets of newspaper. 

Tonight in the rain one Tuasi with two friends from old Binigtni village 
brought in a great snake coiled around a pole and tied head and tail. Probably 
an ametnystine python; it was bought for 2 dozen safety matches and five 
shillings. Much haggling by Ken. The asking prioe was four pounds. 

Sunday. August 2, 1953: Generally clear in morning, oTercast and mist on mountain 
about 1000 feet above us from about noon to nightfall. Night dark and overcast. 
No rain. The river keeps at the same low level. 

Cut a trqck through the forest paralled with the left bank of the river to 
the mouth of the Gwariu Gorge. Distance probably about 1000 yards from camp to 
where the river debouches from a north and south cleft in the mountain end turns 
west under the escarpment. The river is deflected west by a spur of the mountain 
of solid country rock rising 200-300 feet above the river. Altitude of stream 
at mouth of gorge 240 m. or about 40 m. above camp level. Entered gorge 200-300 yd3 
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beyond which on left side, progress was stopped by a vertical cliff rising from 
the water. Could see about l/4 mile up gorge to where it bent slightly west. 
A patch of level!ah ground in the bend with wild banana trees growing in the 
forest. Walls of gorge rise sheer and even overhang. Hot much vegetation on 
rocks which generally are dry. Scared about 5 Dobsonia bats out of one rock 
crevice. Other holes on joint planes and small clefts looked promising for 
small bats. River a continuous rapid in the gorge but with moderate fall. 
Boys crossed with no trouble from rock to rock and by wading. 

Blue pigeon for supper. Two of them nicely done in the pressure cooker. 
These birds very common in the forest. We have had one most days - a meal for 
two men. 

Monday. August 3. 1953: Max 32, Min. 19 C. The poor job done on initial rigging 
of camp plus the necessity of carrying on with normal field work while making 
the other things shipshape, has delayed max. and min. observations until today. 
This thermometer shelter is the best yet. Thatched with fresh leaves of wild 
banana plants, and decorated on the corners with graceful young Casuarina trees. 
Clear, slightly rosy dawn, with high cirrhus clouds drifting from east and the 
Goropu heights clear and cold-looking in the first sunlight. Afternoon over¬ 
cast} some light rain} evening clear. The river about 6n lower than when we 
came here a week ago. 

Collected along the trail to Biniguni Village and beyond about 1/2 mile 
toward Budaag, Some good plants including two ground orchids of the forest, 
a beautiful horizontally-branched shrubby Amaracsrpus with starry white flowers; 
a deciduous now leafless Combretua which climbs to the topmost branches of a 
Casuarina in the forest and strews the ground with its small red flowers. Col¬ 
lection of this liana, and a high-climbing Piper with sausage-like red fruiting 
spikes, involved the felling of a big Casuarina about 130 ft. tall and about 
2f ft. through above its buttressed base. Stepped 44 paces on the log and 
estimated the topmost part of the tree. 

Wynn departed early this A.M. with a transport for Baiawa. About 32 loads: 
19 of specimens and the remainder surplus foodstuffs which were brought to 
Biniguni instead of being left on the coast. 

This was my first good day in the field in this locality. Mammals are 
coming in slowly. Only 40 specimens for 6 nights trapping and five of shooting, 
but there are 13 species, including 3 of MelonyB. Insect catching is good: 
many butterflies. Two species of fishes and one crustacean from the river. 
Skinks are plentiful but not in the collection. Three species of snakes 
collected - all by villagers. Van in his night hunts finds more geckos and 
frogs tfaa n mammals. One of the geckos is about 10-12 inches long and beauti¬ 
fully banded. 

TagsdayA August .4, Iffit Max. 30, Min. 18.5 C. Clear and sunny most of day: 
overcast from about 2-5 P.M.j night sky full of stars. Black clouds enveloped 
Goropu this afternoon. It looks like a wet mountain. 

Day spent in camp on yesterday's plants and some collected just across the 
river by my boys today. All ay drying equipment being used to capacity. 
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Was disturbed last night by scrub itch and the troubles of dogudr::. The 
red scourge of the forest has become active after the rain of a couple of days 
ago. About 3 A.M, I was awakened from troubled sleep by the barking and pip¬ 
ing of a dog (New Guinea dogs do not howl). Concluded it was a prowler from 
the village caught in a steel trap and called Van, He roused his boys and 
sallied into the forest, enveloped the captive in a copra sack, and freed it 
from the trap. Our steel traps are smooth jawed and the dog’s foot was not 
badly hurt. Suspended rat bodies were the lure. 

Geoff today made an excursion to the Rakua River via Biniguni ana Budraag. 
Distance there and back by native trails about 6 miles. 

A good evening for Van. Three firsts for the raaaaal collection: a horseshoe 
bat (Hiaposidero3) shot on the wing, Dactyloosila and a strange-looking Mtechinusf?) 
got by jacklight. 

Wednesday. August 5» 1953: Max. 33, Min. 16.5 C. Relative humidity, clear sky: 
6:30 A.M. 91%} 1 P.M. 54?» 6 P.M. 84?. Clear day, unpleasantly hot about 2-3 
P.M, with changeable light breeze both ways along river. Goropu clear all day. 
The sappier herbaceous plants wilting in the forest shade. 

A big bulk of plant material collected toward the Ginum and (by the boys) 
in (small ? poor copy) growths just across the river. The only species I consider 

'^ood'* is a Bignoniacecus liana with palsately divided leaves and big purplish 
flowers (aff« Tecoma) Big lianas are a characteristic feature of these primary 
forests. Rain forest usually has a more or less unbroken and continuous canopy 
in which the big lianas spread their branches. Here the larger trees are spaced 
in an open stand and the lianas, being unable to reach from tree to tree, form 
columns of dens® foliage enveloping the upper trunkc and lower branches of the 
forest giants. 

Our first breakfast eggs in 3 months* Two big brown aegapode eggs bought 
yesterday from a native for a box of matches, after a water test, and scrambled 
by the cook. They tasted mostly of the goop Kim mixed with them. 

From Kwagira two carriers arrived with empty load covers, a bundle of formalin 
material I left at Baiawa 11 weeks ago, and a note from Ken saying all is well 
with collections transported to Baiawa. He is returning via ianeau Village and 
should be here tomorrow. 

Thursday. August 6. 1953: Max. 32.5\ Min. 17 C. Relative humidity 6:30 A.M. 
84?.. Clouds low over the escarpment this evening after a hot, clear day. 

Had a good morning down the river about 1/2 mile in tall rain forest de¬ 
veloped on old alluvial soil. Pleasant not to have to watch every step as on the 
bouldeiy ground of the camp area and a 1/2 mile or so to the east. The author 
of "Worlds Asunder" would be intrigued with the recent geological history of this 
area. My present idea of it is that within the last 100 years, the Gwariu Gorge 
was blocked by a landslide. Upon the breaking of the dam several square miles 
of country hereabouts was devastated by flood and covered with boulders* 

Ken returned from Baiawa and Kwagira via ’ianeau Village. Followed Etoi Creek 
from near Kwagira to Maneau. Reports that Maneau is on limestone country which 
extends this way to about Awanl Village. Good brown soil carrying fine closed 
forest in which Helaga is a prominent tree. 
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In mid-afternoon a policeman arrived from Baniara with a small mail and 
the news that Peter O'Sullivan expects to start during the week (Monday or 
Wednesday!) on a patrol to this area. 

This was jackpot day for Van. Around 200 specimens added to his collections. 
Kon brought a big lot of lilopoaiderog bats from a cave in the limestone near 
Meneau. Not long after his arrival in camp some Maneau man came with nany^ 
iliooosideros of another species caught in a different cave. To top it all, 
some local urchins came in late in the afternoon with a splendid series of 
Pogonoavs which they had taken from a hollow tree, plus a score or more of a 

small bat .still to be placed to genus. 

Ken saw entrances to two caves at Maneau, both small holes near ground level. 
The local natives want in alone for the bats. They also captured an eel from a 
cave stream. The story is that lot of superstition is attached to the caves and the 
locals object to other people going into them. The caves contain a potent "pig 
medicine" which the Maneau people sell to hinders of the Maicine tribe for good 

money, or kind. 





T:;ur., v. mums t 7. 197": iiax. 34.5, 'in. 17 C. Relative Humidity 6*30 A.M. 91"-. 
Clear dawn followed by hoi sunny A.K. an:' c-vtic. - t and sultry afternoon. Thunder 
and bl ck cioudn to SR over mountain late in the day. No rain. 

Day spent in camp catching up on plrnt preparations which were interrupted by 
the arrival of nail yesterday, boys out cutting trees previously observed, includ¬ 
ing one occupied by the brilliant red-flowered rI;*Albertis Creeper". At least five 
species of this plant are known from He* Guinea, not 'including those of tue genus 
C. .ucuna) with green flowers. The local species is conn on in the formate but at this 
season there are few flowers, 

further infornation froti'Ken on recent developments of cargo cult in con: action 
with our presence in this area, we are supposed to have erected a cross on the 
summit of the uountain. At faster time when we were in tills general area, there was 
great activity on the part of the Anglican Mission in putting up crosses* In our 
present neighborhood there ara new wooden crosses, about 10 feet high, in Kw&gira, 
Budna,• and Biniguai villages. Our alleged cross and those of th mission are be¬ 
lieved by the natives to be preliminaries to something'big that is going to happen. 
That is, the return of the Americans to Hew Guinea in force! We are tee advance 
party. There appears to be u definite connection between cargo cut .and wrongly 
assimilated mission teaching. Heaven, and the pie-in-the-sky of the have-nots, 
are very similar ideas. 

Our iumer has returned from Baniarc with another small mail from the States 
dated around the middle of July. 

Friday, August 3. 1953; Max. 36.5, Mini 17 C. Hot, almost cloudless day. The 
softer plants in the forest arc wilting from heat end want of rain. Mosses on the 
trees are crumbly-dry. 

Spent a long morning collecting on the Ginu . Elver about Ip miles east of caap. 
The bouliory bod of the Stream dry except whets small'feeders drop' in series of 
falls nnd cascades from the mountain side. Few plants of much interest* Tnrae 
spp. of ficus including one of the little, horizontally branched, flood r<siotant 
s tream bee trees fro ;uontly found in tie foothills, A surprising find was Thospia 
growing 20 m. tali on the rocky edge of a pool ana looking like a natural el<*aa&t 
of the rain forest. It can hardly be the co.ruon strand species of the coast. 

Geoff having good collecting here. Thesnanal take from trap*. and shooting con¬ 
tinues very poor. Gmail nativeboys nelp out the situation by bringing in Pogonoays 
which they find in hollows in trees. 

Kan out tonight with local natives on a hunt for water rits somewhere on the 
west coksA side of the aSAi-TJ River. 

gundav. Aurust 1953: Max. — ?2in. 16 C. Relative humidity: 6*30 A.M. (clear) 
917; I P. . 55". (fieri ouitil about cook, then broken .clouds and toward 4 o’clock 
overcast with 'spots of rain. Stars out tonight. 

nt in camp or. yesterday's gatherings and getting dried mater5si 
reuuy for 'transport to the. coast. Field work downctroor aero so river in afternoon. 
Mostly plants of the , i-eond grovrth rain forest, including 3 spp. of Macaranps. 
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uni civ 

ower end the pc jJ ouU tliO Ci*t'-iS» k)OuvOul| 

Coconut, betel-nut and bread fruit treea. Only 3 houses now. 
wrong in that it has Biai*rani Creek flowing into the Aai-tJ ins" 
(* Gwadi). 

of the Gwariu ( 

Govezuaent has not arrived and the bueh t&legre 
whereabouts of the patrol. QUr transport to the coa 

13JIC. ViCi. 
upset) nocause trv^y i 

irs and now they must 

service is silent on the 
delayed until tomorrow al 

w cookec j.or the mid—dsy . ^o&l o ■. tm 
to the gardens for more food. 

r, August II, dity 6*30 ‘. 91 . 
Hot day more or less overcast with high broken, cumulus clouds. Expect a downpour 
to follow this unusual heat. . - 

For a hot cliab of 500-oOO ft. up Hie slopes of the escarpment across the river 
I have very little but a compass bearing by which the position of new Biniguni 
Village can be spotted on Hie map. Followed a crude trail to a garden house about 
200 ft. above the river through tailo, taro and svre> t potatoes planted in poor-lookii 
rubbly soil. Taro newly planted (a month ago) j the sets about 3 ft. Apert and in a 
hollow about 4-5 inches deep, perhaps to give the tenc 
protection from the heat.of the surface rubble. 

growing tip of the plan) 

it the government. Many visitors in aaap - Maicih people Alicia Villa? 
on the coast, who arrived in Biniguni this A*”.* to attend a •'dance”. Pigs are being 
exchantod. The dancing is to be tonight end tomorrow night. lost of the Biniguni 
men spent about 2 weeks on the upper Mai—tf River hunting for meat for the occasion. 
They returned yesterday, reporting poor luck. 

The flaicin are a taller and heavier people than those hereabouts, fere sophis¬ 

ticated. Have a bad reputation as thieves, a to. The men cast appraising eyes over 
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everything and wear a leering expression. From them Gooff bought 5 good saltwater 
crabs, carried alive from the coast this nominfe for a few she; t3 of newspaper end 
two boxes of safety matches. Mighty good eating. 

There is a recent inflation in the value of newspaper which. I cannot understand. 
For 4 or $2 full sheets of the H.I. Times or Tribune one can buy a good bunch of 
bananas. The high value placed on the paper can hardly be because it is American. 
Fortunately we have a good surplus brought from the U.S. for interleaving my dried 
herbarium specimens. 

Ken left for Baiawa early this A.M. with a transport of 22 loads, including 
several of specimens. Lxtra carriers offering - 6 men and 5 woman - took drums of 
foodstuffs and 2 cases of neat to Opalgwari Village whore they will be stored in 
the councillor’s house for use at our Peria Greek camp. 

Wednesday, August 12. 1953: Max. 35.5, v'in. 19.5 C, Overcast and sultryj heavy 
shower 1:00 - 1:30 P.". j starry night. Cloud.: black over the mountain all day. 

Botanized down river and near fBBK3±xxfc& the bend of the Gwariu fomd a strip 
of swampy rain forest with a small stream flowing through it, evidently from a spring* 
In this moist habitat were a number of plants previously met with only at our 700 a. 
camp on the mountain. 

Ken back from Baiawa in afternoon, fie ports vary dry conditions there; most of 
the grasslands have been burned, 

Thursday. Aumast 13. 1953: Max. 33, Kin. 20.5 C, Sultry again and almost completely 
overcast. The river 9 inches lower than when we cane here, indicating no rain of 
consequence on the mountain. 

Packing up in preparation for our move to Peria Creek tomorrow. This nas been 
a good locality for insects and herps, discouraging for-mammals, only fair for plants, 
■ly proceeds are 313 numbers (including 37 bryophyte.s), 1446 herbarium sheets of 
specimens, Many of the plants are species of the_(illegible) rain forest 
of the river bed snd flood banks. The primary forests have been disappointing. This 
is the middle of the dry season in the area and therefore not the bast time for col¬ 
lecting pkants, but the primary forest is actually poor in species. 

B«#s frora the cav©3 at Maneau, snd Pogononys brought in by natives, have boosted 
:aan;al auibers, but results from trapping and shooting have been poor. 

MazraJL collections from Biniguni Camp: 3b3 specimens, 20 species. The Mt. 
Dayman-Biniguni series of camps has yielded between 50 and 60 species of mammals. 

Geoff’s collections from Biniguni: Insects and spiaere 1300; other invertebrates 
53, Fishes 70, reptiles and amphibian* 220. 

Friday. August 14. 1953: P^ria Creek, Bwaxira Elvuz. 

Had more carriers tiian we needed for our nave from the Gw&riu to this camp. Left 
the Gwariu at 7:35, stayed a few minutes to collect cargo from the reothoust! at Biui- 
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guni, and arrived here 10:15. 

Our new camp is on a point of ground at the conference of _ 
Creek with the Peria. Altitude about 50 m. The creek names we have 
from the natives are not to be found on the 1-mile map of 1944. I 
think the Peria is the Ailok of the map, and the_the Ginum. 
If this is so the government track, which *e followed from Binigunl, 
should e more than a mile to the north of the crossings shown on the 
map. 

^any of our 70 carriers today asked for money instead of trade 
tobacco in payment. Some few wanted kerosene. Payment for the trip 
was 4 sticks of tobacco or three shillings. Carriers were from Binl- 
guni, Budmag and Opaigwari Tillages. About dark the Opaigwarl coun¬ 
cillor turned up with 8 women with string bags loaded with taro, sweet 
potatoes, pumpkins, bananas and greens. These friendly foothill people 
have done a great deal to help us; first in carrying on the mountain, 
latterly in providing fresh food for ourselves and boys. 

Late in the afternoon a policeman arrived from Banlara with mails, 
including letters posted in New York as late as July 29. Also a note 
from Peter O'Sullivan saying he expected to arrive at Waoona tonight 
and Biniguni tomorrow. 

Sky overcast all day. No rain. 

Saturday, August 15. 1953: Another rainless day, about 50% overcast. 
All hands busy rigging camp, making work tables, storage pata-patas, 
digging latrines, etc. Everything shipshape and comfortable this eve¬ 
ning. 

About mid-afternoon father Rogers of the Anglican Mission arrived 
from the coast and stopped to drink tea with us on his way to a mission 
outpost between Opaigwari and Budmag. Pleasant fellow who seems to take 
a realistic view of the native. Had 14 boys and girls carrying his be¬ 
longings. Young kids up to perhaps 12 years of age, plus 2 Budmag men. 
Rogers the first white man we have seen since early May; pumpkin tips 
from Opaigwari the first green vegetables in that time. Refreshing 
Experiences, both. Besides pumpkin tips we have taro tops and the 
5-lobed leaves of a species of Hibiscus as greens. 

Sleeping lightly in a strange camp last night, the variety of 
noises I heard was amazing. Leaves from a deciduous tree landing gently 
on the fly stretched over my tent; many different insect and frog 
sounds; the fluttering of small bats; boys stirring in their camp 
across the creek, several cracks and dull crashes of dead limbs fall¬ 
ing; the quarreling of fruit-bats high in a tree, Geoff snoring and 
figeting in the next tent; and about daylight a loud, repeated half¬ 
roar, half boom which must have been made by a cassowary, but it was 
a sound new to me. 

Sunday. August 16. 195?: Overcast all day and enough rain in the morn¬ 
ing to interfere with fieldwork. Collected down the creek for about 
3/4 mile. At camp the stream has stable banks and at this season only 
pools of clear water. About 1/4 mile down 16s character changes. The 
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bamlta are low and actively eroding, ghe channel narrower, and all 
pools are connected by running water. Many big trees have been 
undermined and toppled into and across the creek, the vegetation of 
the banks is tall brakes of wild sugar cane and low _? rain 
forest, and obviously the stream spills over its banks in flood time. 

Pig rootings and tracks numerous. Bird life abundant. 

Insects are coming in well. Pew mammals so far; six species 
trapped or shot include 3 of small bats new to the collection. 

Monday. August 17. . 19531 Fairly sunny A.M.; afternoon overcast; 
continued heavy thunder to 3 & W 4-5 P.M.; light rain 3»30 - 6 o'clock. 

Expecting both O'Sullivan and Rogers from the direction of Bini- 
guni. I worked along that trail this morning. Pair results without 
touching big trees. A greater abundance and more species of mosses 
than I expected. Many big trees in theforest; the largest being 
Ilimft (Octomales). 

Met Rogers about 11 o'dock and he lunched with us. Well-built 
brunette in about middle thirties, from Sydney; saw service in New 
Ouinea with Australian Army Medical Corps during the war; forsook 
Methodism (too puritanical and limiting) for the high Anglican church; 
was ordained in Australia; has been in charge of this mission area, 
with headquarters at Mukawa, for 2 years or more. 

Rogers volunteered the information that so far as his inquiries 
go we are regarded by the natives as plain gatherers of plants, rats, 
etc., and have not had any disturbing influence in his district. He 
doubts if there is any stirring of cargo cult. I suggested that if 
there is any, it may be centered in Medino village on the coast. 

Rogers took letters which will go to Samarai by his bl shoe's 
boat during the weekend. 

Tuesday. August 18. 19^3: Pleasantly sunny day; heat not oppressive; 
about 1/4 inch of rain beginning 5:15 P.M. Water level in a pool at 
camp going down at rate of about 1/2 inch a day. 

Expecting the government patrol. I spent only 2 hours of morning 
in the field, tfp right-hand branch of creek. Running water for about 
1/4 mile then small pools. Creek breaks up, banks low and much of 
forest subject to flooding. 

Peter O'Sullivan arrived at noon behind his party of 4 police, 
native medical assistant, cook and 27 carriers. Sent party on to 
Kwagira and stayedfor lunch, leaving 4 o'clock. 

Peter doing the annual census of native population, medical and 
sanitation inspection. Failure to show up for census is a punishable 
offense, and the annual census is the oftly way of getting a thorough 
medical check. Sick people are often hidden from the native orderlies 
in charge of the scattered medical aid posts and the patrolling European 
Medical Assistant. Peter has already sent 30 cases to Baniara hospital 
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for treatment. Cases mostly yaws, which is readily curable by in¬ 
jection of NAS. 

Wednesday, august 19. 1953: For in tree t®os at sunrise; heavy rain 
9-0:30 A.M.; sunny and humid later with strong, localized gusts of 
S.E wind which swayed the big forest trees and brought at least half 
a dorm crashing down within hearing of camp. 

About 8 a.M. a policeman arrived with a note fro i Peter at Kwag- 
ira. He planned to leave Moi 3iri landing by canoes for Bala via at 
noon. High tide expected then (this is a one-tide-.a-day coast). He 
had a fatherly talk with the KwagIra people about our stolen case of 
meat and they have offered to pay for it. The invoice cost to u was 
1,7-12-4 which ould be a great deal of money for the natives to get 
together. Have proposed that if they carry 50 loads from this camp 
to iloi Biri Landing, we will call it square. 

Ken left after the rain with 9 carrier loads of specimens, etc., 
to meet Peter at Kwagira and travel with him to Baiawa. Much needless 
disturbance, and interference with everyone's routine. He ill be away 
about a week on a reconnaissance of the entrances to the hat oaves at 
Tapio, about 85 miles E. along the coast from Baiawa. 

Thursday. August 80, 1955: Max. 28.5, Min. 81 C. Heavy rain last night 
beginning'll: 50 and ending 3:5-0. Expected the creek to run biit water 

\ rose only 3 inohee in a pool in front of camp. Today 50/50 sun and 
overcast; a few showers after noon. The weather appears to he from 
the SE. 

Worked down the Kwagira road to the first creek crossing (about 
80 minutes walk). Ground lower and wetter than about camp and toward 
Biniguni, soil rather clayey, forest very tall, but the canopy discon¬ 
tinuous and much scrambling Calamus and other growths underneath. 
Largest tree In the forests of this whole area is Ilimo (Octlmeles), 
which must be fully 150 ft. high and 4-5 ft. in diameter above the 
buttresses. 

Awani people brought in about 140 lbs. fresh food. 

Last night Van shot by jacklight a tremendously big bandicoot 
(Peroryctes) 31 inches long and weighing 10-f lbs. A much smaller ex¬ 
ample of the same speoies brought by a native this P.M. 

Friday. August 21. 1953} Max 29.5, Min. 22 0/ Mostly overcast, 
sultry day; no rain. 

. ' i . " ■ 

Followed an old, partly overgrown government trail whioh begins 
in camp and goes approximately Sf through tall forest between the right 
and left-hand branohes of the Peria. The right-hand branch, which I 
take to be the Ginum, reached in about a mile. Gravelly bed about 100 
yds. wide and quite dry. Gravelly low ridges for last l/4 mile. Col¬ 
lecting not good. Hard to see in the tall forest in dull weather. 
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Interestlng species included a big Orania palm 70-80 ft. high, and a 
small Qphioglossum with veniform leaves oom^on on the forest path. 

Every day, by one way or another, I collect one or two of the 
big trees”. Today it was a giant of the Eeliaceae vine with which 
the ground was strewn with fruiting branchlets broken off by feeding 
hombills. 

Every day there are little incidents, biological and other ise 
which go unrecorded. This morning the buzz of blow flies drew my 
attention to a beautiful, stinking veil fungus growing beside the 
forest path. The rlies were attracted by the slimy brown apex of 
the plant, belov; which,draped in folds, hung the pure white lacy 
veil. A color photo without tripod impossible with a light meter 
reading of 1.6. 

Back in camp,after lunch, there was a little boy trouble. Dur¬ 
ing the morning Awani people brought food which was bought by Geoff 
with salt and newspaper. While eating, I noticed four women walking 
down .the bed of the creek, one carrying an axe. Soon they were back 
with four bundles of split firewood, which the cook reported they 
wanted to sell. Whether the wood getting was done as a try-out, or 
at the behest of our boys, I don’t know. Approaohing the matter in¬ 
directly, I called all the boys and asked whose axe the women had 
used. It was Just one of the two camp axes. The women took it while 
no one w6s looking. Boys dismissed. Presently there were loud words 
in the boys* camp. Sigamotu, "the Bull" who did most of the defense 
talk at the inquiry, had slapped his behind at the cook, picked up 
a 16-inch knife, and challenged him to combat. Cookie said No, but 
1*11 take you on with my hands". No fight. I had notice that the 
two involved were going to ask me to "hold court". They thought 
better of it and I let the matter drop. 

At 8 P.M., while I was writing notes, a policeman walked smartly 
into the lamplight with rifle on shoulder and handed me a radiogram. 
He had come brom Baniara in two days! The radio,from Buntings, ad¬ 
vised that Smith’s boat would meet us at Baiawa September 10 and 
transport us to Samarai. There was also a short letter from Smith 
dated Aug. 12, saying he had written me a month ago about the trans¬ 
port and expected a reply. I 'wrote him June 23 and received no ans¬ 
wer. Wrote a reply to the radio and a letter to Smith and by 9:30 the 
policeman, having cooked and eaten a feed of rice and received a 
present <0f tobacco and matches from roe, started back along the trail 
for Baniara. He will probably set a record for the round trip of 
about 120 miles. 

Saturday. August 22. 1953: Max. 27.5, Min. 19.5. Clear until late 
In morning; good shower 2—2:30; clear moonlit night. 

Collected up the right-hand branch about 3/4 mile. Good visi¬ 
bility and the best day’s gathering I have had at this camp. A^ 
number of epiphytes from trees on the banks, among them Dendrobium 
Smllleae, familiar from the *ly River country and NE Australia, and 
the remarkable Ophioglossum Pendulum with ribbon-like leaves up to 
_ long. 

Geoff and his two boys lost in the forest for several hours 
somewhere west in the direction of the Rakua River. 
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Van acquiring many specimens by purchase from people of Opaigwari, 
who come in daily bringing mostly Pogonomys and small bats which they 
find in hollow trees. Results from traps very poor. New lines set 
today on a good running creek to the east. 

Sunday, -a-u^ust 2g, 1953: Max. 30, Min. 19 C.( about 87 & 67 F.). Some 
overcast in mid afternoon, otherwise clear. No rain. PI eat'ant day, 
air noticeably drier. Best drying day in this oamp for mosses and 
antibiotics materials put out in the sun. 

Quiet day in camp. My time spent in preparing plants on hand. 
Sent boys out to cut big trees but they got only one (Mellaoeae). 
First cuscus for the area shot last night, but only 4 rats in 160 
traps. Four species of fishes seined by Geoff from pools in the 
creek. 

Only visitors were a handfull of Biniguni people with betel nut 
to trade to the boys. Boys bought a young cassowary from them for a 
tin of meat. Bird quickly killed and eaten, Van getting half the 
liver. Best liv^r I know of. 

Monday. August 24. 1953: Max. 30, Min. 18 C. Clear day; bright 
full moon. 

Followed the left-hand branch up a mile or so to where the banks 
became high and the completely dry bed was arched over by tall forest. 
Fair bag of plants including a big very priokly Calamus in fruit. 
These rattans or "lawyer canes" are about the most difficult plants 
to collect. 

A case of suspected serious illness today. After I had gone into 
the field Sigamotu was reported sick in the belly, '/as examined by 
Geoff and Van and given 2 tabs of diodoquin, specified for amoebic 
dysentery. (Both of them have taken the drug in the past few days 
for upsets caused, I think, by a fouled waterbag). Upon visiting the 
patient I found him looking seedy but temperature was normal and he 
had mi3sed out on his customary morning visit to the small-house. 
Had eaten nothing out of the ordinary except some very tiny bananas 
which a local native brought in yesterday. Finally I discovered that 
last night he want "kava-kava" (amok), let out some death wails, and 
ran off into the forest pursued by two oomrades who brought him back 
and out him to bed. Suspect he was responsible for the firewood in¬ 
cident of a day or so ago and felt that the women having received no 
pay, put a curse on him via the dwarf bananas. I heard the wails in 
the night but thought one of the boys was fooling as they often do 
in their camp. 

Otherwise, the emphasis today has been on fish. On the way up the 
creek I came upon a man and his wife poisoning a small pool with 
"New Guinea dynamite" using a root cut into about 15-inch lengths, 
pounded on a log, dipped into water, then wrung out, making a milky 
cloud in the pool. The stupefied fish floated bottom up. Crayfish, 
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unaffeoted by the material, soon began nipping the tails from the 
very small fishes which were not taken by the poisoners. The root 
did not appear to be Derrls. Asked the man to collect me a sample 
with leaves and if possible, flowers or fruits. 

After lunch Geoff took the minnow seine to the running stream 
to the east. Some of the catch contributed to a seir^n-course 
dinner: Boiled crayfish with the evening spot; fried fish, soup, 
curry and rice, baked taro with butter, stewed dried apricots with 
sliced bananas, coffee. All we lacked was the wine. 

Tuesday, August 25, 1953: Max. _ , Min. 20 C. Mostly dull day 
with sprinkles of rain late A.M. and a smart shower or two P.M. 

Had a v«ry poor collecting on a long trip up the Biniguni 
trail, then east to a dry creek which I followed down to where the 
trail crossed it. Most striking plant a Gulubla about 35 m. tall. 
Perhaps the tallest palm I have seen. The tender heart very good 
eating. 

Ken returned from his trip to the caves at Tapio with a Rhlno- 
lophus, small Dobsonla, and report of the abundance of big Dobson!a. 
Sew 4'entrances, only one of them enterable without rope3. High 
deilinged cave (about 30 ft.); no side passeges or other branches 
seen. 

Boys seining in the creek to the east in P.M. Number of small 
fish and one of about 2 lbs. and one 2^ lbs. The big fish bream- 
like and dark colored. Have never eaten better. 

Wednesday. August 25. 1953: Max. 27, Min. 20 C. Some showers 
during last night; steady raih all day, slackening toward sundown. 

field work at a standstill apart from the running of trap 
lines and collection of a few plants near camp. Writing letters 
and reading old periodicals. Geoff and Ken started to work out food 
supplies needed for G0odenough Island. 

Thursday, August 27. 1953: Max. 27, Min. 21 C. Rain ended some 
time last night. High,' wild-looking overcast at dawn, drifting 
from SE. Little sun today. 

Good morning in the field up the right-hand branch. My second 
Calemus from the area, a big pink Begonia not seen before, a 
?lanohonia common as a canofiy tree, etc., etc. 

Ken to Opaigwari to arrange for a few carriers for Monday, 
ask the people for more fresh food, etc. Reports the councillor 
very ill. Another case of evil wrought by sorcery. There i3 
veritably a devil under every bush in the mind of the New Guinea 
native. 
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August 2S, Id57: Max. 27, Min. 22.5 C. Showers before 
daylight; heavy rain 10 - noon; still overcast tonight; wind from 
N.7 (cloud drift) in P.ld. 

“ o^rningfe field work spoiled by the rain whioh drove me back to 
camp, rried to out through directly east to the next creek but was 
stopped by tangles oi lawyer cane which would have taken much time 
to go through. Several good lants included two epiphytio ferns 
new to the collection (a Cyclophorus and one of unknowh genus) 
scavenged fron a great tree whioh f9ll during the heavy rains of a 
week age. Most big trees yield an epiphyte or two and'maybe a liana 
to swell the collection, deciduous trees being most productive. 

Geoff started to out trail toward the Rakua River on a bearing 
of 315 degrees. s 

Saturday, August 29. 1955: Max. 30, Min. 22.5 C. Light rain through 
much of night; sun and shovrers in morning; heavy rain with thunder 
5:30 - 6 P.M. Sultry day; cloud drift from NW. 

Followed a faint trail ca. SE through the forest and In 1-1$ 
mile came to a big garden with a house in the middle of it owned by 
the Guitabna (Awanl) councillor, who was sitting there, makidg a 
comb and talking with a crony while 3 women weeded the taro. 

A policeman from Baniara with a radiogram from Forest Botanist 
Womersley, who hopes to Join us on Goodenough Island. 

Sunday, August 30, 195?: Max. 30, Min. 22.5 C. Rainless, partly cloudy 
hot day. Very humid after the rains, utoud drift from NW. 

Went to Opaigwari (Geoff and Ken too) to photograph the natives 
*in their dancing array. The Maiva peoole of Opaigwari and Awanl 
villages put on the first show. Later in the morning the Daga people 
of Biniguni made a formal entry, dancing down the track in double 
file, drums beating, head-dresses bobbing, in charge of their ohief 
who carried a ceremonial spear decorated with white cockatoo feathers. 
Approaching Daga greeted with cries of Orokaiva (friend, or peace). 
A little dancing back and forth, conducted by the ohief, who soon 
retired to the shade of a front porch to chew betel-nut with other 
hdad men. Dance carried on by combined Maiva and Daga, a few young 
women doing the steps at the ends of the double line. Some good 
head-dresses, mainly of cockatoo feathers; some red bird-of-paradise 
Plumes. The most important men (Biniguni chief and Awani councillor) 
were without head-dresses but wore loner, ornamented bars of tortoise 
shell horizontally through their back hair. Alternating sunshine 
and cloud made color photography difficult. Made shots of the danc¬ 
ing, head men, etc. Ken used black and white from which we have 
promised to send prints. 

A friendly and colorful show, not marred by a try-out on us in 
which the Opaigwari councillor failed. For a week or more he had 
talked of killing a pig and giving a feast for our party. Yesterday 
he came to camp and announced that this would be the day. Also 
stated he would expect in return 3 pounds in money and 20 tins of 
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bully beef - total over 7 pounds. His pig was declined. 

The photographing over, I went to the Rakua River nearby for 
a day's collecting. Braided flood bed a good half mile ide; 
coarse gravel end cane grass islands. Main stream about }00 yards 
across, run ing fast and turbid and not crossable today. River 
bed very hot and almost a desert botanically. Ate lunch in second 
growth rain forest on the bank, then worked back to the main trail 
between the village and camp. Back in camp at 4:30. 

Monday, August 31, 1953: Max. 30.5, Min. 21 C. Day clear until 
late afternoon when we had a little rain from a thunderstorm. 
Cloud drift from SW. 

With Awani and Opaigwari carriers, Ken took 13 loads to Xwag- 
ira and left them in the resthouse for transport to Baiawa on 
Thursday. 

Spent day on plants gathered yesterday and some brought in 
by my boys this morning. 

An awani native brought me roots and leaves of the fish poison 
fSJew Guinea Dynamite") which they call Duba. Perhaps a Derri*s, it 
is planted about the villages. The name Tuba(and its variations) for 
Derris is widespread. 

Opaig ari councillor brought a leg of his pig as a "present" 
for our boys, which we bought for 2 tins of bully beef and some salt. 

Tuesday. September 1. 1953: Max. 31, Min. 81.3 C. Dull most of 
A.M. ; ditto P.M. ; distant thunder to 3W late afternoon; light rain 
started this evening about 7 o'clock. 

Collected toward the Rakua on a disused old trail which leaves 
the Perl a about l/4 mile below oamp. Distance about 1& miles. Low 
lying country no doubt semi-swampy in wet season. Poor forest with 
scattered big trees and much Calamus and other vine growth* Crossed 
3 smejll running streams with gravel bottoms, and turned back at a 
fourth. Soared up a wild pig; little bird life. 

Geoff took lunch out and completed his trail to the Rakua. 
Walk of about 1 hour 80 min. From where he struck the river the 
Gwariu Gorge was about 190 degrees magnetic. River broad, with 
gravel bottom and many cane-grass islands. Cane-grass mostly 
burnt. Muck the same as at Opaigwari, not more than 2 miles 
upstream. 

Wednesday. September 2. 1953: Max. 30, Min. 22.5 C. Dull until 
late A.M. clear P.M.; no rain. 

Collected on a oircuit beginning about l/4 mile NE of camp 
where a spring-fed stream rises close to the Peria. Followed this 
"Bpring Creek" about 3/4 mile to its Junction with the Peria, then 
up the Peria to camp. Spring Ck. carries twice the volume of 
water of the Peria. Crossings of both streams wftll over my knees 
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in places. V’e appear to be camped on a spring line parallel with 
the mountains. No rock outcropping anywhere in the locality. The 
nearest approach a pale reddish compacted clayey loam exposed under 
the alluvium in the creek banks. 

David and Tpmi to Baiawa to ask the Village Councillor to send 
canoes and men up Moi Biri Creek to meet Ken tomorrow. They will 
remain at Baiawa until wo arrive there Monday next. 

Thursday, September 3. 1953: Max. ?8, Min. 21 deg. C. Clear lay 
after about 9 A.M. In the normal dry season -weather we have had 
the past few days, low clouds drifting from the SF are a regular 
thing from about dawn to some hours later in the morning. 

Followed Geoff's Rakua trail for l-l| miles. Much Calamus 
entangling the forest for 1/2 mile or so, then a few hundred yards 
of young secondary rain forest fringing a deep creek. Small water- 
holes in gravelly bed of creek, and ar. old village site, recent 
enough to be still partly open and grassy, about 100 yds. upstream 
from the trail crossing, on west bank. Crotons, Caesalpfcnia pul- 
cherrima, betel-nut and coconuts in old village clearing. More 
regro'/vths off -west bank, then primary forest on slightly ridgy 
ground. This forest fall of pig rootings. Soared up a giant bandi¬ 
coot which showed an amazing turn of speed as it dashed off through 
the undergrowth. Poor bag of plants. 

Ken left for Baiawa at 8 A.M. with seven oarrierrloads (half 
specimens). 

Have baen economizing on smokes lately. A replenishment supply 
of out tobacco for cigarettes, invoiced as having been sent parcel 
post from Samara! June 23, has not arrived. This morning I had only 
a few shreds of tobacco left, Geoff half a tin, and we both started 
to smoke trade twist. Smoked two cigarettes of this powerful stuff, 
and decided I did not need tobacco that badly. After 5 hours I was 
getting along alright when I happened across an overlooked can of 
fine cut in my collecting. Geoff refused to take more than a pinch 
of it, so now I am smoking again - for a couple of days. We have a 
few packets of American cigarettes in reserve at Baiawa. 

Aweni people inform me that the former village HW of camp was 
called Dudud. * Opaigwari people, now ’’old", had gardens there and 
built houses. Should say the site has not been abandoned more than 
five years. 

Friday. September 4. 1953: Max. 29.5, Min. 18 deg. C. Clear rosy 
dawn; mostly overcast after 9:30. Cloud drift from NW at dawn 
(5:4f), then SW; most of day SE. Starry night as is pretty general 

here. 

Day spent in camp making photos and attending to collections 
including cuttings and palm seeds for the Fairchild Tropical Garden 
and some things gathered up the right-hand branch by my boys this 
morning. Am pickling plants -which cannot be dried out in the time 
remaining to us in this camp. 
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Saturday, September 5. 11/53; Mai. 28.5, Mia. 19.5 deg. C. Over¬ 
cast; rare glimpses of sun; light rain in mid afternoon. 

My last collecting day at this camp. Made photos of forest 
interior. In afternoon to o'* my hoys fishing with the minnow seine. 
No fish. 

About 7; 30 A.M. a policeman arrived with mails mostly from home. 
No tobacco. 

Ken back from Baiawa, reports collections and stores in good 
order there, 

Sunday. September 6. 1955: Max,' 25.5, Min. 21.5 C. Another overcast 
day; ooe ion at squally showers from SIS. 

Tonight everything but tents and flys and personal swags is 
packed and tied into carrier loads for evucation of camp tomorrow. 

This Peria Creek has been more productive in plants than the 
first few days in the field led me to expect. Numbers are not high, 
but quality Is good and the collection will give a rood view of the 
flora of the rain forests of'the coastal plain. Many big trees and 
canopy lianas included. Numbers: 735 including 57 bryophytes. 
Herbarium sheets: 1527. 

53 mammals of_ (?) figure illegible) species have been col- 
1 acted here. Genera: Pactvtopsila. Cisticheurus. Phalanger (2) 
Doroopsulus. Perorvotes. Echymlpera. Petaurus. Rattus (2). Melomys (2) 
ffogonomys T?) Uromys, Ay d romvs. I)oh eonia . Miniooterus, Hlpeosideros (2) 
bats of 4? unidentified genera. 

This has been the best of all camps for Geoff. Many butterflies 
and moths, dra.con flies, and especially beetles. Collections: 14,600 
insect? ahd spiders, reptiles and amphibians (largely frogs) 453, 
flshee 78. 

3UAV.A 

Monday. September 7. 1953: Clear, not too hot day, perfect for our 
move back to the coasu About half the carriers we needed came down 
from Biniguni and camped near us last night. Others came from BudmAg, 
Opaigwari and Awanl this morning. By 7:55 wo were on the way witty 
34 loads. 

Rested 20 minutes in Kwagira village and arrived at Moi 3iri 
landing at 10:55. No mud on the road and the streams considerably 
lower than when we traveled the road in the reverse direction four 
months ago. The K/agira people had numerous tapa cloths hung up in 
the village, possibly with the idea of selling to us, but not a person 
came near us. Either ashamed or annoyed about the restitution they 
were obliged to make for the case of meat they stole. 
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Good clear view of Mts. Daymen end Goroou from Kwagira, but 
the upper parts of the former cannot he seen from there. Could 
pick out an area of fire-killed Araucaria forest edging on grass¬ 
land to the NV? of our Top Camp. Brown smoke rising from the sum¬ 
mits of two of the peaks of Goropu; the first proof we have of 
natives visiting tho heights of this 18,000 ft. mountain. 

Aind southerly and Moi Biri Bay calm. Expecting rough water, 
we sent all but but two of our boys around the bay by road from 
Kwagira and they arrived a couple of hours before our five canoes. 
We had to wait 3 hours at the Moi Biri landing for the tide to rise 
enough to float the canoes which had come up the creek on the pre¬ 
vious tide. 

All our collections and other possessions at Biawa in good condition. 
Ken had rigged a fly over a high platform near the edge of the man¬ 
groves to ' ccommodate our less valuable cargo until the arrival of 
the boat expected on the 9th or 10th. 

Dayman completely obscured by haze and cloud in tho afternoon. 
Most of the grassland about Bslawe has been burned and carried a 
green shoot a few inches to a foot high. Air very noticeably drier 
here than inland in the rein forest areas we have worked in for the 
past six weeks. 

Tuesday» geptwater 8. 195?: Pleasant day, clear but for a haze which 
blotted out the mountains after early morning. 

Camp busy chocking collections which have accumulated here and 
getting them ready for loading on the boat. All the village men out 
hunting /ullabies. Place very quiet, even for a small gillega of 7 
houses. But last night, and at intervals all through today, we had 
the crying of a peevish baby to listen to. The seme child put on 
the same performance when we camped here back in May. 

In afternoon a policeman arrived from Baniara ..ith a batch at 
American mail dated as late as August 25th. Extraordinarily fast 
tim3 for letters from home. 

Wednesday, September 9, 1953: Hot hazy day with little breeze and that 
from N¥ late in afternoon. Mountains of main range obscured after 
early morning. The mountains on Cape Belson have not been visible 
since our arrival. 

My packing done, I did. some collecting in the brushy gully forests 
near camp and the taller rain forest up to about a mile east along the 
Medlao trail. The brushy forests are perhaps secondary and many of 
the small trees composing them are deoisuous - some flowering "nd In 
fruit. The taller rain forest is evergreen and I found nothin,* there 
in flower or fruit. A clearing of about an acre in the tall forest 
may have been the site of an American observation post said to have 
been somewhere in the neighborhood during the war.* 
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3*iawa natives out on another wallaby and nig hunt today with 
long clacK. pair, spears and heavy nets (photographed). They returned 
lags ir* afternoon with a pig out. in pieces and several wallabies and 
bandicootc, carried on poles between two men. 

Smith's boat "Cape Vogel" arrived about 5:30 P.M. Took Keu 
and vvect on board. Seems we have been delivered into the hands of a 
holdup gang. Price asxed for transporting us to Samara! is LI25 
reckoned at L35 per day for a five-day charter. On protesting 'i 
wat -oxd by cnith that Steamships Trading Co. had taken over his 
business recently and that the rate had be°n set by their manager 
Paul, tothing to r,e done about it now. fte have to go on the boat 
or stay at Baiswa an indefinite time u til another charter could be 
arranged by radio from Baniara, 3 day’3 walk a-av for a white men. 

iVith the proceeds from their hunt, and garden produce, the 
villagers put oft a danee and feast ibr our boys tonight. D^ums going 
until about n o'cIock, and afoer all aad frone to bed a dost took over 
howling at his echo in the hills. ’ ’ 

All Put last -tinute cargo loaded on the boat before dark. 

Thursday September 10, 1953: Left Baiawa 3:45 A.K., arrived at 
Smith's Tarakururu .vharf and store 1:05, and left for Seraarai 4:05. 
Course from Baiawa close in to the shore to avoid the SE wind. 
Plenty of rater, although further out the sea is much obstructed by 
reefs. Eight big fish, mostly Idtngflsh, caught on towlines. 

After Ibnch at Smith's place I walked inland about a mile. An 
extensive, some what undulating plain of coral limestone reaches back 
to greasy hills. Plain grassy with small patches of dry brushy 
seoondgrowtft forest intermediate between rain and monsoon types. 
K] einhovla ho spit .a and - ioturus the most characteristic species. A 
big banana garden on very rocky coral ground at my furthermost point. 

Smith has 300 ceres of land on perpetual lease from the govern¬ 
ment. A very good small harbor in the mouth of Tarakururu Creek with 
7 fathoms of water. Good small wharf with 2 fathoms. Work on a 50 x 30ft. 
store almost completed. Mangrove ("orange mangrove") timbers and 
Japanese galvanized iron. Lot of money being spent. Smith a vision¬ 
ary boaster, ills rile and two children will join him in December. 

fridey, September 11. 1953; Ran all night; rounded East Cape at 6:20 
A.M. and tied up at the small ships wharf at Samarai 11:40. Rough 
sea off the southern tip of Cape Vogel. Charter finalized at L100 
after consultation with Miller of Buntings. We were robbed. / charge 
of L75 would have been equitable. 

Saturday, 5'epteaber 12. 1953; Geoff and I to the hospital first 
thing In the morning for medical examination by Dr. Sirko. A dis¬ 
turbing report on Geoff. Since ednesday hr ha? had only partial use 
of hie right arm. Sirxc diagnoses it as the effect of a slight para¬ 
lytic stroke; heart in bad shape. No more mountain climbing for Geoff. 
X-ray photos show that my shoulder trouble is only muscular; no in¬ 
jury to bones. 
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Called on Acting District Commissioner Rutledge to discuss 
plana for wo Tic on Good enough Island. Rutledge has been on the island 
he evaouatad the native population from parts occupied. by US forces 
during the war - but he knows very little about the interior. He 
will have a radio conversation with Gra^ney, ADO as Eea’ala, who has 
done extensive patrolling, on Goodenough and should be able to advise 
on the best route up the mountain which comprises tne bulk of the 
island. So far as I can ascertain, only two white men have climbed 
that mountain. The first ascent was made sometime pre-war by Clem 
Rich, hnn Y^ataltima Bay on the north coast, the second by a mosquito 
control officer (Strong) of the Australian forces during the v/ar. 
I had hoped to talk with Rich on this,visit to Samarai, but he is 
away in Australia on leave. The story is that he climbed the moun¬ 
tain on a bet for a case of rum. 

Wednesday. September 16. 1955: Our collections have been stacked in 
storage, gear and supplies reorganized, ana stores bought for Good- 
enowp. All we need is a boat to take us there. There has been 
strong equally SE weather for several days and boats are delayed. 

From radiograms exchanged between the District Commissioner, 
Samara! end District Officer, Esa’ala, this information has been 
gathered: There is no lake on G00denough; the "route to Oiamadawai 
Mountain is Vivigani to "akonai to Tutuwananakabu Village. Then 
track must be cut straight up round trip about, t •*> days"; there is 
at Fsa’nla sn interpreter who accompanied Rick on his ascent of the 
mountain. Oiamadawai is an eastern peak of the big mountain and it 
does not look especially attractive from the 1-mile map. We should 
be able to get valuable information from the native interpreter at 
Esslala. 

Geoff v ill return home via England, beginning the journey on 
the "Kelaita" which is expected to sail from Samarai for Sydney 
shout the end of this week or beginning of next. Suntlngs have 
radioed for a passage on a P & 0 ship due to leave Sydney for England 

»7e are taking insect and herp. collecting gear to Goodenough. 
Ken Wynn, has offered to collect these groups in his spare time. 

Saturday. September 19. 1153: Still in o&marai. The -eether moder¬ 
ated yesterday and late last night the "Jessie", which is to take us 
to Goodenough and has been sheltering somewhere in the eastern is¬ 
lands, arrived in port. Almost constant heavy rain today has pre¬ 
vented her unloading a cargo of copra. Early thia morning, before 
the 3tart of the rain, it seemed possible for us to load this after¬ 
noon and get away tomorrow morning. Now the liklihood is that we 
will be here until Tuesday. 

A 10,000 ton ship, the "Ernatoank," which oame in early in the 
•week to lead 1000 tons of oopra, is tied up at the wharf with her 
slings idle. A Banks Line ship. She ploks up copra through the 
Islands and carries it to England. 
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?oid off Geoff’s two boys, Bill and Sigimotu. We will return 
them to thoir villages on our way to Goodenough. 

Zen and his boy David have croken up again, this time for keeps. 
So ? "ill go to Goodenough with only 7 native helpers. David, a 
Marina {Eer.gussoa Id.) hoy, has been exceptionally good as a hunter 
of mammals. He has been paid six pound? a month. Very high pay for 
this country end it seems to have gone to his head. 

Passage: to England from Sydhey has oeen booked for Geoff on the 
Orient liner "Oronsay” due to sail October 10. The "Malaita”, on 
which ho .v/ill go to Sydney from here, is delayed on her Slew Guinea - 
northern Solomons run and will not arrive until next Thursday at the 
earliest. 

Monday. September SI. 1953: Heavy rain through most of the morning, 
bub managed to get our cargo IdadcC. Left Samarai 2:25 P.M. on the 
’’Jessie'’,* native skipper named Roach - abbreviation of Cockroach. 
No rain after we left Samarsi. Calm sea and bright moon when we 
reached Esa’ala (ca. 75 miles from Samarai) at 4:25 A.M. 

Jessie or charter at L17/10/- per day. Carried some cargo for 
points in the D’Entrecasteaux Group, especially for Sewataital Plan¬ 
tation, Sev.'ataitai 3ay, Norm .on by X si nd, which the boat will drop on 
her return voyage. 

Tuesday, September 22. 193?: At 6 A.M. called on Patrol Officer R.H. 
(3cb) Orsensy and were invited for early morning oof fee, then break¬ 
fast. Greeney a fair-haired energetic do vn-to~3arth type, probably 
not over 30, in administrative service 2 years, Patrol Officer in 
rank, noting as District Officer. Assisted by Bill Hunter, Cadet 
Patrol Officer: heavy, slow, rsd-raoed young cot Speaking with a 
thick burr. District takes in all of DfSntrecasteaux Group; popu¬ 
lation of about 50,000 natives and 50 vdiiten, the latter nearly all 
miasionarias (mostly Methodist, of whom 12 are stationed at Saiamo 
on south end of iergusson Id.; a few Roman Catholics who have opened 
missions since the war). 

Esa’alr is on the NE corner of Nonnanby Id., and in Daw3on 
Strait. Good anchorage at all seasons. Small wharf at end of a 
causeway of loose stones; tramway; water very clear (said to be the 
beet at :?ny Papuan port) piped down from nearby mountains; toilets 
and sharers on wharf. ^antas flying boat on run from Port Moresby 
and Samarai to Rabaul calls fortnightly. Isa’ala government station 
was established by AHGAU (military administration) in 1940. On low 
ground; foreshore ha.? baen mangrove-fringed, and is only partly re¬ 
claimed with soil. Mountains rise steeply behind to 1000 ft. or 
mors; lo!'ar slopes populated and partly grassy. Station laid out on 
a a rand 'tala, the central feature being a playing field surrounded 
by a circular road hedged on both sides with clipped hibi3ous. 
Gardena planted to peanuts, pineapples, etc., occupy an outer circle. 
Buildings partly of sawn lumber and galvanized iron, partly of native 
materials. Twelve police stationed here; usually about 30-50 pris¬ 
oners in the jail. .Mosquitoes said to be numerous and the locality 
malarious; houses of Europeans mosquito-screened. 





Left Esa’ala 9:05 A.M. with Greeney, 2 police, an interpreter, 
and his cook as passengers. Greeney will spend a day or two with us 
at Bolu Bolu then do some patrolling on Goodenough. 

Talked with Interpreter David at Esa’ala;(boy who was with Clem 
Rich when he climbed the mountain.) Says Rich olirabed Oiamadava-a 
(7090 ft.), a prominent easterh peak, approaching it from Lakulakua; 
track cut much of the way on the upper slopes. A native path leads • 
over the top of the island from '.Vakonai Village beh ind Vivigani to 
Kuduia near the west coast. Natives hunt wallaby, burning the grass 
on the high peaks. Confirmation of the existence of a path, and in¬ 
formation on hunting activities on the mountain are good news to us. 

Dropped one of our two pay-off boys, Bili, at Ailuluai on south 
coast of lergusson Id. and reached Mapamoiwa about 2:30. A medical 
air post and native hispital at Mapamoiwa in charge of FMA Charles 
Corbett. He had prepared a luncheon feast of roast pig and curried 
prawns for us, but we had already eaten on the boat. Al. Ramsden’s 
recruiting vessel tied up at the small wharf at Mapamoiwa. Mapamoiwa 
is protected by an off-shore reef breached by a narrow opening op¬ 
posite the wharf which is exposed to heavy seas in NW and SW weather 
and was not usable during the recent blow. 

South or Morima coast of Fergusson has little or nore foreshore. 
Mountains rise to 2000-4000 ft. in steep slopes formerly rain for¬ 
ested, now covered with forest second growths. Few vestiges of the 
original forest remain, yet there is no grassland until Cape Mourilyan 
is aporoached. Climate and soil must be most favorable for forest 
or rras?es would have taken hold. Population, and disturbance, must 
be heavy. 

Hills on the east side of Kedidia Bay on the south end of Fer- 
gusson carry what appears to be a rather close savanna stand of 
small Eucalyptus trees. From Cape Mourilyan to Mapamoiwa, and to the 
head of SeymourBay, smaller areas of this savanna were seen on dry¬ 
ish looking hills. Apparently there is no botanical record of 
Eucalyptus on Fergusson Id. or anywhere in New Guinea east of the 
Port Moresby dry belt. Am not sure that the tree is a euealypt, 
but it has the general appearance of E. alba. 

At this season new gardens are being cleared and planted. Many 
coconuts at villages along the coast, ana in some groves whole thick¬ 
ets of young trees. Greeney 3ays traders do hot call on this coast 
to buy copra and the natives let the fallen nuts lie on the ground. 

Left Mapamoiwa 2:50 and arrived Bolu Bolu, Goodenough Island, 
about 5:45. Bolu Bolu was principal landing place for Vivigani 
airfield during the war. Nothing left now of the several wharves 
except some piles and the built-up approaches from the shore. Meth¬ 
odist Mission said to have taken away much of the timber. 

About quarter mile inland on a grassy slope is an abandoned 
patrol post which was erected sometime after the war, when war damage 
moneys were being paid to the natives. Post abandoned about 2 years ago 
in charge of a native caretaker; oonsists of an office building and 
jail under one roof, 8 galvanized iron cottages for native police, etc. 
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and a medical aid post, the latter down on the waterfront. We are 
camped in the office building; galvanized iron roof and concrete floor; 
well built but timbers (American softwoods) being eaten by termites. 

Wednesday. September 23. 1955: Heavy gusts of SE wind during the night 
and occasional rain scuds. Mountains very wlear this nmrning. They 
are steep, and the crowning peaks craggy and grassy. 

"ith the help of numerous natives from Nearby Beli Bell and other 
villages, had our cargo ashore and in the house by 9:30 A.M. Natives 
paid i stick of tobacco each. Rest of day spent in sorting and ar¬ 
ranging stores and getting oamp in order. Water has to be brought from 
a cre^k about 20 minutes away. A 2-wheeled cart and 2 fifty-gallon 
drums used for this. Formerly water was brought dov® from the hills 
by pipeline. 

Village policeman from Wakonai, summoned by Greeney, confirms the 
existence of a track over the range from his village. Used frequently. 
Travelers sleep under a rock or in a cave near the top, but can cross 
in one day. 

Thursday. September 24. 1953: Ken left for a reconnaissance of the 
mountain trail, and Greeney on a patrol around the north part of the 
island, both going as far as Vivigani on Ramsden’s boat. Greeney 
proposes to climb the range from the west side and meet ken somewhere 
on top. 

Botanized inland to the creek from which we get our water and 
followed a forest strip toward the hills. A note from Ken informing me 
of his opportunity to go to Vivigani by boat and decision to start for 
the mountains a day earlier than was planned brought me back to camp 
early. Forest seen all second growth rain forest, though large trees 
present. Most things gathered are new to the collection. 

Friday. September 25. 1953: Gusts of very strong wind, day and night, 
are a feature of this locality. A sharp shower at daylight the only 
rain in 48 hours. Mountains cloudy more or less, and obscured by a 
brownish haze. 

Botanized north along the shore to the mouth of a mangrove creek, 
then inland through a gully strip of old secondary rain forest to back 
near camp. The gully depression swampy in the middle and containing 
some young sago palms. The sago of this area is prickly, that of the 
Cape Vogei and Moi fiiri Bay areas smooth. 

Most of my plants today from the grasslands. Several square miles 
of grassland around here, broken by strips of rain forest along streams. 
No doubt an old secondary condition. A Themeda the dominant grass, 
Albizzia aff. prooera the characteristic tree in a savanna stand 
(Albizzia deciduous and now partly bare of leaves.) 

Van is doing well -with mammals. Six species to date including 2 
Rattus, a Phalanger. Petauras. Pteroous. and Nyctimene. The latter an 
extraordinary tube-nosed bat, the long nose processes, leading edges 
of wings, etc., being an eBrie green spotted with white. 





All of our boys more or lest sick with colds contracted in Samarai. 
About 50 or 60 local natives in charge of their village polioeman 
spent the morning cutting the grass in the govt, establishment while 
not gazing in the windows to see what we were doing. A friendly 
nulssnoe. After living for months in thinly peopled country, it 
seems strange to have scores of people dropping in. Wherever one 
looks when out in the field, there are people moving on the tracks. 
Bell 3eli, a mile or so inland, has a population of 400. These 
people have exterminated most of the forest and now cultivate the 
grasslands. 

faturday, September £6. 135?: Strong gusts of wind in camp which 

threaten to tear down a fly we have rigged for the cook. These gusts 
seem to be a local feature due to the hill formation. Inland a 
iibbie way the wind blov/s steadily from the SE; the same applies on 
the south coast. 

Examined the country inland along the old military road to 3eli 
Bell village, nearly an hour’s walk. For most part gently ridcy 
grassland on a black, friable, fertile-appearing soil. Grass waist 
high on average; mostly Thomeda sp. Cattle should do well here. 
Rain forest confined to the streams and depressions and that all 
secondary although there are some big trees suoh as Pterocarpus 
indicus, Inocarpus edulis, and a mango. Most interesting plants were 
solitary examples of two orchids growing in the grass. 

In afternoon Van, guided by the cook (Kim), walked about S hours 
around Nuatuiu Point to visit some cave3 near__Village on 
the coast of Moresby Strait. Three caves on a gentle limestone slope 
about 100 ft. above sea level and 3/4 mile from the shore. Caves 
high enough to stand in and the longest about 100 ft. One speoies of 
Hlpposideros collected. 

The fathers of my two Kalo Kalo boys visited camp today. Came 
across on the mission launch ’’Pixie" Toroi's father is village con¬ 
stable. Big man with great mop of hair and betel-stained teeth. 
They will return next Saturday bringing food, presumably for a ffeast. 

Food apparently scarce hero on Good enough. This is the planting 
season. Natives have brought in a few sweet potatoes, pumpkins, a 
yam, tomatoes (good for New Guinea), papayas, limes and the best 
oranges I have eaten on the trip. 

Sunday. September S7. 1953: Change in weather. Heavy shower about 
da m. Others through day and evening. On the hills where I botanized 
this A.M. the weather was from the SW. Here in camp it is SE with 
ev'-n stronger gusts than usual. Higher mountains hidden until near 
dark. Ken may be up there in this weather. 

Examined two strips of relic rain forest in gullies up to 600-800 
ft. S * SW from camp* If not at some time cleared for gardens, the 
forest is very poor for a primary community. Pterocarpus and Manglfer 
the principal trees. Two nutmegs plentiful in substage. Loose rabbly 





soil. Few ferns (3 spp.) the only ground plants other than a shortly 
creeping aroid in rocky places. 

A small spring at 500-600 ft. altitude in the SW gully provided 
the water which was carried by S-inch pipe to the government post. 
Have been told that the piping was removed and taken to Mapamoiwa, 
but whoever supervised the job did not climb far and much of the pipe 
is still there. 

On the lower east edge of the south gully is a newly planted 
native garden on reoently cleared rain forest land. Slope fairly, 
steep. Soil blackish and somewhat rubbly. Logs laid across the 
slope to control soil crift. Yams planted several(3-5) feet apart 
on mounds 18-24 inches high, about 4-10 in. of the yams protruding 
above the soil, some of the larger ones propped up by forked sticks, 
some wrapped in banana leaf sheaths. Bananas and taro planted in 
odd corners. Garden photographed. 

Monday. September 28. 1953: Usual strong SE gust* until about noon 
in camp, then a steadier wind from about SW. Evidently a change in 
weather. For the first time the peaks were clear this evening. At 
noon there was a gust of wind so strong that as I raised water in 
cupped hands to wash my face it was blown clear away. 

Spent the morning in a big strip of rain forest in the valley 
of the first creek west along the old road. All old secondary 
forest, I believe. Tallest trees about 80-100 ft.; plentiful woody 
undergrowth of few species easy to get through. No herbaceous 
plants in forest, away from trails. Ground thinly covered with dry 
leaves. Principal canopy trees include Manglfer. Ficus sp., 
Pterocarpus, and Pleotronia. A regional peculiarity of plants here 
is that most have broad smooth leaves. 

Boys pretty well recovered from their Samarai colds. They are 
again singing in their camp. 





Tuesday. September £9. 1953; Mountains clear in early morning and 
day not quite so windy. No rain. 

Botanized along the old military road as far as Jowett's 
coconut plantation on Nuatutu Point. Scraps of rain forest here 
and there. Scattered gardens and two garden houses along the 
shore. Relics of strand forest of Hibiscus tjliaceus. Terminalia 
catappa. Shore itself mostly stony; carrying a thin line of 
Scaevola. Bauhinia. etc. and on sandy beaches Ipomoea pes-caprae. 
lanerata dominant grass on coastal flats of black soil. 

In an old military parking area at the site of the former 
wharf are fuselages of four planes, and various road-making mach¬ 
inery, bits of trucks, etc. One vellow-nainted power grader 
carries the name ’’Lockhart Shire Council" across the front of the 
cab. Nothing of any value. MacArthur’s forces were advancing when 
Goodenough waa occupied by a reputed 30,000 men, and practically 
all materiel was moved on to Hollandia or points beyond. 

Ken and Bob Greeney returned from the mountains during the 
morning. 3ob walked around the northern part of the island and 
attempted to climb the ran^e from Kuduia. Locals denied knowledge 
of a trail going up from there, so -went further to the south and 
struck a trail from Lauwela to Eweli. Had hard goinsr with rain and 
overloaded oarrie^s (boxes on poles). Camped one night at 1500- 
2000 ft. and another at 4500 ft. and reacned Wakonai on the 28th. 

Ken left •>akonai on the 25th (150 m.), camped that night at 
a waterfall on the Walawala River (800 m.), and next day reached 
his topmost point, 1570 m. by doubtful aneroid reading. First 
day mostly grassy slopes with forested gullies; travel not too 
bad; populated valley slopes. Second day traveled up the crest 
of a long grassy spur for 1 hr. 40 min., then through primary 
forest 30 minutes to his camp site; first part very steep, rising 
about 600 m. in about an hour. His top camp in forest badly 
entangled with olimbing bamboo. His guides said he was near the 
top of the range. Stayed there a day, clearing a camp site and 
rigging a tent and a fly. No local exploration done. Much rain 
and wind. 

Travel time with a carrier train would be: first day Aakonai 
to the waterfall 3-3-jk hours; 2nd day, waterfall to Top Camp about 
3 hours. Considers loads should not be more than 30 lbs. He saw 
no place suitable for a middle level camp unless it is the water¬ 
fall area. No info nnation on the scope offered by the Top Camp 
site. We will just have to go up and see. I don’t like the 
report on the climbing bamboo. If it is all through the upper 
forests it will greatly restrict our activities. Bob noticed 
little bamboo on his route, so /Zen’s occurrence may be local. 

We are afflicted with a sudden outburst of petty thieving. 
I should say, I. After early morning tea I looked for my tobacco 
and found it gone. Then my toilet soap. My pooket knife. And 
this evening I found myself laoking two pairs of shorts. No dues, 
but circumstances seemed to point to the local boy who empties our 
small house can. The can had been emptied last night or this 
morning early. The suspect was a patient in the native hospital 
nereby. A search by Bob and one or his police failed to turn up 
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any evidence at the hospital. The suspect sv/ore that he had not 
emptied the can, anyhow. Then our cooks were questioned. Both lied, 
but it is doubtful if guilt lies in their direction. They are un¬ 
likely to steal until later on the trip, and besides, both are 
Goodencrugb Islanders and therefore could expect to be under sus¬ 
picion if anything went missing. 

Wednesday. September ?0. 195?: Weather much as yesterday. Distant 
rumbling of thunder at dawn. 

Morning spent on plans and stores lists for the mountains. 
We are reckoning on three weeks work at Ken’s top camp, and two 
weeks at a middle level camp, if a suitable site can be found. 
Prepared in afternoon a fair collection of plants brought in by 
my boys. 

My stolen pocket knife-has reappeared. The cook brought it 
from the boy house. It was in possession of Liklik, a mammal hand, 
who said it was given him by my boy 3obi who found it lying under the 
house. Bobi, interrogated, declared that he did not recognize the 
knife as ray property, which was a whopping lie. All boys mustered 
and questioned in Motu and Dobuan by Ken. No clues on other lost 
property. One suggested that their belongings be searched. All 
agreed. Results nil, as expected. I did not feel very good about 
the search, especially when I saw how slender the boy’s possessions 
were. A mat each, a blanket and woollen shirt 'which we issued them 
(extra shirts and blankets in storage, for safety until we leave 
for the mountains), a spare lava lava or two, cheap trade shorts 
and singlets bought in Samara! recently, a few used flashlight 
batteries, and sundry odd3 and ends. The Kalo boys probably sent 
other possessions home with kinsfolk who visited them last weekend, 
and the Morim.as with their fellows who were paid off in Samarai 
and returned to their homes. 

Thursday, October 1. 1953: A shower at daylight, and rain squally 
around 2 P .M. »*ind mostly from Sw. 

Botanized in the "Big Scrub” about a mile to the west of camp. 
Eighteen species gathered, but nothing of special interest. Col¬ 
lecting is poor in the locality. 

Bob Greeney left for his station at Esa’ala on the”Stockton,” 
a launch belonging to the Methodist Mission. 

Friday, October 2. 195?: The stillest day we have had here. Oc¬ 
casional gusts; sultry; sea calm; sharp shower about 2 P.M.; heav$r 
thunder in direction of the high mountains on Fergusson Id. 

Without wind to keep them in shelter the mosquitoes are bad. 
All anopheles. 

Working on collections and packing for the mountains. 
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Saturday. October 3. 1953: A change in weather. Mountains very 
clear, close and dark in early morning; soon clodding over at upper 
levels. Light showers here in afternoon. Little wind. 

Packing for the mountain is almost complete. We have called 
for 57 carriers to move us to Vakonai on Monday. Niko and Liklik 
left this morning with two carriers to fini&i clearing ground and 
rigging tent and fly poles at the top cemp on the mountain. 

Sunday. October 4. 1955: Partly cloudy; light SE wind; calm sea; 
rather hot and muggy. 

Allan Ramsden called in on his hoat "Kekeri" early in the 
morning and left before noon. He has put ahore 6 recruiting boys 
on this part of the island. This may interfere with our arrangements 
for carriers-, though I hardly think so. There is a big population 
in the area. Ramsden seems to be the most successful recruiter on 
Gocdenough. The price paid by employees is L10 per head for one- 
year boys. 

Monday. October 5. 195?; Traveled to Wakonai village (130 m.) on 
first stave to the mountains with 53 Kalauna and Beli Beli carriers. 
Van and I left.at 6:35, ahead of most of the oarriers, and arrived 
9:45. Very hot walk. Pelting sun. No breeze. The only shade in 
rain forest gallery woods on first half of trail. Van ill with a 
stomach upset which began yesterday (Saturday night). Near col¬ 
lapse at times. 

Route was along the old military road to the south edge of 
Vivigano airfield, then parallel with right hank of Uiofea stream 
up to Wakonai. All roed bridges have disappeared. Road surface, 
guttered in places but mostly in £ood shape and has been used this 
year by jeeps hauling scrap metal for shipment from Bolu Bolu. 
Grass over head high on most of the road, but a native foot path 
follows it. 

The Kalauna village constable ■walking with us pointed out sites 
of former wartime installations; movie theater in forest on Foufo 
Creek; U.S. headquarters ("where big American boss lived1) and bakery 
on Arikabu River; Angau labor camp on Bilolu Creek, etc. Vivigani 
airfield now a desolate stretoh of grass traversed by the bitumen 
surfaced main strip and flanked by earthwork revelments on the coast 
side. A few burned-out motor vehicles the only abandoned equipment 
to be seen. 

View of airfield and distant Amphlett Islands from Wakonai 
resthouse. Resthouse thatched with grass tied in small bundles as 
is t.hp village of 25-30 houses. Ground in village very rocky; tall 
old coconut trees. Platforms of loose rock in village each with 
one or two slabs-of rook standing on a slant, first noticed these 
platforms and monoliths at Beli Beii. No carving on them. 

Tuesdav. October 6. 1953: From Wakonai over the crest of a very 
"steep spur (500 m.J into the valley of the Galuwati River, thence 
along the southern slopes of the valley to Galuwati Village (640 m.), 
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fall on Wain We la Creek. Thl3 oreav Junctions vith the Waoloya 
just below camp, Camp at 800-830 n.; two fly? for natives, a tent 
for us; ground limited. 

Hard -..ravel moat of the way. Ground rocky; steep olinb3; 
steep and in places dangerous aide slopes; poor footing on « very 
narrow track often almost hidden in Waist-high grass. Reached 
Garuvata Village 9:45, left at 11:00 after a meal of rice for the 
carriers and a snack for ourselves. Reached the waterfall comp at 
11:50. Van fairly veil recovered from his illness, hut weak, and 
miscles cramped. Cramps in my legs too on last part of track. 

Carriers traveled well, the men carrying 8 boxes as double 
loads; when we started, but after a time several or the poles ware 
thrown, away and the boxes manhandled as single .loads v/ith the men 
alternating. Women carried drums of rice, etc. on their heads. 
On one precipitous side slope a woman slipped and her drum of 
kerosene came to rest badly battered and leaking a couple of 
hundred feet below. 

South slopes, of C»ru!,rata Valley mostly grassy with strips of 
brushy second growth rain forest in dry gullies. The even more 
precipitous north slopes mostly covered -ith primary forest. Water 
fall Camp in second growths; taro gardens- nearby. Tall treeferns 
(= species on. lower slopes of Mt. Cayman '?) conspicuous in the 
young forest* 

Some fairly level greasy benches and hollows close above Garu- 
wata Vi 1lag0* Village of erhaps ?0 small houses shaded by tall 
coconut and betel-nut palms and old mango trees. Very rooky ground 
Stone platforms and monoliths as- at Aakonai and Bell Bell. 

Crops largely taro; acme yams. Only one pig seen in village - 
a fine big fat well-bred Berkshire , no doubt stolen from Nuatutu 
Plantation on the coast. The people of this side of Goodsnough 
lost all their pigs when evacuated during the war and are without 
money to buy new stock. 

Even at Salu'wati there are houses of rusty corrugated iron 
salvaged from old military camps. Saw used as food bowls hubcaps 
from an airplane and an automobile* Headmen accompanying us have 
walking sticks made of aluminum tubing. Insulated electric .*ire 
is4-ced for tying house timbers. 

Wednesday. October 7, 1953: To Camp on ^ood enough established at 
1570-1590 m. by aneroid, on the eastern slopes of the central range 
and not far from the summit; According to the 1-mile map the 
summit above us is 5900 ft. (about 1800 m.) . The leading carriers 
did the climb in less than 3 hours. Leaving the Waterfall C-mp st 
6:20, 3nd examining the slopes for a middle level camp site and 
taking bearings on known points, I arrived at 10:15. 
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Slopes between the Waterfall Camp and 950 m. and 1150 and 
1300 m. very steep indeed - more precipitous than any trail on 
Dayman. Scrambling up, step by step, with loads balanced on heads, 
the women would tread on their knee length grass skirts and the 
trail was marked with bits of skirt material of various oolors. 

Asoent through second growths to 1000 m. where there was a 
patch of oak forest, then second growths to about 1100 m. Tall oak 
forest and a fairly level spur crest at 1150 m., and a place where 
traveling natives rested. Site promising for a short term collect¬ 
ing camp, but no water could be found. Oak forest up to 1380 m., 
where the track came out on the crest of an open grassy spur. Brief 
view of the Bolu Bolu coast from here, then clouds closed in. Got 
bearings on the oentral peaks. Followed the grass spur to its end 
at ;550 m.; a very dee saddle (1400 m.) about half way. Entered 
forest again 10 minutes from camp. 

Camp is in rather low forest of oaks or Castanopsls about 25 m. 
high. Canopy incomplete. Much scrambling banboo, and numerous 
Pandanus trees. Locality looks promising. We are on a small head¬ 
water feeder of the Iofea or Uiofea stream on which Wakonai is 
situated. To the north the Wetoweto Bwoia Bwoilala tributary of 
the Garuwater flows in a deep ravine closely parallel with our 
camp ridge. 

Now we have slugged up to this height by a difficult round¬ 
about route, the natives say there is a much better and shorter 
track from Wakonai. 

Heavy rain began about 12:30 and continued on and off until 
late afternoon; mist close to ground in forest. Night starry, but 
drips from trees made jacklight hunting almost impossible. 

Today we have been let dom by an Item of expedition equipment 
which 1 have sworn by for 20 years. A new Egjrptian cotton fly, one 
of four bought at high price from David Abercrombie for this trip, 
leaks like a sieve. It has been used at all our mountain camps 
and is somewhat moldy, but never before in my experience has mold 
caused these tents to leak. 

Thursday. October 8. 1953: Sharp shower at 4:30 A.M. and light 
rain between 2 and 3 ?.M. Clear tonight. Temperature at 6 A.M. 
a comfortable 64 de&. F. 

Nothing in the few traps put out last night. The Wakonai 
V.C., Padi, who has a hunting dog and is staying with us for a few 
days, set out early this morning in search of wallaby and cuscus 
and returned at 2:^0 with 2 Dobsonia bats daught in a hole in the 
ground. The Dobsonia of this island is intermediate in size 
between the two mainland species and may be new. 

Ken with two boys cut track toward the top of the range, 
reached an altitude of 1700 m., and returned vdth very indefinite 
results. Thought he had looked down on the west coast, but a com¬ 
pass bearing he took 3howed that his view was of the Vivigani 
area on the east coast. 
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Botanized close to oamp and down the north slopes for very 
encouraging results. The very prevalent climbing bamboo is not 
thick enough to prevent fairly free travel in the forest. An oak 
dominates the forest of the ridge crest; the firest of the ravine 
is a mixture of other species in which s small-lcavcd Croton ? 
is important. Many plant specie*, appear identital with those of 
Kt. Dayman, but many are unfamiliar to me. 

Friday. October 9. 1935; 7/et weather in,bamboo-entangled nosey 
forest! Heavy rain began at 12:CO last night and kept on until 
near daylight. Mist and showers 10:CO to mid-afternoon. Tonight 
clear, and colder. Six ?.M. temperature 58 F. 

Collected do m. to the upper end of the long grass end spur 
at 1550 m. until driven back by rain. Grasses there give place to 
dense 2-5 ft. hi^h tangles of Gleiohenia and bracken in which a 
tall Cladlum-like sedge is plentiful, also a Scaevola and a shrubby 
Haloragls^ The habitat undoubtedly secondary. 

Van’s traps last night yielded one very drenched small rat. 
It was new to the collection and at least we know that rats are 
here. Two Dob son la fruit bats brought in by the V/akpnai constable 
yesterday. Van now has 15 mammal species for the island. So far 
as our records go, only 3 species were previously known and of 
these we have but throe. - In a couple of eeks Van has tripled the 
known .mammal fauna of the island. 

Ken opened a trail dawn to the creek with the long name and 
returned with about 30 frogs xtrdxSc of 3 species. 

Fadi and a small boy who has been with us returns5 to akonai 
today. Perhaps the weather ‘.jas too r-uoh for ?adi, although he is an 
old band in the bush. We loaned him ts'ivo olanxets. P-di has Irish 
features, -forked for years for a government officer ("George 
Ireland”), and for gold prospectors, including Jack Hides. He has 
been careful to explain that he has not "worked” for whites, but 
has signed on as cook or shoot-boy. 

Saturday, October 10^ .1953: Temperature at o A.M, 55 F» Gusty 
wind late last night. Fine clear morning; cloud off and on from 
noon to dusx. Clear tonight. 

With Ken and ay two boys I followed' the track he cut a couple 
of days ago and found it stopped well short of the crest of the 
range at about 1670 m. Most"of it on slopes badly tangled vlth 
scrambling bamboo and Gleichenia fern, on which one walked vithout 
nutting a foot on ground. Today ve cut to the crest of the spur 
in low', bamboo-grown forest, and followed it to the top of the 
range. Actual divide 1715 m. by aneroid; highest point on spur 
1726 m. On the 1-mile map, the range top wainenc? we were on is 
enclosed in the 5900 ft. form line. If that altitude is oorrect, 
my aneroid register 240 ft. (or more), too low. Had excellent 
vi6ws of four of the central peaks, eft.d for a few minutes the NW 
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peak, vhich I had not seen before, peeped out artially from en¬ 
veloping cumulus cloud coming up from the NW. From the highest 
parts of the spur ve saw Vivigani air strip and Malauna anchorage 
on the east coast; the range crest tailing off toward the south 
end of the island; perhaps Mud Say; heights on Fergusson Island; 
and mountains on the mainland. Sky very hazy and distant views 
aim. Could not see the est coast. 

Collected some good plants on the way deck, the most exciting 
being an antartic beech (Nothofagus). Only three trees of this 
seen in the low forest of the highest point of the spur; the trees 
not in fruit and only young female flowers found. On the central 
peaks are dark forests of some coniferous tree, probably Podooarnus 
of the Cozuuaota group. Scattered trees or this on the range crest 
this side of the peaks, but none where we were. The highest (8?50 
ft.) peak - "Timbertop" - is partly dark conifer-forested, partly 
grassland. No forest on the three peakE to the east of it; some 
on or next the top ‘of t he HW peak. 

A very satisfying day. 

Sunday. October 11. 1955: Clear crisp morning; minimum 10 C. 
{= 50 F.[. Cloudy aft8r 10 A.M.; light showers at noon and between 
5 and 5:50 P.M. Clear tonight. 

Botanized in the bed of the creek with the long name. Very 
moist, mossy cond tions. actual stream up to about 10 ft. wide; 
bottom rocky; gradient moderate, flora not as rich as I hoped. 
General similarity to the Maneau flora of like altitude; some 
plants seemingly identical; most specifically different. 

lor 150 traps out last night Van had nothing. No mammals 
have been got by jacking - in 5 nights only one shot fired, at a 
small bat. Ken is beginning to show real interest In the collection 
of frogs and insects. Has about a dozen species of frogs so far. 
Following ideas in Alice Grey’s hints to collectors of insects, he has 
made e sugar trap, and on sheep country experience in Queensland 
he has devised a trap for the blowflies which have laid eggs on 
his blankets. 

yah has been collecting birds for the past two days and has 
specimens of two ferns {Pachycephala and Myzomeln) previously 
known from single collections. Today a hunting man and his dog 
arrived irom Garuwata. He carried for us on Wednesday and claims 
to have caught 5 wallabies on his way hone. Asked if he would 
like someone to go with him tomorrow, he declined, unless he 
killed too many wallabies and their v,-eight Was too much for him 
to carry in. 

All told, we had fully a dozen visitors this afternoon, men 
and women from Garuwata, bring yams, taro, sweet potatoes, pump¬ 
kins, sugar cane and bananas to trade for salt. One wanted news¬ 
paper, another flashlight batteries. They climbed 2500 ft. with 
their produce. 
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jSonday. October 12. 1958: Another crisp morning - 12 C. Clear 
sky until 10 A. .; light rain 12-2. Glimpses of a brisrht starry 
sky through the treetops tonight. 

Collected along a newly cut trail running about l/4 mile 
SI. Forest dominated by oaks; the lar*e stately F,andanus of the 
area very plentiful in gullies; not much scrambling bamboo. 
Flora not. so rich as at this altitude on Mansau, but by hunting 
around I am averagin'/ over 30 numbers a day. 

Nothing in traps and Van started the day by shooting birds. 
Soon he has six specimen? of a Pogoromys. cut from a hollow tree 
by Ken. At noon the native hunter came'in with two black walla¬ 
bies and a cuscus (PbaIanger). The ret and the queens new to the 
collection. All three mammals are thick-set and have long furry 
hair. The cuscus lives in holes under the bases of trees and 
feeds on pandanus fruits at this time of year. The black wallaby 
has white under Dellaee and e stiff stubby tail. 

More people from Garuwata bring fresh food. Also th~ coun¬ 
cillor from one of the Wakonai group of villages. This man lives 
at about 1500 ft. In the mountains, "-pneared in the rain alone, 
dressed in a ereneal band end an Australian soldier's tin hat, 
the latter filledwith a bit of electric wiring for a chin strap. 
He had cut track from near his village to .join our trail at 1380 m. 
From, the beginning - on cur way up here, he has told us that there 
is a good spot for our collecting down there and a shorter and 
easier route to the lowlands than the one by which we came. I 
feel the man knows what he is talking about; Ken doers not. He 
will go with the councillor tomorrow to examine the route. 

Tuesday, October 13. 1953; Max. 18, Min. 12 C. Clear nomine- 
clou&ini? over about 10 o’clock; clearing r.id-aftemoon. ho rain. 
Clear tonight. 

Saw Ken of? in bis search for a #2 camp site by going down 
to the bottom end of th^ grass spur at 1380 m. (corrected aneroid 
altitude 1400 m.). As in fell new ventures he was most pessimistic 
and unsure of himself and the ’"orld at large. 

Collected Jn the primary forest of the ridge crest immediately 
below the grass and found that the principal tree which I have 
been calling an oak, is Castanoosis - very like the species at #3 
Oatnp on Mt. Cayman. An oajc also collected. 

From the lower end of the grass I got bearings on 3olu Dolu (96°), 
south erd of Vivigani airstrip 48° magnetic. 

Van’s hunter brought in s big biacK male forest wallaby weigh¬ 
ing __lbs., and a bandiooot (Soh.ymlpera) . Another blank 
from traps. A. small olackish oat shot at in'eamp thi3 evening. 
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Someon- at the Mu floum (Milliard or Mayr) told me that birds of 
paradise are unknown from this island. Today 1 saw a black bird 
the size o$a small crow, which looked like a female paradise bird. 
At Bolu Bolu I saw what I took to be a Manucodia. The Fergusson 
Islanders know their P. Decora as Siai. Our native hunter says 
there are no Siai here, but there is a small black bird with a 
long tail, which dances in tree-tops (Astrepia ?). 

Wednesday. October 14. 1955^ max. 25 deg. Min. 15.5 0. ^Maximum 
reading doubtful). High overcast in early morning, followed by a 
day mostly clear. No mist or rain. 

Spent dav in oanro preparing accumulated plants and odd jobs 
whi oh I finished about 4 o’clock. Thai collected ay fifth Oyathea 
for the locality. Tree-ferns are unusually abundant in these 
forests. Other ferns not aa plentiful or in the variety that was 
on Maneau. 

Another black-headed bandicoot brought in by the native hunter; 
a rat in traps; two black Miniopteris shot by Vcn. The local mel¬ 
anism in mammals is a remarkable thing. Authors have celled the 
people of the island black or blackish, but to this X can not 
agree’, 'individuals may be darker than the average native of eastern 
Bapua, but they are not a blackish people. 

Thursday, October 15. 19551 i!ax»_Min. 15.o C. j?ound yesterday 
that "the afternoon sun had oem striking the thermometers. V.Ist 
drifting through the forest at daylight sac moisture dripping, from 
trees and tapping on my tent. Rain most of the day *nd on into the 
night. 

Did some collecting to the Sk and got wet in the process. 

Ken returned, reporting a good came cite at 600-600 m. As 
usual T'lien he carries the aneroid something goes wrong with it. 

• The report is of good forest - apparently rain forest - at an al¬ 
titude suitable for us. Have decided to move down there on the 
24th. A longer stay here would not be justified for mammals. 
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Frlday. October 16. 1953; Max. 18, Min 13 C. Stars blazing through 
the treetops at 4:30 A.M.; mist and drizzle at dawn; spasmodic sun¬ 
shine to 10:00; rain most of the day to 6 P.M.; moon showing through 
high clouds now (8:30). Saturated with the rain of the last two 
days, the brown peaty ground in camp is soggy and slushy. There is 
a damp ohill in the air, except in my tent, which is our eating as 
well as my work place, and repository for Van's mammal trays, and 
where a lamp has been burning through the daylight hours of the 
past two days. 

Collected a short distance up to trail toward the crest of the 
range, mostly on bamboo-entangled slopes with bits of forest on 
ridge-tops. Gathered my 7th Cyathea and 5th Vaccinium for the lo¬ 
cality. Away from the broad ridge upon which camp is situated, and 
on which the chief dominant is an oak or Castanopsis, the forests 
of both ravines and ridge crests is more mixed and there are no 
trees, apparently, which could be called major dominants. I still 
have to gain an understanding of these forests. 

Ken left for Bolu Bolu at 7 A.M. , via Garuwata to bring sup¬ 
plies for #2 Camp. 

» 

Have decided to close this present camp Saturday, 24th, and 
move down to #2, leave there on the 9th November, spend a day or 
two at Wakonai - chiefly for reported bat caves - and leave Good- 
enough for Norraanby Island during the weekend of November 14. Have 
so advised Ramsden and Buntings - the former having offered to move 
us to Normanby, the latter to arrange for boat transport if Ramsden 
should be unavailable. 

Saturday. October 17. 1953: Max. 18.5, Min 14 C. Misty, threaten¬ 
ing dawn, heavy thunder to NE (thunder in east last evening); al¬ 
ternating cloud and sun during day; no rain. 

Botanized down stream on the creek with the long name. For a 
wet ravine the flora is poor. Notable accessions: a red-flowered 
epiphytic Agapetes and futile material of the characteristic small¬ 
leaved bamboo of the forest. 

Nothing in traps for the second night in succession. The 
mammal situation somewhat relieved by Garuwata men who arrived 
this afternoon with a young mountain cuscus and a Pogonomys. An 
adult cuscus brought in by our native hunter. 

With the locals came a drum of peas which we left at Garuwata 
on the way up, a bit of garden truck; a betel-nut to sell to our 
boys for the weekly issue of tobacco whioh was handed out today. 

A note from Ken by the pea oarrier. He was to have slept at 
Garuwata last and arrange^ fot? the capture of small bats from a 
rock cave at our Waterfall Camp. Instead, he rushed through to 
Wakonai. 
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Sunday, October 18, 195.?: Max 20, Min. 15 C. Again misty at 
dawn; good stxnshine until late afternoon; mist again tonight. 

Had, with good visibility in the tree-tops, a good morning 
in the field on tha spur above camp. Collected the first Rhodo¬ 
dendron for the islahd, a small-leaved high epiphyte with pretty 
bell-shaped pink flowers. Have seen sterile plants of another 
species with big leaves. Many forest trees about to Borne into 
flower. 

A mail ru ner arrived about 3: SO with letters from U.S. and 
Samarai forwarded from Bolu Bolu by Ken at 3 P.M. yesterday. An 
urgent letter from Dusty miller dated Sept. 25, 1953, saying Geoff 
had another stroke a few days after we left him in Samarai and 
that his return home would have to be delayed several weeks. By 
this time he is perhaps on the way or already there by air. 

Wrote Miriam, Geoff and Dick about this misfortune. The 
stroke was serious this time. His facial muscles are affected, 
his mouth sags and he has difficulty in speaking. 

Monday. October 19. 1953: Max. 20.5, Min. 15.5 C. Condensed mist 
dripping on the tent kept waking me through last night. Tonight 
it is raining. Has been since about 1 P.M. Mist in tree-tops 
and closer to the ground most of day. Probably dirty SE weather 
on the coast. Strong gusts here last night. Thunder to the N. 
this afternoon. 

Got the mail runner away before 7 A.M. Jarrett (Nuatuta 
Planation owner on a visit to his property near Bolu Holu), is due 
to sail for Samarai tomorrow. With a" change of runners at Wakonai, 
or even if the one man has to go right through, the letters should 
be at Bolu Bolu this evening. 

The weather kept me close to camp for field work and only 13 
numbers collected, including the 6th Vaccinium (in a broad sense) 
for the locality. 

Van had only one rat from all his traps. Yesterday being 
Sunday, his native hunter after probably making use of all the 
preseribed pagan charms during the week, did not go out. Today, 
reinforced by a second dog and a small boy, be returned in the 
rain with 2 wallabies, 1 cuscus, 2 bandicoots and 2 Dobsonia. 
Some of the specimens badly torn by the dogs not being used to 
hunting together, and they fought over the prey. 

Tuesday. October 20. 1953: Max. 19, Min. 15 C. Mist down to the 
ground in forest until about 7 A.M.; overcast thereafter; no rain. 
Some stars peeping out tonight. 

Botanized dove. the spur to the edge of the deep saddle on the 
grassland at about 1500 m. Had glimpses of the main peaks, clear 
and blue above a broken cloudfield; and of the coast, looking blue 
and wet. 

of 
Nothing/special interest on the grass spur, or in strips of 
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forest in the heads of gullies on the steep slopes. At camp I 
collected the one palm species of the area apart from a Calamus 
which is sterile. This palm is a big species with striking 
purple inflorescence and red fruits. It could be a new genus. 

The hunter and his doge not so successful today. Only one 
cuscus and 2 Dobsonias. Oh check and recheck of what the hunter 
says of its habits, it appears that the cuscus lives in the ground 
in holes under the mossy roots of trees. The Dobsonla lives in 
hollow tree-trunks and in holes under trees of the kind inhabited 
by the cuscus during its resting hours. 

The hunter, Yilaubala, is a broad-faced cheerful little fellow. 
In temperatures never above the 60*s he wears only a pereneal band. 
Todav after his hunt I Itound him bathing in the brook (temperature 
_), then applying coconut scrapings to oil his skin and hair. 

He needs one wallaby of four he contracted to get for a 5-gal. drum 
of salt. In addition he has about L3 coming, to him in cash for 
other mammals. He is probably feeling on top of the world. 

Wednesday. October 21. 1953: Max. _, min. 14 C. First clear 
dawn for some days. Waking about 1 A.M. I saw a glow on my tent 
and thought Van had gone to sleep and left his lamp burning. It 
was the moon, 2 days off full, and almost forgotten about. General 
high overcast today; drift from SW. Light rain about 1 P.M. and 
6:50 P.M. Forest drippy again tonight. 

Descended to the bed of the creek with the long name, then 
followed it up perhaps l/4 mile to a waterfall dropping 70-80 ft. 
in a lower step end cascading probably 20-50 visable feet in an 
upper step. Set my camera for shots but could not get sunshine. 

From the waterfall I cut track back along the slopes directly 
to camp. Slopes generally not overly steep, but for the most part 
a tangle of small-leaved bamboo with tree ferns and scattering of 
flowering trees rising out of it. On a small sans bench at about 
camp level were two splendid beech trees and a number of smaller 
ones. The largest beech - a gnarly old tree fully 6 ft. in diameter 
but not more than 80 ft. high'. 

The extensive bamboo and treefern tangles on the slopes here¬ 
abouts must, I think, have become established after destruction of 
ofiginal forest by fire. The forest is very heavily mossed. In 
an abnormally dry year the forest would carry fire. Perhaps a 
fairly recent dry cycle was accountable for the destruction of so 
much of the forest. Have not seen beeches below 1100 m. 

The hunter contribut ed today a cuscus and 2 or 5 Dobsonia. 
His small-boy assistant spent the day on a trip down to Garuwata 
and back bringing betel-nut. The boys very chattery this evening 
and singing hymns and "Clementine", in their own language. 

Thursday. October 22. 1955: Max. 20.5, Min. 15 C. High overcast 
at dawn; dull and misty most of day, but no rain; strong gusts of 
wind from SW late afternoon. 

My last field day in this locality was spent within l/4 mile 
US?' i . 
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of camp E & N, filling known gaps in the plant collection and 
happening across a few species previously unseen. The most im¬ 
portant "known" was my third Pandanus. By far the commonest and 
most striking in the area, but only today found with a fruit head 
which had not ripened and fallen to pieces. 

An observation forgotten yesterday is that the dominant tree 
o- the immediate camp locality is a Castanopsls. not an oak. 

Van’s hunter today completed his contract to provide 4 walla¬ 
bies for a drum of salt. In my ramblings this morning I thought 
t ice that I could smell a cuscus. The strong scent was unmis¬ 
takable. Eventually, when my boys could detect nothing, it became 
apparent that the smell came from the boys themselves.^ They had 
aaWn cuscus meat last night! If there is a stronger meat than 
mutton it must be cuscus. 

There are more similarities than the opposite between this 
island and the New Guinea mainland. The differences are largely 
in things that are lacking. One of the missing features is the 
^six o’clock cricket." A noisy cicada sounds off at about 5:20 
in the morning. There is no cicada noise in the evening. 

Friday, October 23. 1953: Max. 19.5, Min. 14.5 C. Dull and misty: 
strong gusts of wind from -?/, then NE. No rain. 

Carriers from the Wakonai group of villages arrived about 1:30 
to transport us to #2 Camp tomorrow. On the way up they took sup¬ 
plies to #2 where Ken awaits us. 

A radiogram from Buntings advising that they will arrange for 
a boat to pick us up at Bolu Bolu November 14. No mention of Geoff, 
so presumably there is at least no further had news. 

Plant collections for th&s camp were 430 numbers, including 132 
bryophytes; 1408 sheets of specimens. Further work would not be 
warranted. Most plants seen were found in flower or fruit; a number 
of other species, especially trees, are in young leaf or with flower 
buds which should open in about a month. 

The mammal total is small -only 54 specimens of 8 specids 
( wallaby,. Phalang er. bandicoot, Pogonomvs. Rattus. Hydromvs. Dobsonla. 
Miniopteris. This time the 11th hour prize was Hydromys, trapped in 
the creek last night. 

We have a good collection of frogs; only 2 lizards (skinks from 
tree-tops). 

Saturday, October 24, 1953: Broke camp ahd left at 7 O’clock for 
#2 Camp on the lower slopes; 42 carriers including 11 women; 2 
village policemen and 2 councillors in attendance. 

Arrived at #2 Camp 11 o’clock having stayed behind the transport 
line and collected on the way down. I made the altitude 910 m. by 
aneroid; Ken previously made readings of 860 and 60G m.! 
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Travel was by the track we followed up from Garuwata on Oct. 
7, as far as the lower (1380-1400 m.) end of the grass spur, i.e., 
the divide between the Garuwata and Utamodi valleys. The same 
divide followed down to about 1200 m.; after that a subsidiary 
spur to within a few hundred feet of the moisy Utamodi, where the 
track swung left on the steep slope (960m.) and in about 10-15 
minutes dropped into a small basin in which camp is situated. 

Instead of following the crest of the main ridge down to the 1200 
m. level, the track often as not was on the very steep side of the 
ridge. Fortunately, there were plenty of trees to hold onto, for 
foothold was bad in places and there were loose rocks. Track im¬ 
proved on the less steep slopes at lower levels. 

Down to about 1100 m. travel was through sirij:mxxraxfcfejrx:gxcroiii 
Qaetanorsis forest of rather low trees. Found acorns on the ground 
ab 1030 m., where the forest became taller and moister. There are 
2 spp. of oaks about camp, which appears to be in the mid-mountain- 
rain forest transition zone. 

Camp is well situated; good ground; splendid water supply from 
a spring. 

Sunday. October 25. 1953; High thin overcast until mid-afternoon; 
gusty SE wind; no rain of mist. We are below the cloud belt. 

Botanized in an exploratory way down the small camp stream a 
short 1/4 mile,then along the crest of a ridge *lich separates the 
camp stream from the main valley of the Utamodi. Old garden lands 
occupied by forest second growths begin on the ridge about 5 minutes 
from camp; in 10 minutes walk one comes to a spur-crest strip of 
recently burned grass dominated by Themeda. From the grassy* spur 
there is a fine open view of Vivigani airstrip, the lower Garuwata 
River and the coast beyond. 

Van is getting a good start with mammals; On arrival yesterday 
there were awaiting him the skin and skull of a lowland wallaby 
Dorcopsulus shot by Ken below Wakonai, and a low mountain Pogonomys 
cut from a hollow tree by camp-clearing natives. Last night another 
Pogonomys was shot, and today, five more taken from a hollow tree. 
(Two distinct species of Pogonomys collected so far on the mountain, 
possibly a third) . 

Monday. October 36. 1953: Another rainless day, sunnier than yes¬ 
terday. 't'he thin coating of mosses on the trees is dry; the rich, 
friable brown soil quite moist in th^ forest. 

Morning spent on the Utamodi. Bed of stream only 100 m. below 
camp, but the slope of the ravine very steep, so precipitous that in 
places a plentiful undergrowth of Elatostema; etc. is not sufficient 
to stabilize the soil and rubbly rock and there are numerous little 
slides. The stream very rocky where I saw it. The flora poor for 
a moist ravine at nearly 3000 ft. An extraordinary moss hangs from 
the trees in tresses 2-3 feet long. 
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Tuesday, October 27. 1953: It looked like being a good day. Ken 
went down "with malaria in mid-norning, as he does often because 
he will not look 10 days ahead and take preventive drugs of which 
we have plenty. Van had nothing from traps, but a nice family 
series of 5 Pogonomys taken from a hollow tree, a Hlnposldarps 
he shot last night find a Dobsonia brought in by a native. There 
was a good catch of Odonata and butterflies. I oapturod the 
third snake for the looalitv. I also collected good material of 
an oak common here (#25,000) and of a big Proteaceous tree which 
resembles Relicla but I think is another genus. 

Then in the middle of the afternoon Jack, the Yakonai coun¬ 
cillor, arrived with a mail bag. The biggest mail we have had 
on the trip. Some of it had been sent from Samara! weeks ago on the 
mission vessel ''Koonwarra" which broke down. About 30 letters for 
me, including five from Marie. Also letters from Dusty and Ailsa 
about Geoff. He is in bad shape. Completely paralized on the 
right side; unable to say anything but the easiest words such as 
"Yes” and "No”. We have to get him Jjome. Therefore I have decided 
to close the expedition. 

Sending Ken to the ooast in the morning with cables for Miriam 
and ^ick, and detailed instfuctiona to communicate to Dusty re 
arrangements for getting 'Jeoff back to the U.S. as a stretoher case, 
with Van in attendance. I vdll stay to wind up expedition affairs 
and see to the packing of collections and gear. 

Ken vdll go to Mapamoiwa, on Fergusson Id., the nearest radio 
station, in a small launch belonging to Jarrett of Nuatutu who has 
put it at our disposal in case of an emergency. 

Van and I will close this camp on the 31st and go down to 
■7akon?i. vre will there be in a position to act quickly upon alter¬ 
native plans: (1) If Jeoff is well enough to travel now, I am ask¬ 
ing for a boat to meet us at B0lu Bolu Nov. 3 to take us to Samarai; 
( g) if Geoff should be able to travel soon, we will embark for 
Samarai Nov. 3 and put in any waiting time cn the mainland near 
Samarai; (3) If travel is inadvisable for Geoff for some consider¬ 
able time, ve will carry on as per previous plan work on Normanby 
Island until Geoff has medical CK for travel. 

Wednesday. Gctober 26. 1953: Ken left for the coast and Mapamoiwa 
about 7:15 A.Ml lie is to arrange for a preliminary carry of its 
loads from here to Wakonai on the 29th. Forty carriers are to move 
Van and I to Wakonai on the 31st. We will plan to move from Y/akonai 
to Bolu Bolu Nov. 2, if Geoff is fit to go home. 

I could not wish for better general botanizing than I had this 
morning down the stream and ridge from oamp. Many trees are in 
flower and a few with both flowers and fruits. Van had his first 
catch from traps - a soft-furred small rat with Melomys mammary 
formula. Melomys is not. known from the D’Entrecasteaux Group of 
islands. 
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Heavy mist on the heights above us. More or less overcast here, 
hut still r.o rain. 

Thursday. October 2£. 1953: Max £4, Min. 16 C. Ltill no rain. 
Considerable cloud this P.M. The usual starry night. 

Had only fair results from a morning up to trail. In afternoon 
sent boys dov.n to the big creek by a track out by Van a couple of 
days ago. 

While I was in the field this morning the Wakonai V.C. arrived 
with 18 carriers. Van who handled this transport and made a good 
Job of it, had only 16 loads. Those carrying loads were paid 5 
sticks of tobacco, the surplus people had a present of 1 stick each. 

Three youngsters from Garuwata today with 3 Khinolop'nus caught 
in a rock cave at our waterfall camp. 

Yesterday the Garuwata councillor and several villagers (includ¬ 
ing one deaf and dumb boy) came across the mountain with food which 
we did not want. Liberal presents of newspaper given them. Saying 
goodbye, the councillor, who knows a fair amount of English said, 
"I want to cry". He meant it too. Heavily recruited as they are as 
labor, thoso &oodenough people are unspoiled, trusting and very 
likeable folk. 

Friday, October 30. 1953: Max. 26, Min. 17 C. Sunny A.M.; overcast 
P.M., mist drifting over the 4000 ft. ridge to the east of us; a few 
spots of rain in camp. 

Preparing to leave this lower mountain camp; packing pickling 
specimens which can’t he dried now, developing photos, etc. 

A messenger arrived in mid-afternoon bring a letter written by 
Ken at 3olu Bolu this morning. Geoff is improving. The doctor 
permits him to travel home by air. Buntings have bookings to Lew 
York for him and Van, for departure from Samarai Hovemoer 12. It is 
a great relief to know Geoff continues to mend. Today (or yesterday) 
the folks at home will have had my radios advising the situation. 
Van will have ample time to pack his collections before leaving 
Samarai. 

This camp has been very productive for plants. In six days I 
collected 190 numbers, 715 herbarium sheets. Another week could 
have been spent here profitably; Veather conditions - no rain, 
pleasant temperatures - have been perfect for field work. This ap¬ 
pears to he the beginning of a fairly general flowering season for 
plants. The locals say that when the yams grow-they have recently 
been planted - thd oaks and Oast anopsia //ill break into flower; 
they have young buds now. A number of ferns are sterMl^ now and 
could not be collected. Camp is in transition oak-rain forest; 
rain forest occupies the ravine of the Utamodi stream, 100 m. 
below us. 

The locality has been very meager in results for Van. Only 8 
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speole3 acquired: Pogonomys (2), Melomys. Bhalantzer. lowland wallaby, 
Dobsonia, Hloposlderos. xrijncyvy Rhlaoloohus. Only 1 mammal caught 
in ca. 900 traps nights. Total for camp: _ specimens. 

Snakes of $05 (?) species, some small lizards and many frogs 
collected. Fair lot of insects, including several 0donate. 

Water temperature in stream 70 deg. T. 

Saturday. October 31, 1955: Had more than 38 carriers called for 
the move down to vVakoriai. _ from Wakonai, Afufuia, and 7 from 
Garuvrata. Had to wait, for their arrival which allowed a thorough 
drying of tents and flys, end got away at 8:20. I stayed behind 
the transport to collect and arrived at Wakonai 12:00. 

2? Bell Beli carriers sent by Kec to make a first evuOation 
transport to Bolu Bolu had been started back by Van before my 
arrival. 

From an isolated grass area on a spur 10 irirutes from camp 
(890 m.) we made a v^ry steep descent through old secondary rain 
forest to the Utamodi at 490 n. Trail very rocky. The ravine 
little better than a gorge. Trail crossed many sloping smooth 
rooks, giving safe footing fpr bare feet, but a precarious grip 
for nailed boots. Sidled along the far slope of the Utamodi 
ravine through nev?er second growths and past an old village site 
(betel-nuts and cooonuts) and came to 3 tin huts in the narrow 
crest of a grass spur at 430 m. Close below this In a grove of 
old coooDuts, was the garden hamlet of Councillor "Jeck**. An 
aluminum bucket seat from a plane set up in the shade by the tin 
huts. From Jack's place a good track down the grass .spur to 
*Yakonei (150 m. by today's reading). 

Collected on the Smy 22 numbers of plants, bringing my total 
just over 3500. 

During afternoon learned some of the Wakenai history. Origin¬ 
ally these people lived in the mountains (old Wakonai was at 500 m. 
They were moved do *ti to the foot hills hy government order, executed 
"Mr. Qeeb3r". In the old days the people from Wakonai north to 
Wataluma on the side of the island were allied with the Moratau 
people of the west slopes against the south end of the island. 
Constant warfare cannabilism and killing by soroery. Their stone 
adzes came from Iasiiasi on Cape Vogel, in trade for pigs and garden 
food to Moratau, thence over the top of the island to Wakonai. Our 
top camp at 1500 m. was on this old mountain trail. (Van has bought 
one stone Implement (an adze) said to have been made in Wakonai). 

Nowadays there is peace on the island. There is intermarriage 
between the old warring factions. <<hen the Wakonai people are short 
of p-arden produce toward the end of the dry season, as Is not in¬ 
frequently the case in this low rainfall area, they trade ’wallabies 
and big crabs to the Mud 3ay People for root foods. 
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In all the villages on th« parts of the island we have seen, 
I have bsen interested in stone platforms on the edges of which 
are set, at an outward slant, flat stone monoliths. The platforms 
and monoliths are not the wrc of the oresent veneration. hat- 
ever their purpose or meaning may have been, the piatform3 ar- now 
used as meeting places for talk and singing ("dances"), the mono¬ 
liths as back rests. The platforms are called_, the 
monoliths _. 

Sunday, November 1, 1953: A hot very hazy, partly cloudy day. 
The natives need rain for their newly planted yams. Young plant¬ 
ings of bananas near the village (in small clearings in poorly 
forest regrowths on steep banks of the creek, etc.), look starved 
for water and have made little growth. The yam gardens are on the 
mountain slopes, so far as I hava seen, always in revrowth forest. 
A parently there is no digging: and cultivating of grassland as in 
the Beli Beli-Bolu Bolu area. 

Bofenized down the very rocky bed of the creek for aoout l/E 
mile. good collection, mainly second growth and stream-side 
elements. 

Van's traps yielded one grassland rat last night. No bat 
shooting. When evening approached he was'chagrined to find that in 
routing cargo on to Bolu Bolu yesterday he sent away all his ammu¬ 
nition. A supply brought up by runner today. 

Van has had a busy day photographing in the village, helping 
me prepare plants for pickling in formalin, and this afternoon doc¬ 
toring the sores of the village children with sulfanilamide and 
elastoplast. 

Mondav, November 2, 1953: To avoid ns much as possible the heat of' 
the grass plains, we started for Bolu Bolu bright and early. 1 had 
called for 31 carriers. Almost double that number offering this 
morning - mostly from the Wakonai oommunity, who wanted to monopolize 
this last carry and ‘~et out of it all the tobacco they could, but 
also a goodly number from Afufuia. There was some ill feeling about 
it last night when the Afufuias arrived from theif village. I talked 
to the councillors and village policemen about it and told them to 
iron the matter out for themselves. This A.M. there was an amicable 
weeding out of the line to the required number of men. As parting 
gifts I gave eaoh community a drum of rice, one of the old nylon 
flys for use when they hunt in the mountains, an equal share of our 
remaining trade salt, etc. The etcetera included most of a 40-lb. 
bale of newspaper whioh is highly valued. 

Left -Vakonai at 5:50. Van went on with the oarriers while I 
botanized along the route. An hour after we started the sun was 
broiling hot. After about 8 o'clock a slight S£ breeze made con¬ 
ditions a little better. Arrived Bolu Bolu 9 o’clock, not a little 
sunburned. One soon, bleaches out in the mist and forest shade of 
the mountains. 
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The "Jessie" had arrived last night and hen had most of the 
bargo on hoard by the time of ny arrival. Ee also had ready to 
carry as passengers on the small vessel 20 Bell Bell natives he had 
recruited for Buntings without my knowing anything about it. A 
pretty raw action, whoever was responsible. 

At 10:45 we left Bolu 3olu, stopped at Nuatutu plantation to 
' take on board a pig which Ken had bought as a Christmas present for 

friends of his in S&marai, and at 2:15 tied up at the small wharf 
at Mepamoiwa on Fergusson Island. Boat too overcrowded to make the 
run to Samarai through the night - few could have fcur.d a place to 
sleep. Anyhow, I 'wished to examine the. savanna country seen or. our 
way out to'Good enough six weeks ago and an overnight stay suited me 
very well. We were the gue3ts of hospitable Charlie Corbett, 
European Medical Assistant in charge of the native hospital. Cor¬ 
bett'an active, alight.brunette cf about 35, from the Tweed liver 
on the Qui-ens 1 and-i’ew ‘-outh 'halos border. He had a small snake, for 
us. 

From.the sea the savannas or savanna forsetc of Mapamciwa ap¬ 
peared to be timbered with a Eucalyptus. Examination showed the 
tree to be a form of Melaleuca lsucadendron. A typically Australian 
conn unit y grassed -i thrhfsaeflsT Ckan^aroo grass), one of the associate 
herbs being a P Intel o a, a genus which so far as I remember is not 
known outside of Australia, .‘.here I saw it the savanna forest oc¬ 
cupied a low ridge of well-drained sandy grey soil flanked by rain 
forested gullies. It extended up to the crest of a high spur 
(1000 ft.?) behind Cape Norilyan. 

Tuesday. November 3, 115~: Left Mapamoiwa at 5:30 A.M. end arrived 
Samsrai about 6:15 in the evening. A flat calm sea and uneventful 
trip. 

After a shave and bath I visited Geoff in the hospital, A 
•shock to see him lying helpless, paralysed in the right side and 
unable to talk more than a few words. Still, he looked bright and 
eoetaec to understand all that was said to him. Hud a detailed 
report of his illness from Sister Bedelia Mulehay, bister in Charge 
of"the hospital* (A rotund, Jolly person. ¥/e talked over a bottle 
of beer in her quarters) . For several days after being seized with 
his second stroke Geoff was in a very bad Way. xor three we^ks he 
was out of bis mind. Then he began to improve, and when he learned 
that, we were on the way back to s&marai to take him home ie began 
to improve rapidly. Friends h&ye been wonderfully faithful in 
visiting and doing all they could for him. (Ailsa Krill, Busty 
Miller, Pus Webster, Tony ukeves). They have seen him daily. 
Lately, since his sensibilities have returaed, Ailsahas read to him 
kxLItx every evening. Tony took on the job of shaving him every 
other day until he had to go on patrol. Then Rus, who haf visited 
him for an hour every morning, became barber. Lately ha has been 
giving speech guidance and encouraging Geoff to try moving his 
parslized limbs. The doctor having ordered a meatless diet, and 
no fish being buyable in Samarai, Dusty has been going out in his 
launch and catching fish. Rus has been gatheriny oysters from the 
rocks. Now a little red meat is allowed. Geoff has eaten 
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enor'.cusly all through, excepting perhaps la his worst days at the 
be?Inning. Mule hay had little to say about her part. She has 
only one European sister to help her. They alternate on 24-hour 
shifts with native orderlies for help, fortunately Gooff was the 
only patient In the hospital for several weeks. In the past two 
weeks there have been three maternity oases. 

7’’e^ne3dart ^November 4. 1353: Had a talk with I.A. iirkc, edical 
Officer, at the hospital this morning. He considers Geoff to be 
now out of danger and has certified him as fit to travel home by 
air. With proper therapy he should be walking and talking in 
three or four months, anc so far us his present affliction goes, 
live to a ripe old age. 

Air reservations for the return of Geoff and Van to the U.B. 
are not yet finalized. They will leave here by Santas flying boat 
Thursday 12th. £o far the air traffic agents here (Burns i’nilp 
£ Go.} have not been able tc get space on any plane across the 
Pacific 30 they have some sort of booking by 30AC to Sngland and on 
to Nw York. "EF’s” had a sig party last night to celebrate the 
opening of their new store and their sta£f is not functioning very 
well today - those that are on the job. The air booking clerk is 
off duty. Heavy traffic back to the U.l. after the Melbourne Cup 
probably, accounts for the pianos being booked out. The difficulty 
about the present situation is that Geoff will oe a stretcher case. 
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SuEdar. Ncverber 8, 1955: Weric lug 5e the terrific heat of Buntings 
galvanized iron godov.-n, we had most of the collections end gear 
packed and orated lor shipment by 3: 50 yesterday afternoon. Took 
from my dryers this morning the last of a considerable collection 
of pickled plants from the lower slopes of Goodenough and from 
Mapamoiwa. Tomorrow should see the cargo ready, unless Var who has 
gone hr.t hunting today, has last ~oment collections to preps re. 

Or Friday I radioed the Department ot Agriculture, Fort Moresby 
for permission to export 14,000 botanical specimens, 80,000 insects, 
145 fishes, 1697 reptiles and amphibians, 1645 mammals and 16 birds. 
Have ready to send tomorrow a radio to the Government Anthropologist 
for permission to export the few ethnologies! items (?>?) we have 

Geoff shows steady improvesec t. Hr. and Van are to leave here by 
flying boat on the 12th, depart Sydney for London on the 14th, ahd 
from London for New lork on the 17th. Have so radioed Miriam. 

t topic to b • able to leave on the seme plane for Port Moresby. 

The latest development concerning Geoff is that the Chief 
Medical Officer (Dr. Gunther) has ordered a nurse, carrying oxygen, 
nocdlsc and ice, to accompany him as far as Port Moresby. Sirko 
considers this unnecessary. The Inference expressed locally is 
that the elaborate precautions arc being taken as a sequence to the 
fairly recent death from polio of a roving U.S. reporter end the 
great public fuss which was made (quite unjustly, it seems) by his 
people back home. Gunther does not wish to have any more trouble 
with sick people from the United States.' 

Monday..November 9. 1953: Started the formalities of Customs clear¬ 
ance this A.h. by handing Bunting’s shipping man lists and valua¬ 
tions of imported items expended cn the expedition. (77e had to lodge 
lists and valuations of Imports upon arrival in March). Legyo, the 
shipping man, started action immediately. He soon came to report 
that the local Collector of Customs had instructions from his chief 
in Port Moresby to charge us duty on everything not being re-exported. 
We have cover paid duty on any previous expedition end I have not 
heard cf any skieni if xpaxhy scientific party being charged with 
their XBiisrattsjEs; collecting materials in any Country. The order of 
the__(illegible) who is chief of Customs is especially 
annoying In view of the government having asked for and been promised 
a share & in our collections. Tvlked by radiophone with Claude 
Champion, Asst. Govt. Secretary, asking that customs duties be waived. 

The really maddening thing came in this radiogram from the Dept, 
of Agriculture this afternoon, "Export permit, granted providing dup¬ 
licate set botanical specimens remain in territory else of other col¬ 
lections if duplicates available stop If sorting inaects impracticable 
agree export provided full set returned stop formal permit following." 
This from a technical department whose director claims to be a 
scientific man - either an economic botanist or entomologist. Apart 
from the utter ignorance behind the demand, it comes close to being 
confiscatory. 
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'Arodnes3&v> November 11, 195?: Suspecting thet Forest Botenist Y7om- 
er?!«y had nc part in the holdup regarding export of collections, 
but wanting to make .ure of his attitude and give him a chance to 
clear the Forest Department (which will get a set of the plants), 
I sent him an urgent radiogram yesterday tor-iny. A long reply 
from him late this afternoon, beginning "Your information astound¬ 
ing** end ending "trust coir on sense will prevail." He has asked 
the Director of Forests to take action or our behalf. 

The Customs Dept, has at last deigned to radio the local col¬ 
lector for a report on the duty problem Stating my reasons for ask¬ 
ing Customs exemption. Was shown the radiogram by friendly Kelly. 
There was a passage about ay reasoning being "specious". 

I will leave Samara! tomorrow frith the collections still not 
cleared for export. As the local agricultural officer remarked on 
the situation as concerns Me department, "There arc some awful 
clots in headquarters." Dwyer, Director of Agriculture, is in 
Australia on sick leave. 

Hanging over us all is the possibility that none of us will 
be able to leave Samara! by tomorrow’s plane. An epidemic of flu 

s sweeping through the town. The lace is in quarantine. Native 
raffle to end from the island has been stopped. Europoahs ara 
ot allowed to leave If running a temperature of over 99 degrees, 
he hospital staff is going down with’the complaint one by one. 

can only hope that Geoff and Van escape it. 

claying in Bunting’s house as a fellow guest is Alan Davis, 
manager of the Hank of N.S. Yales in Fort Moresby. The bank is 
going to open a branch here. They own bunting’s trade store and 
are preparing to take it over for bank premises. 
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Thursday, Novenfoer 12. 1955: Left Samarai by Sandringham flying 
boa£ at 9:15 and arrived Port Moresby about 11 o’clock:. The 
nurse who was to have accompanied Geoff was down with influenza 
and was replaced by European Medical Assistant Jeffers. The pilot 
was asked not to fly above 5000 feet. At Pt. Moresby Dr. Gunther 
came aboard to examine Geoff. He had planned (unknown to me) to 
hold him for observation for a couple of days, but as the flight 
from Samara! was without ill effects this precaution was thought 
unnecessary. The flying beat took off for Cairns about 12:50. 

My afternoon spent on official calls - Gov’t Secretary, Dept. 
Agriculture, Dept, district Services, Gov’t Anthropologist. At 
Agriculture, Acting Director F. C. Henderson showed me a copy of 
a permit to export our collections which, he had signed on Monday. 
It* as a reasonable document granting the permit on condition that 
we leave duplicates in the Territory or return them from the U.S. 
The telegraphed demand that we got in Samarai was the work of 
some junior. Anthropologist Julius had recommended to his chief, 
Director of District Services & Native Affairs, that we be allowed 
to export our ethnological collections, but the memo was lost on 
somebody’s desk. 

Have promised the Administration a male end female of each 
species or form of madirhal, reptile, amphibian and fish collected, 
where duplicates are available. My proposal that the material be 
sent to the Queensland Museum for safe keeping until the estab¬ 
lishment of a proposed museum in Port .Moresby was agreed to. 

Friday, November 15, 1955: Called on the Administrator, Mr. 
(ox Brigadier) D. M. Cleland, Gov’t Secretary £. Lonergan, Dir¬ 
ector of Forests James McAdam, Ivan Champion, and finally F. Lee, 
Chief Collector of Customs. Lee has refused to budge from his 
position that we must pay duty unless it is waived by th» Admin¬ 
istrator with the approval of the Executive Council, as provided 
by law. He eras to have presented the case to a meeting of the 
Council held this morning, but running true to form, did not do 
so. The Connell will meet again on Monday. Oleland assured me 
that we would not have to pay duty. 

Arranged with the Bank to remit hack to New York 2000 surplus 
dollars. Have left about $900 here to cover obligations we will 
have for freight, etc., the account to be closed on my instructions 
from the U.S. when all accounts have been paid by Buntings. 

Dined this evening with Claude Champion and his wife ("Pin"). 
Have known them since the mid-thirties (at Daru). Claude, as 
Asst. Gov’t Secretary, has handled all expedition affairs. Mick 
and Molly Heely also guests. 

Saturday. November 14. 1955: Lee assured me yesterday that he had 
radioed an export clearance on our collections to Samarai. Feeling 
it unsafe to take the word of such a man, and not wishing to leave 
the country until the collections 'ere cleared, I spoke with Dusty 
Miller by radiophone this morning (over an hour spent in getting 
through). Samarai has received the clearance. I will fly to 
Brisbane tomorrow. 
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The toim is agog with reports on the murder by natives of 
both officers at Telefomin Gov't station on the upper Sepik. 
Both were inexperienced and opinion is that they should not have 
been posted to an area only recently (1948) brought under control. 
Uo less than experienced officers, some of them 15 years in 
district service, are away at administration school in Sydney! 
Many stations are in charge of young patrol officers suoh as 
Szarka and Harris who were killed at Telefomin. 

A great patrol of 4 white officers and 33 native police has 
been flown into Telefomin to investigate the murders ana apprehend 
the culprits. Critics of the administration are calling it* 
’’Operation Hannibal”. 

Tom Gilliard of the Museum, en route to the middle Sepik and 
Telefomin on a bird collecting and photographing expedition (his 
wife with him) left Port Moresby early in the week. His plan was 
to go to Telefomin in about 5 months* time. The area will probably 
he closed to him. 

Sunday, November 15, 1955: Left Moresby 12:50 by Q,antas Skymaster 
and arrived Brisbane's Lagle ^arm airport 7:15. Very smooth flight, 
the big plane not much more than haliff full. Flew at 9500 ft. and 
touched the Queensland coast near Rockhampton. Clearing Qustoms 
took about li hours. No fuss, but not enough staff. 

Improved my acquaintance with a New Zealdnd writer - retired 
sheep farmer named Douglas Cresswell, On a 10-year assignment 
from his government to report on Australia, he has done a 7-week 
tour of Pepua/Kew Guinea as guest of Santas. Visited the Trobia 
(3 weeks), Central Highlands, Middle Lepik, APC oil prospecting 
camps in western Papua, including Ever ill Junction on the lly River. 
Keen, intelligent, "English type” man of about 60 who saw 4 years 
of service in World War I. Much impressed with opportunities for 
agriculture and other development in the territories. 

Qantas manager in Port Moresby talked with me about a charter 
flight which the Dutch Government has been trying to arrange "1th 
his company to land an administrative party at Lake Hahbema for 
purpose of bringing t.he Balim Valley under control. Flight cow 
unlikely to be made. Dutch military restrictions too stringent. 
No photographs - air or ground - allowed. Qantas interests are 
largely from a publicity point of view. Dutch military said to 
be charging the civil administration tremendously high rates for 
plane charters. 

Brisbane people complaining about the first heat of summer. 
Weather pleasantly cool to me after Port Moresby and Samarai. 
Town much quieter alfcxx than Moresby - at least this Sunday eve¬ 
ning. At the Papua Hotel in Port Moresby there Is a roar of 
motor traffic. At Lennon's in Brisbane all is quiet, even though 
tMs is the wool sale season end the town full of buyers from 
other countries. 
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Mondav, November 15. 195?: Applied for a Pan American booking 
for departure from Sydney Nov. 29 and arrival Honolulu the same 
day (day lost on crossing the International date line. 

Lost of the day spent on visits to the Museum and the Her¬ 
barium. George Mack, direotor of the Museum, is willing to hold 
and look after any collections we send Tor the Papua/Hev Guinea 
administration. He will so advise the Gov't ^-cretary. 

Mack had much to say about a row he had this year with 
Ernst Mayr and George Tate. Mayr wished to employ an Australian 
to collect birds in Queensland for the American Museum. The man 
unknown to Mack (himself an ornithologist) and therefore he was 
unable to recommend him to the conservation authorities (Dept, 
of Agriculture & Stock). Permit to collect not granted. Policy 
is to grant, without question, permits to representatives of 
scientific institutions coming from abroad, but to be chary 
about’giving permits to Australians to collect for foreign in¬ 
stitutions. Outside of scientific institutions there is not a 
competent or experienced bird collector in Australia today, 
according to Mack. 

Tate came into the row after reading a Mack letter to Mayr 
in which he was charged with blantantly publishing a report on 
protected manmals which were collected illegally in (Queensland 
for A.F. These mammals, I learn today, were two specimens of 
Dendrolagus. Bennettil collected by Roberts on Alt. Finnegan. 

Talked with Francis, Blake and Smith at the Herbarium. Francis' 
health does not allow him to do much and he retires next June. 
Blake and Smith spend most of their time keeping abreast of routine, 
mostly work in connection with identification of weeds. Lvarist^ 
(Senior Asst. Botanist) is now in the near west directing aerial: 
spraying of poison to kill brigalow. Direction of such vor.j 
should hardly be the work of a botanist. 

Discussed with Blake experiments on soil Improvement in the 
Vallum country of "hich rather sensational abcounts have^reached 
the u.S', press. Experiments with trace elements and ordinary 
chemical fertilizers are going carried out in different areas 
by Queensland Dept, of Agriculture, Queensland University, and 
Q.5, i.h. 0. There is little to show for them to date. But in 
Irks South Adatralia there has been success in increasing the 
fertility of very poor soils (80 Mile Desert?) partly at least 
by application of cobalt. 




